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FOURTH WORKSHOP OF THE IEA GHG INTERNATIONAL 
RESEARCH NETWORK ON MONITORING 

Executive Summary 
 

The monitoring of CO2 injected into geological formations is a topic of great interest and importance.  
As CO2 capture and storage (CCS) becomes more widely implemented regulatory bodies will require 
that detailed monitoring programmes are put in place to ensure that the health and safety of both 
operating staff and the general public are assured.  In addition, if organisations wish to gain credits for 
the CO2 that is injected, monitoring of the injected CO2 will be necessary to ensure that emission 
reduction credits can be validated and any leakage accounted for both in the credit awards and in 
national inventories. 

This is the 4th meeting of the IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (IEA GHG) Monitoring 
Network. Since the inception of the Monitoring Network a significant amount of work has been done 
in this field.  There are now a great number of very elaborate CCS demonstration projects occurring 
worldwide with each one developing and testing new monitoring techniques.  While this is happening 
there is also a great drive from many Governments to put in place the regulations needed to properly 
licence and supervise CCS activities.  This meeting hoped to review where we are with both aspects 
of CCS and identify what questions still need to be answered. 

The main outcomes of the workshop were: 
1. An analysis of CCS monitoring and how it was dealt with in regulation.  Regulation is being 

developed in parallel in a number of regions around the world including the US, Canada, 
Europe and Australia. Although regional regulation developments are not completely 
transferable lessons can be learnt from other regions processes which can aid development 
elsewhere. It was demonstrated that there are parallels that can be drawn between the acid gas 
injection regulation and CCS regulation however the scale of acid gas projects is significantly 
smaller than what is needed for CCS which reduces the applicability.  It was concluded that 
although there is a lot of good work going on there are still some big regulatory issues to be 
solved, possibly the biggest and most contentious of which is when and how to hand over of 
the site to the national authority will occur. 

2. A review and update of what is happening at a number of CCS projects around the world 
focusing on the different monitoring techniques that has been looked at.  It was encouraging 
seeing the number of projects existing and planned and to see the wealth of monitoring 
techniques are being developed, tested and applied. As more projects are started and as 
current projects progress the availability of historic data will allow us to start to build 
monitoring standards and best practices which will improve our confidence in the technology 
and processes of CCS. 

 
As well a continuing to work on some of the unresolved issues above there were a number of 
questions that were raised throughout the course of the meeting that will need to be addressed in the 
future. These include: 

 How do you accurately locate and quantify the CO2 in the reservoir? 
 What do you do if a system parameter goes outside predicted values?  
 What additional information can Seismic monitoring give us? When is it not applicable? Is it 

enough on its own and if not, what more do you need to complement it? 
 How much monitoring is required for different stakeholders and can the current monitoring 

techniques provide what the need? 
 How long do you monitor for?  When and how does handover occur?  
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FOURTH WORKSHOP OF THE IEA GHG INTERNATIONAL 
RESEARCH NETWORK ON MONITORING 

1. Introduction 
 

The monitoring of CO2 injected into geological formations is a topic of great interest and importance.  
As CO2 capture and storage (CCS) becomes more widely implemented regulatory bodies will require 
that detailed monitoring programmes are put in place to ensure that the health and safety of both 
operating staff and the general public are assured.  In addition, if organisations wish to gain credits for 
the CO2 that is injected, monitoring of the injected CO2 will be necessary to ensure that emission 
reduction credits can be validated and any leakage accounted for both in the credit awards and in 
national inventories. 

This is the 4th meeting of the IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (IEA GHG) Monitoring 
Network. Since the inception of the Monitoring Network a significant amount of work has been done 
in this field.  There are now a great number of very elaborate CCS demonstration projects occurring 
worldwide with each one developing and testing new monitoring techniques.  While this is happening 
there is also a great drive from many Governments to put in place the regulations needed to properly 
licence and supervise CCS activities.  This meeting hoped to review where we are with both aspects 
of CCS and identify what questions still need to be answered. 

This report provides a summary of the fourth meeting hosted by the University of Alberta in 
Edmonton, Canada between the 7th and 9th of November 2007. 

2. Aims and Objectives of Second Workshop 
 
The workshop aimed to provide: 

 Provide an insight as to how CCS is dealt with in regulation.   
 Provided a review and update of a number of CCS projects around the world focusing on the 

different monitoring techniques that are being applied 
 

3. Workshop Programme 
 
DAY 1 – Regulations and Monitoring 
  
07.30 Registration/Coffee  
08.30
 
  

Introduction/Housekeeping: Brendan Beck and Rick 
Chalaturnyk 

08.45  “Albertans and Climate Change: Moving Forward” Honorable Rob Renner, 
Minister of Environment, 
Government of Alberta 

09.30
  

An ENGO viewpoint on CCS, Regulation and Monitoring 
 

Mary Griffiths, Pembina 
Institute 

09.55 
 

Draft Quantification Protocol for Geological Storage 
Through EOR using CO2 Injection – What Monitoring is 
Required? 

Brent Lakeman and 
Stephanie Trottier, Alberta 
Research Council 

10.20  Discussion/Questions 
10.35  Break  
11.00 
 

Legal and Regulatory Guide for States and Provinces – 
IOGCC   

Rick Chalaturnyk, 
University of Alberta 
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11.20 MMV : G8/CSLF and  Canada-Alberta Task Force 
Activities 

Bill Reynen, Geological 
Survey of Canada 

11.50
  

Draft Regulatory Guidelines for Geological Storage of  – 
CO2ReMoVe  

Brendan Beck, IEA GHG 

12.15
  

Discussion/Questions  

12.30 Lunch  
13.30 Review of Acid Gas Regulations    Stefan Bachu, Energy and 

Utilities Board 
14.00 Facilitated Discussion: Are Acid Gas Regulations a suitable 

analogue for the development of Geological Storage 
Regulations? 

 

15.00 Break  
15.30  Facilitated Discussion: How to design and establish a suite 

of generic MMV protocols for CO2 storage. 
 

16.00 Facilitated Discussion: What are the next steps to help 
expedite MMV arrangements and so assist in the wide scale 
implementation of CCS? 

 

18.00 Social Event and Entertainment  
DAY 2 – MMV Design and Reviews and Updates: CO2 Projects 
 
07.30 Registration/Coffee  
08.15 Welcome /Synthesis of Regulatory/Policy MMV issues 

from Day 1 
Rick Chalaturnyk, 
University of Alberta 

08.30 MMV Update on the CO2CRC’s Otway Basin Pilot 
Project 

Kevin Dodds, BP Americas 
(formerly with CO2CRC) 

09.00 Nagaoka, Japan Monitoring/Verification Program 
Design, Deployment and Case History.   

Tsukasa Yoshimura, RITE 

09.30 MMV Efforts at the CSLF Endorsed Zama Lake Acid 
Gas EOR Project 

Steve Smith, EERC/PCOR 

10.00 MMV Programs at ADM Site, Illinios – Midwest 
Partnership 

Rob Finley, Geological 
Survey of Illinios 

10.30
  

Seismic Based MMV Programs:  Frio II, Otway Basin, 
Permian EOR, WESTCARB/SECARB.  

Tom Daley, LBNL 

11.00 Discussion/Questions  
11.15 Break – POSTER SESSIONS  
12.00 Lunch – POSTER SESSIONS  
13.00 MMV in Final Phase of IEA GHG Weyburn-Midale CO2-

EOR  Monitoring and Storage Project.  
Don White, Geological 
Survey of Canada 

13.30 Downhole Fluid Recovery System Deployment at Penn-
West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project.  

Gonzalo Zambrano, 
University of Alberta 

14.00 Shallow Subsurface and Atmospheric Monitoring in 
CO2Geonet and CO2ReMoVe.   

David Jones, British 
Geological Survey 

14.30 Discussion/Questions  
14.45 Break  
15.15 Research on Environmental Risks from Geological 

Carbon Dioxide Storage 
Jeremy Colls, University of 
Nottingham 

15.45 Baseline Survey for Evidence of Gas Microseepage Prior 
to a CO2 Injection Experiment at Teapot  Dome, 
Wyoming, USA.  

Ron Klusman, Colorado 
School of Mines 

16.15 Accurate Soil CO2 Flux Meas. at High Spatial and 
Temporal Resolution 

Rod Madsen,  LICOR 
Biosciences 
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16.45  Discussion/Questions  
19.00  Dinner  
DAY 3 – MMV Design and Reviews and Updates: CO2 Projects 
 
07.30
  

Registration/Coffee  

08.00 Welcome and Introduction to Day 3 Rick Chalaturnyk, 
University of Alberta 

08.15 MMV Results from FRIO II Sue Hovorka, Gulf Coast 
Carbon Center 

08.45 Seismic Monitoring Programs at Penn-West CO2-EOR 
Monitoring Project 

Don Lawton, University of 
Calgary 

09.15 Observation Well at Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring 
Project 

Gonzalo Zambrano, 
University of Alberta 

09.45 Discussion/Questions  
10.00  Break  
10.20  Shallow Subsurface and Air Monitoring Program at 

Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project.   
Bill Gunter, Alberta 
Research Council 

10.45  MMV Programs at the CSEMP ECBM Pilot Project John Faltinson, Alberta 
Research Council 

11.10  Role of Risk Assessment in Designing MMV Programs Ken Hnottavange-Telleen, 
Schlumberger Carbon 
Services 

11.35  Discussion/Questions  
12.00  Lunch  
13.00  A New Mode of Seismic Surveillance Leon Thomsen, BP 
13.30
 
  

Detailed CO2 Injection and Sequestration Monitoring 
Through Crosswell Imaging.  

Mark McCallum, Z-Seis 

14.00
  

Design of Surface Seismic Programs for CO2 Storage 
Monitoring 

Mark Egan, WesternGeco 

14.30  Discussion/Questions  
14.45  Break  
15.00  Passive Seismic: Listening for the Snap, Crackle, Pop! Marcia Couëslan, 

Schlumberger Carbon 
Services 

15.30  Employing Novel MMV Technology Integration 
Techniques To Increase Accuracy of Injection 
Monitoring.  

Eric Davies, Pinnacle 

16.00  Discussion/Questions  
16.15  Discussion and Wrap-up of Meeting Brendan Beck and Rick 

Chalaturnyk 
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4. Presentations Summaries and Discussion 
 

4.1 Day 1 – Regulations and Monitoring 

4.1.2 CCS in Alberta – Rob Renner – Alberta Minister of the Environment 

The Alberta Minister of the Environment, Rob Renner, gave the opening address of the meeting and 
began by recognising that what the Network is doing here is critical for the going forward of 
regulation for CO2 capture and storage  
 
Alberta has been at the forefront of climate change in Canada for some time with a current target of 
reducing carbon intensity by 12%. This may also increase as the Canadian federal government are 
looking at a target of around 18% carbon intensity, with Alberta set to mirror this target in 2010. 18% 
is seen as a valuable contribution to climate change mitigation and achievable.  With the inclusion of 
CCS, Alberta may even look to exceed this 18% target.  
 
Alberta is already putting significant resources into CCS research and can be a centre of excellence in 
the area of CCS with good local geology and large point sources of CO2 production in the region 
lending themselves to the technology.  The major emissions sources in the province are from large 
amounts of coal fired thermal electricity and oil sands. However the places were Alberta produces 
CO2 are remote from the places that they can store and utilise CO2 so transport is an important issue 
that needs to be addressed. Low quality by-products of oil sands production could also be gasified to 
lower the environmental impact and lower strain on natural gas use.  This then would provide another 
high concentration source of CO2 for capture. The amount of CO2 produced in Alberta far exceeds the 
requirements for CO2 in EOR so saline storage will have to be utilised. 
 
Like many regions around the world, the local government in Alberta will need to come up with a 
way of assuming liability for the stored CO2 as the storage company can’t be expected to hold the 
liability indefinitely. CCS needs flexible regulation and financing as it is a unique process.  There are 
similarities with the Canadian oil sands industry. If Alberta can succeed as a market leader in CCS 
then it has the opportunity to be an exporter of CCS expertise and knowledge to other regions of 
Canada and the world.  

 
Q) What economic incentives has Alberta looked at for CO2 reduction? 
A) Alberta is looking at a carbon trading system for the largest emitters.  Alberta is also looking at 
ways to incentivise CO2 reduction in areas that are not regulated under this trading system. This 
includes “made in Alberta offsets”.  Another option is to have industry invest $15/tonne into a clean 
development fund which could be used for investment into infrastructure or research and 
development. 

 
Q) The Federal government is looking at a carbon tax because of its simplicity, has Alberta 
considered a carbon tax? 
A) Alberta doesn’t believe that a carbon tax will do anything but chase a significant amount of capital 
out of Alberta.  Internal carbon trading is better suited to Canada’s problems.  A tax will just increase 
general revenue. 
A) Alberta is the only regulated carbon trading network in Canada.  Alberta already has 15 protocols 
to allow people to have independently verified emissions reductions that can be traded. Alberta 
doesn’t want trading in hot air to be going on.  Alberta wants to be seen as a jurisdiction that is 
contributing significantly to carbon reduction. Alberta’s best opportunity is through CCS.  Alberta 
wants their emissions reduction to stay in Alberta not to be sold to other places to allow them to 
continue emitting. 
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4.1.3 An ENGO viewpoint on CCS, Regulation and Monitoring – Mary Griffiths – Pembina 
Institute 
 
Mary Griffiths from the Pembina Institute presented a background of their organisation and gave an 
overview of their stance on CCS.  They also included some information about other ENGO’s opinion 
of CCS and some of the concerns the public have about the technology.  
 
The Pembina institute was set up in 1985 as a non-partisan, non-profit environmental organisation and 
have recently updated their position on CCS. Some ENGOs, such as WWF see CCS as a necessary 
evil or a technology that can buy us time. Others such as Greenpeace and the Sierra Club see it as an 
excuse to continue using fossil fuels and not to deal with the issue. 
 
Pembina see the need for a varied portfolio of carbon management technologies and it does see CCS 
as a possible part of this portfolio.  Pembina believe that CCS mustn’t get more than their fair share of 
attention and investment. They do not however believe that EOR is a solution for CO2 disposal but 
would rather see CCS in saline aquifers which they see as the most reliable and secure storage option. 
 
Two of the largest concerns about CCS are those of leakage and liability.  It is extremely important 
that a strong regulatory regime must ensure that the CO2 is stored safely and securely. This has two 
parts, it is important not just to have regulation in place but also to show the public that they are being 
enforced. It is also important to enforce reporting guidelines for the operation of a site.  To find out 
later that things did not go to plan is very damaging for public acceptance. 
 
Another aspect of the public concern over leakage is the lack of colour and scent of CO2. One solution 
that could be applied is using an introduced odour with stored CO2 which could significantly improve 
public acceptance. 
 
Pembina see the government as the long term holder of the CO2 liability, but are undecided when this 
hand over process should take place. It is important for the tax payer that they do not foot the bill but 
rather a fund is generated during the operation of the storage site by the operator to fund 
administration and compliance inspection and liability in the long term. This cost should then 
ultimately be passed on to the consumer to give a price signal for CO2 reduction.  Pembina also 
believe that CCS should be regulated by both the national and local government. 
 
Pembina doesn’t want to see subsidies to CCS as this will upset the level playing field with energy 
efficiency and renewable. 
 
Q) Do you see 25 years of liability post-closure? 
A) Pembina is undecided over the length of liability. 
 
Q) You say that you don’t want to see CCS subsidised but currently renewables are subsidised so the 
playing field is not currently level. 
A) Public would prefer renewables as they see this as a long term solution where as CCS is an end of 
pipe solution that doesn’t decrease CO2 generation. 
 
Q) How do the other ENGOs accept your summary of the ENGO situation? 
A) Pembina don’t often present this summary in the presence of other ENGOs.  Currently within 
Canada there is very little attention to CCS.  It won’t be until there are more large projects or the 
public calling NIMBY. 
 
Q) Can you elaborate on Pembina’s view that CO2 EOR projects are not suitable for CO2 storage? 
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A) Pembina see that there is a financial incentive already for EOR and that there is a net increase in 
CO2 emissions due to the oil.  It depends how you see the oil affecting the market. 
 
Q) You talk about not wanting subsidies but EOR is the perfect step toward straight storage because it 
can fund itself.  EOR could be the ideal platform because it doesn’t require any subsidy.  It can be 
seen that EOR projects morph into storage.  This can be the case because often EOR opportunities are 
located with storage. 
A) This is just the Pembina position for the long term. We concede that EOR is going to go ahead. 

 
 
4.1.4 Draft Quantification Protocol for Geological Storage through EOR using CO2 injection: 
What monitoring is required? – Brent Lakeman and Stephanie Trottier, Alberta Research 
Council 
 
The Protocol document provides guidance to the operator as to what has to be done to qualify for CO2 
reduction credits. It was found that this has to be flexible and need to be adapted to the needs of the 
stakeholders and that they should be non-prescriptive and outcome based. It was thought that 
guidelines would help stimulate CO2 mitigation action in the industry. 
 
In the document the ARC defined the site characterization requirements for CO2 storage and outlined 
a set of questions defining what they believe needs to be answered by the monitoring programme.  
The methodology to achieve this will change on a site by site basis. 
 
In conclusion the protocol development process allows for integration of stakeholder / expert 
perspectives. In this process it is difficult to balance need for simplicity with concerns about desire for 
long-term CO2 containment and risk minimization. This led to a decision to move to more streamlined 
system with the finalized CO2-EOR protocol being silent on monitoring requirements.  
 
Q) What is meant from the term reversal? 
A) Reversal refers to the CO2 exiting the storage reservoir.  It in unclear how CO2 caught in overlying 
traps will be dealt with? 
 
Q) Your guidelines require no detectable leakage but this is very dangerous as it is so absolute and 
possibly unobtainable. 
A) This is one of the more contentious areas.  We didn’t want to give a specific number but rather 
leave it to the operator to deal with any leakage. 
 
Q) Is the quantification protocol mandatory or voluntary? 
A) This would be additional to other protocols and would only be required if the firm wished to 
receive credits for the CO2 storage.   
 
Q) You said the monitoring regulations were not accepted. When are these regulations for monitoring 
going to be introduced? 
A) There are monitoring requirements but we are still working on what a verifier will require. This 
protocol is like the box, we just need to fill the box with the detail. 
 
Q) Who do you expect to be the verifier? 
A) There is a separate sector in the consulting industry that could be turned to, to verify.  They must 
show their credentials.  They must also show experience in carbon reductions. This is a learning by 
doing process, the first couple of projects will have a lot of people working on it. 
 
Q) Is all the information on participating in this project on the website? 
A) Yes but go and see the ARC. 
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Q) How could the Acid gas regulations be superimposed onto the CCS industry?  What are the 
differences? 
A) We looked at what would be required in addition to what has been done for acid gas.  This 
protocol is just for crediting.  Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB) already regulates any 
injection into the subsurface – acid gas, CO2, other.  This is guidance to create a financial benefit of 
the credit. 

 
 
4.1.5 Storage of CO2 in Geological Structures: A Legal and Regulatory Guide for States and 
Provences – The interstate oil and gas compact commission (IOGCC) – Rick Chalaturnyk, 
University of Alberta 
 
Regulation exists for the capture, transport and injection but there is no long-term storage regulation 
which is why the IOGCC have developed a set of legal and regulatory guidelines on the storage of 
CO2 in geological structures.  Before commencing on the discussion of the guidelines Rick  first 
highlighted a whole set of draft regulations and how monitoring features in the regulations.  This 
includes pore-space ownership from a legal perspective. 
 
The approach that the taskforce took is that CCS should be viewed as a resource management issue 
rather than a waste management issue.  This is at odds to the Pembina Institute who views it as a 
waste management issue. 
 
The IOGCC looked at how you transfer from EOR to storage as it is not obvious what functional and 
legal consequences this has.  If you run a CO2 EOR project and there is some residual CO2 trapped 
that is fine but if you want to turn it into a “new” storage project then you may have to reapply to the 
surface land owner for rights to store.  
 
Part of the conclusion is that the primary focus for monitoring and verification should occur 
subsurface at the primary seal rather than surface monitoring techniques. Early detection in the 
subsurface is the best mechanism to protect public health.  The guidelines also include a leak 
detection and monitoring plan for all wells however some details, such as timing, have not been 
resolved. 
 
A key aspect of the guidelines is the long term liability and handover of the project to a government 
authority. The long term liability and care-taker role is best taken on by the states rather than the 
national government. The operator must demonstrate an agreed level of security and confidence for 
the site and provide all the characteristics of the plume (Plume volume, size, location, predicted 
migration etc.) before hand over occurs.  To finance the take over of the site, the IOGCC suggest that 
an operational bond is created on licensing which continues throughout the project and is release ten 
years after injection ceases or at a time when it is mutually agreed between the operator and the 
government authority. A per tonne storage bond or injection fee is paid by the operator into a 
government administered fund that will look after post-closure liability and administration 
~$10/tonne.  This fund would then pay for continued monitoring and any remediation action that is 
required post handover. 
 
Q) In these kinds of documents are there provisions for the different states that CO2 may exist in the 
subsurface? 
A) This document says you must speak to the trapping mechanisms that are expected in the project 
and craft the monitoring to the type of trapping mechanism. 
A) From a regulatory point of view you must account for all the CO2 that you have injected. It doesn’t 
matter about the state, you still have to account for it. 
A) Working on this document demonstrated the importance of EOR in current EOR areas as well in 
new regions of the world.  EOR could provide the opportunity to build infrastructure such as pipelines 
as well as drawing new people to the industry which is desperately required – eg reservoir engineers. 
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Comment) I have been to three of the four monitoring meetings and he doesn’t recall ever seeing a 
petroleum engineer present.  These are the people who are going to do CCS.  We need to get the 
involvement of more petroleum engineers in the networks.  
 
Q) How relevant is this document to areas outside the US and Canada.   
A) Mainly US and Canada.  But you have to remember that US and Canada are both based on British 
common law so synergies are there but perhaps not with Europe as a whole. 
A) CO2 Remove does do this. 

 
 
4.1.6 MMV Components associated with G8/CSLF and Canada-Alberta Task Force Activities  
– Ecoenergies taskforce – Bill Reynen – Geological Survey of Canada. 
 
Bill Reynen reported on the discussions at the CSLF, G8, IEA workshop, in particular looking at the 
discussion of MMV.  The workshop is going to work to produce a final report of recommendations 
that will be submitted to the G8 member countries.  In the report they will highlight MMV as a key 
component of the recommendations.  MMV is a cross-cutting issue relevant to the 5 key overall CCS 
issues that are being addressed. These discussions really show that MMV is being recognised as a key 
issue at very high levels.  
 
Of particular importance at the workshop were discussions about recent projects that have been 
cancelled such as Peterhead and the SaskPower project.  It was stated that the government must be 
ready to respond to industry initiatives and that projects are not moving forward because of lack of 
regulatory certainty. 
 
In conclusion, all the high level organisations discussed recognise the value of MMV and see it as a 
key component to advancing CCS.  The all see that there is a pressing need for demonstration projects 
to enable the process of learning by doing to occur. 
 
Q) Look into the future, how do you think the G8 will respond? 
A) One of the recommendations is to hold the G8 account for implementing the recommendations.  
These recommendations are taken seriously by the G8.  A report card will then be produced to see 
how well they have taken these projects forward both in G8 and non-G8 countries.  The Alberta-
Canada may be making public the recommendations as early as January. 
 
Q) Can you comment of the cancelation of the SaskPower project?   
A) There were a few factors involved.  Firstly costs went from 1.5bn to 3.5bn.  Another factor was 
that they were building an inefficient plant that they could live with due to the sale of CO2.  The 
population of Saskatewan increased more than expected which pushed them to natural gas turbines.  
They haven’t dismissed the idea completely; they are looking to 2015 plant rather than the original 
2012. So the cancellation was not a due to regulatory concern. 

 
 
4.1.7 CO2Remove licensing guidelines – Brendan Beck, IEA GHG 
 
CO2Remove (CO2 Research, Monitoring, and Verification) is part of the EC 6th Framework 
Programme and is Funded by the EC and Industry.  The IEA GHG has contributed to sub-project 4 of 
this project which is best practice and guidelines.  As part of this subproject CO2Remove has 
developed a Draft Contribution to Future Guidelines for Licensing of CO2 Storage in Saline 
Reservoirs and Depleted Hydrocarbon Reservoirs. 
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These guidelines breakdown a CCS project into 8 separate phases: 
I. Screening 

II. Site Investigation 
III. Well drilling & testing 
IV. Site development plan 
V. Construction 

VI. Storage operation 
VII. Closure 

VIII. Post-closure 
 
For each of these phases the guidelines provide a description of the phase, a checklist of tasks that 
must be completed during that phase and a final stage milestone that will be passed once the checklist 
is complete.  The guidelines also contain a monitoring programme that is spread across all the phases 
which outlines the sort of data that will be required associated with each phase. 
 
Q) I think that the burden on the company would be too much in the CO2Remove project which 
doesn’t hand over until the national authority is satisfied that no further monitoring is required?  
A) The issue of the hand over point of the liability is a difficult one.  The CO2Remove suggests that 
the operator should continue monitoring until the site is secure where as IOGCC proposed that the 
state will continue monitoring after handover using a pool of funds collected during operation.  
Ultimately monitoring will continue for a similar amount of time in both cases and it is paid for by the 
operator in both cases it just comes down to who is running the monitoring programme.  The 
CO2Remove project’s plans for liability transfer are inline with the general thoughts in Europe. 

 
 
4.1.8 Review of Acid Gas Regulations – Stephan Bachu, Energy and Utilities Board 
 
Acid gas injection is currently performed at a number of sites in the US and Canada.  Acid gas, which 
is a combination of CO2 and H2S is naturally occurring in natural gas. This acid gas must be removed 
from the natural gas before the natural gas can go to market.  This process of natural gas clean-up is 
similar to that done in Sleipner and In Salah although an order of magnitude smaller in volume.  
 
The composition of acid gas in Canada vary from 98% CO2 - 2%H2S to 16% CO2 - 84%H2S. 
Following separation from the natural gas, something must then be done with the acid gas, in 
particular the H2S.  Huge piles of sulphur dot the Canadian landscape from gas cleanup however this 
is a liability for the operator and a risk for ground water so instead the H2S is often injected in 
conjunction with the CO2 into all types of reservoirs, aquifers, oil and gas reservoir, oil reservoir, gas 
reservoir.  The public prefers acid gas injection over other sulphur disposal methods such as stock 
piling or flaring. There is an injection site 10 minutes taxi ride from this conference.  This was done 
because if the acid gas was flared it would cover the city and the suburbs all around the site. 
 
There are currently two sites in Alberta that use acid gas for EOR. There is also a site where the acid 
gas is dissolved into water on the surface and the sour water is injected. Currently however the oil 
industry is generally using solvents and natural gas for tertiary recovery EOR because it is cheaper 
than CO2. 
 
Alberta and Texas are amongst very few jurisdictions that can deal with the regulation and licensing 
of CO2 injection. At a Canadian national level CO2 had to be classified as a toxic substance so that the 
government could “hit with a stick” the industry for emitting. Federal government handles CO2 limits. 
What everyone is lacking is the post closure regulation.  In Canada the operator is liable for the well, 
abandoned or not, for all of time.  If the company ceases to exist then the orphaned well fund assumes 
liability. 
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Injection of CO2 and the subsurface is the jurisdiction of the states oil and gas (energy) regulators 
(Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB)).  The EUB requires a full characterisation of the site 
before the commencement of injection. They also state that the maximum injection pressure in 
Alberta is <90% of the fracture pressure threshold of the formation however no in situ monitoring is 
required for acid gas.  Temperature and pressure measurements of the formation are also not required. 
 
Stephan demonstrated that there are a lot of similarities that can be drawn from the acid gas injection 
industry however generally the size of acid gas injection is magnitudes small than what is required for 
CO2 injection. 
 
Q) How does the EUB define 90% of the formation pressure? 
A) It is a combination of the parting pressure (existing closed fractures) and the fracture pressure. If 
you do fracture tests then the threshold is set at 90% of that pressure, if you don’t do fracture tests you 
have to use very conservative tables. District of Colombia uses 75%. 
 
Q) You outlined what the current regulations are.  Do you think these regulations are adequate to deal 
with large scale CO2 storage? 
A) I don’t think they are adequate for monitoring at such a large scale, you will need in situ 
monitoring for large scale storage. Also in these cases you don’t have any interference between sites 
because they are so small.  No acid gas project at the moment has a plume bigger than 1km so it is 
very small. 
 
Q) What is the tipping point between small and large scale? 
A) Don’t know, 1 million tonnes a year is definitely large scale. 
 
Q) What are the lessons learned from acid gas injection (50 projects). Did you come across any 
operational problems? 
A) There are some sites in the province that has been red flagged.  Some have got acid gas 
breakthrough in wells.  Under investigations these sites are still producing and they often predicted 
acid gas breakthrough.  Another case was over pressurizing the reservoir.  Interestingly the field was 
already over pressurised before injection.  This occurred due to water injection into an adjacent 
reservoir and the pressure was transmitted into the reservoir. The 90% limit on injection pressure 
applies to aquifers, in depleted reservoirs the limit is the original formation pressure. The only case of 
real incident happened in BC where they injected acid gas below zero which froze the water in the 
reservoir which crushed the casing of the well.  This lead to leakage and they had to adapt their 
operation. 
 
Q) Did you find any evidence of formation damage? 
A) No samples were taken so no one knows.  People are very wary of going back to drill in acid gas 
disposal sites because drilling through acid gas is very expensive. In one case it was found that 
beyond a certain point the injectivity improved after the maximum displacement of the formation 
water.  Beyond this point the CO2 stays single phased. 
 
Q) I noticed that one of the requirements was to show hydraulic isolation, will this apply to larger 
scale and both vertically and laterally? 
A) Yes it will have to occur but I am not sure how to prove it. You would have to prove the absence 
of communication with overlying formations. Lateral isolation is not necessarily a requirement 
especially in anticline with a spill point or in an “infinite” aquifer. 
 
Q) Is it just because the volumes are so small that there are no requirements for observation wells etc? 
A) Yes, CO2 storage is at a much much larger scale.   
 
Q) If I am doing a small scale acid gas injection and I want credits for the CO2 storage, would this be 
possible? 
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A) There is a dichotomy between the EUB which is looking to ensure public safety whereas the 
issuance of credits is the concern of the environmental departments.  EUB will not vouch for the 
volumes of CO2 stored. 
A) With MMV you will be able to detect but you will not be able to quantify. 
A) I do not think that there are any regulations to put in an observation well. London Convention 
requires a stream of overwhelmingly CO2 so none of the acid gas sites would qualify.  Before 
regulators can do anything the policy makers need to act. 
 
Q) Should you discriminate about a small CO2 storage operator? 
A) Yes, because of the administration required for crediting it would be much more efficient at large 
scale. 
A) No the small operators should get their credits.  There was disagreement on how to treat small 
scale CO2/acid gas storage projects. 
A) From a risk basis, small projects are good because they are very low risk. 
A) EUBs mandate is public safety not emissions reductions, until this mandate is changed EUB will 
not look to address CO2 emissions regulation and crediting. 

 
 
4.1.9 Discussion Session:  
 
Are acid gas monitoring regulations a suitable analogue for CO2 storage? 
A) No, the lack of monitoring requirements for acid gas injection means that they are not suitable for 
CO2 Storage? 
A) There is an interesting catch-22 between maintaining the integrity of the storage site and drilling 
observation wells to increase knowledge of the formation but increase the risk of leakage. 
 
Q) Does anyone think that seismic is enough?  If no, what should be used to compliment the seismic. 
A) No, seismic is not enough and the best compliment is reservoir modelling. 
 
Q) Do we need time lapse well logging as well as modelling? 
A) Yes you need calibration of the modelling with things like well logging. 
 
Q) Do you think that the lack of monitoring for acid gas injection is inappropriate, even for acid gas? 
A) No, but it is inappropriate for large scale injection.  For acid gas you are limited to injection so that 
the plume doesn’t intersect any other wells which keeps the scale down. If the CO2 storage project 
was that small then perhaps the acid gas monitoring is appropriate.  If there are producing wells near 
the acid gas injection wells then EUB can ask the operator to use the producing wells as observation 
wells for analysis of what is being produced. 
 
Q) The Nagayoka project did down well temperature and pressure time-lapse monitoring but the 
injection amount was only 10,000 tonnes over 2 years. The down hole monitoring was very costly 
though.  They also drilled 3 observation wells. 
A) On the small sites you can’t afford to do the detailed monitoring and if you do it on a risk basis 
then perhaps this monitoring is not required. 
 
Q) How do monitoring requirements change with scale? 
A) It is not just scale that will change the monitoring requirements but also risk, e.g. population in the 
vicinity. 
 
Q) What monitoring requirements do you envisage for high risk sites? 
A) EUB does not want to say for fear of being quoted. 
 
Q) How to design and establish a suite of generic MMV protocols for CO2 storage? 
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A) For accounting purposes, currently for acid gas your only knowledge of how much CO2 is down 
there the only measure you have is how much you injected.  For large scale projects you need more 
than that.  I don’t know how storage verification for crediting purposes will be done if it is not 
through the injection regulators, EUB in the case of Alberta. 

 
A) Risk assessment should be driving the monitoring programme design.  Smaller projects don’t need 
as much monitoring as large projects. 
 
Q) Why don’t I name my large scale project 10 small scale projects? 
A) It is easier to mitigate the risk of a small project rather than a large one. 
 
Q) Who looks at the cumulative impact of the 10 individual projects? 
A) If all the projects are feeding the same plume then this is true if they are multiple plumes then the 
cumulative risk isn’t a big issue. 
A) The criteria of scale is not the only criteria determining monitoring stringency.  You also have to 
look at the number of well intrusions which wouldn’t change if you split your large project into 10 
small projects. 
 
Q) Does anyone believe that if you meter CO2 at the well head you are done?  
Q) Acid gas projects are aimed at reducing H2S emissions so deal with HSE risks rather than 
accounting risk. 
 
Q) If you put it into the ground and it doesn’t come out then you can say that it is still there.  For acid 
gas can you be sure that it is all still captured?  Maybe monitoring the surface and in some key 
subsurface areas is sufficient. 
A) Right now it is not a problem but when you start getting paid for the CO2 you store they will turn 
to the regulators to verify the volume of CO2 stored. 
A) The incremental costs of monitoring on a small scale is more than for a large project 
A) In terms of crediting it will be hard to work out how much CO2 is stored with just surface 
monitoring.  With more projects a track record will be produced that will increase confidence. 
A) For FutureGen with 2M tonnes injected, if you measure at the injection well and can prove that the 
CO2 hasn’t gone anywhere else, preferably with subsurface early warning then metering and wellbore 
integrity numbers should be adequate. 
 
Q) The issue is proving it is in the ground.  The ground is a big term and you are going to be licensed 
to store in a particular formation so leakage outside that formation is an issue.  When the national 
authority takes over liability they will want to know where the CO2 is.  We should be looking to 
design monitoring techniques that can pin point the CO2 and quantify it. 
 
Q) Why do we care where it goes? If you lease the right to put CO2 into the pore space and the 
seismic shows it is in the area and that any overlying formations don’t have CO2 increasing then it 
should be fine.  Why is this not adequate?   
A) That should be alright.  This says though that seismic doesn’t have the resolution to pin point the 
CO2 and a well will be required. 
A) We are talking about relative risk so we are limited to the best available monitoring techniques. 
Early projects are looking to drill a well ahead of the CO2 plume to see if any changes can be 
detected. This can be used to calibrate modelling. 
A) We will not be able to draft guidelines overnight, we are going to have to amend these guidelines 
over time as more projects get done. 
A) You need to look at the risk assessment of the monitoring techniques themselves.  You need to 
analyse the seismic to see if the risks that it generates can be fed into the greater risk assessment 
programme.  We need to look at individual monitoring techniques to see if they are appropriate to 
track CO2, find leakage or both. 
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A) We need to look at different approaches for EOR and for storage in aquifers. EOR can use CH4 as 
a tracer and in some EOR projects can be seen in explosive quantities 5m from the surface.  We could 
monitor methane as a precursor for CO2 but this is not relevant for aquifers without CH4.  
 
Q) In terms of observation wells there are no plans to drill an observation well at Sleipner because it is 
too expensive. Should the requirements be different for onshore and offshore? 
A) The same risk assessment method could be applied to offshore sites or isolated onshore sites but a 
different method may be required for populated onshore sites. 
A) The problem is that these projects are being seen as an example of large scale projects 
 
Q) If you can’t verify the model then how can you be completely be sure of where the CO2 is? So you 
need an observation well to verify the modelling. 
 
Q) The oil and gas industry often find that their models are wrong.  If you aren’t monitoring how can 
you be sure your model is correct?   
A) To say a simulation model is wrong is too strong, you can only say that it wasn’t good enough 
based on the information entered. In projects that you are monitoring pressures you can use this to 
verify the results of the modelling.  If there is no observation well above a particular plume there is no 
guarantee that the CO2 hasn’t gone to an overlying formation but if the pressures match then it is a 
good indication that it is doing what you expect. 
 
Q) For aquifers you will probably not have too much information about the makeup of the formation. 
You are going to have to get all your information from limited down hole punctures and from remote 
sensing. 
A) The lower the number of wells the lower the risk but the lower the information level.  The higher 
the number of well the higher the risk but the increased amount of information you have from wells. 
 
Q) Does this assume the number of wells is the major risk? 
A) There are many components of risk. 
 
Q) If you use pressure measurements to determine leakage then in a large CO2 storage site of 1m 
tonne, if a fault is reactivated 5km from the injection site will you see this in the pressure 
measurements at the injection well? 
A) If a significant amount of CO2 leaks then you will be able to see a discrepancy between the 
modelling pressures and the actual pressures.  If this occurs then you will have to intensify the 
monitoring to locate the CO2. 
 
Q) Looking at Sleipner, the plume is spreading out in rivulets rather than a single unit.  How long do 
we think the plume will keep moving after injection stops? 
A) Field investigations like pressure measurements are important but so is simulation.  It needs to be 
an economical combination of the two.  Simulation is getting cheaper so you can do simulations out 
for many years, 1000 years. 

 
Q) Weyburn did some simulations out to 5000 years, was there still CO2 movement? 
A) Hydrodynamic CO2 will never stop and some of this was free phase CO2, the transient phase of 
other than the hydrodynamic CO2 died off after 60 years.  Weyburn showed the dissolved CO2 went 
down into an underlying reservoir.  An interesting point is that this underlying reservoir is up dip and 
continues well above the injection reservoir but is only moving at 10cm per year so in 10,000+ years 
may come up in Manitoba but should we be concerned with this? 
 
Q) We should be looking at regulation and how the monitoring technology people can fit into 
regulation. 
A) As a project operator would you draw up your package of monitoring techniques and explain them 
to the regulator. 
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A) A logical sort of criteria from multiple projects should be based on performance criteria rather than 
monitoring techniques. 
A) There are three components. 1) If you detect a leak, 2) locating where the leak occurred, 3) 
quantifying how much CO2 was lost and what should be done about it. 
 
Q) In public consultations the questions that always comes up is “Do you know where the CO2 is in 
the subsurface?” so even if this is not in regulation we should be able to answer it. 
A) To what level do the public what to know? 
A) They are really asking is “Is it where you think it will be?” 
A) Tell me how accurately you need to know it and as a project operator we will find out. 
A) The public want some confirmation that you know what is happening in the subsurface. We need 
to show that the integration of the monitoring and the modelling are conforming. 
 
Q) Monitoring is not about getting more information; it is about getting the right information. 
 
Q) I am interested to see the interest in timeframes in the crowd.  Weyburn chose 5000 years, this was 
questioned in a recent peer review.  Why would we be looking to monitor beyond timeframes of 50-
100 years. Why do you model for 5000 years if you are only going to monitor for 100? 
A) Phase 1 of the Weyburn monitoring and verification project was like a demonstration phase that 
used lots of different techniques.  We chose 5000 years because we could cut it off at any time but 
you can look at the profile at anytime up to 5000 years.  The plume moved out of the Midale 
formation by 500m. Reservoir simulators are usually not reliable until you history match them.  You 
must measure and monitor to match the simulator and you are forever updating your model, you never 
know enough about your formation.  You never know enough about you formation until the day you 
walk away from it. The question of 5000 years is academic you can take it out as long as you can but 
if you find it to be fairly confined after 5000 years then you know that the reservoir is fairly benign. 
Weyburn has 1000 well penetrations so then you model leakage through a leaking well you look to 
see if the CO2 is then trapped somewhere else in the geosphere then it is fine.  But you need to prove 
that your modelling is correct through some physical measuring.  If nothing is changing after 500 
years then why spend the money to model to 5000 years.  If it is a “wild” system then you will need to 
do more modelling and monitoring. 
A) At Nagaoka they used a Canadian reservoir simulation package.  They then drilled observation 
wells and required breakthrough within 5 years because of budgetary constraints.  They would not 
have known where to drill the wells if it wasn’t for the simulation. 
A) There are three groups of monitoring methods, 1)  the reservoir, 2) the geosphere including the 
reservoir, and 3) the biosphere.  1 is the most important, then 2 then 3.   
 
Q) Nagaoka did seismic and it showed where the CO2 was, but not quantitatively. Monitoring and 
modelling are very important but they have their limits. 
 
Q) What about the monitoring of the wells.  Does Weyburn have a protocol for assessing and 
monitoring the wells? 
A) Yes, they pressure test wells periodically on a rotational basis.  
 
Q) What about large scale injection into an aquifer where it may effect wells belonging to someone 
else.  Who is responsible for those wells? 
A) All the Weyburn injection wells have a 20ft radius fibreglass hut that has detectors in them for H2S 
as a pre-curser.  This is the perfect place for monitoring – an enclosed space around the injection well. 
You can’t put a hut over a producing well but the injection wells could be used as a proxy. For a 
saline aquifer, when the well spacing is much greater, then it would depend on the well spacing and if 
the plume is predicted to intersect with the well. If the modelling tells you that the plume will intersect 
a well you should monitor at that well. 
A) Just having monitoring at the surface in not sufficient as a well failure won’t necessarily show 
itself at the injection well. 
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A) About placing huts over wells, there was an incident in Germany where a well failed at 100m and 
the gas came to the surface along a 2km line so a hut would be ineffective. 
A) There are monitoring techniques that can look at surface CO2 over very large area such as satellite 
or aerial monitoring for surface deformation due to leakage. 
 
Q) The idea of using H2S as a tracer is a good one as you can smell H2S. 
 
Q) IOGCC requires you to have the property rights to all the pore space that the CO2 will migrate to. 
A) Under the Australian draft legislation for offshore CO2 storage the proponent must demonstrate 
that it won’t impact any other resource and the plume must be contained within the license area until 
closure and handover to the government which could be 20 years after injection 
 
Q) What are the issues post-closure?  Will slow CO2 leakage result in measurable deformation at the 
surface? 
 
Q) In the long term we don’t really understand how abandoned wells will behave. There is still a lot 
of work to do in this area. 
 
Q) Looking at Weyburn, can you break down your information to find out what the minimum number 
of data wells are? 
A) Haven’t done it for Weyburn but just a single well can make a huge difference. 
 
Q) Focussing on wells brings us back to time scales again.  There are a number of scenarios that could 
cause CO2 leakage in the long term. How long do you monitor for?  Should we have different 
regulations about the length of time different monitoring techniques should continue.  For the 
caprock, the risk of leakage starts decreasing from the end of injection.  This is not necessarily the 
case for wells. 
 
Q) Has there been any physical experiments about how CO2 reacts with brine and how that reacts with 
an abandoned well? 
A) Questions like this are why there is the integrated Joint Network Meeting next June.  Risk, well 
integrity and monitoring are all inherently linked.  You are getting the situation that in the labs 
cements are dissolving quite quickly, but this is not being replicated in the field.  Los Alamos labs are 
cutting cores in cement in a field in SACROC and taking core cuttings and doing lots of tests to see 
what is happening. 

 

4.2 Day 2 & 3 – MMV Design and Reviews and Updates: CO2 Projects 

4.2.1 MMV Update in the CO2CRC’s Otway Basin Pilot Project – Kevin Dodds, BP 
Alternative Energy/ CO2CRC 
 
Although Kevin now works for BP Alternative Energy in the US he was a key member of the 
CO2CRC Pilot Project when he worked for the CO2CRC.  The project was originally supposed to be 
injecting already however it was pushed back following regulatory delays with government and 
landowners.  Injection is now due to start at the end of 2007. The project has three phases of operation 
with the transition between phases strictly governed by key performance indicators. 
 
The CO2CRC use an integrated suite of measurements to reassure the government and the public of 
the integrity of the CO2 stored.  These measurements fall into two categories; storage integrity 
monitoring and assurance monitoring.  If the storage works to plan then the assurance monitoring 
should never register any change. 
 
Included in the monitoring suite were: 
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 Surface seismic 
 Subsurface seismic 
 Microseismic 
 Core sampling 
 Atmospheric monitoring 
 Reservoir fluid sampling 

 
The Otway project uses a new injection well and an existing well for observations and although only 
one observation well was used there was so many sensors that it took five 24 hour days to install all 
the monitoring equipment. They found an issue with the amount of sensors that you can put down the 
one observation well. However, it is these downhole sensors that really give the most accurate data so 
you want as much down there as you can.  
 
For seismic, the reservoir has residual natural gas it which means there is very little contrast with the 
CO2 in the seismic. Helping this was the fact that the subsurface seismic showed many more layers 
and accuracy than the surface seismic which overcame some of the contrast issues. To perform the 
seismic they used a bobcat for the weight drop which means the process is relatively cheap to redo.  
They have included microseismic sensors as part of the assurance monitoring but they do not expect 
any microseismic events. The atmospheric monitoring is a challenge because the CO2 content in the 
atmosphere locally has a huge variation because of the city and so trying to distinguish a signal from 
the background noise. They also used u-tubes to allow them to sample the reservoir fluids. 
 
An interesting observation that they have already found is that during the wet season there was a 
significant difference in the character of the subsurface than during the dry season.  This is very 
important for 4D seismic because you need to make sure that each time it is done with a similar water 
content in the subsurface. 
 
Q) Your surface seismic was an orthogonal design but this is not compatible with 3DVSP which need 
radial sources. 
A) The problem with radial design is that the further you go out the sparser the sites.  Also there are 
problems with where the farmers would let them do it. 

 
Q) With the u-tube, what zones were you sampling? 
A) The top of the Warre C formation where the gas cap existed as well as 2 sample points below the 
shale break.  There were questions about whether to isolate the 2 sample points from each other but 
this has not been resolved. 

 
Q) Why do you not think there are benefits to simultaneous sampling? 
A) The logistical benefits from doing them separately outweighed the benefits of the data. 

 
 
4.2.2 Nagaoka, Japan MMV Program design, CO2 Saturation and Movement during Post-
Injection Period – Tsukasa Yoshimura – RITE/ENAA 
 
Minami-Nagaoka gas field is one of the largest gas fields in Japan and also home to Japan’s CO2 
injection pilot project.  The site contains one injection well and three observation wells.  The second 
on these observation wells is of particular interest because of the amount of observation data that was 
gathered from this well.  The second observation well has experienced breakthrough from the CO2 
however the third and furthest observation well, which is 120m from the injection well, has not yet 
had breakthrough.  The downhole monitoring at Nagaoka included some novel techniques such as 
optical borehole TV. 
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As well as downhole monitoring the Nagaoka project also used Seismic tomography.  A number of 
seismic surveys were shot over the course of the project including one as a baseline before injection, 
then 4 times during injection and 2 times after the cessation of injection. 
 
During the project there have been 2 earthquakes at the site however monitoring shows that there has 
not been any damage to either the equipment or the integrity of the storage at the site. 

 
Q) You mention that in 2008 you are going to model the geochemistry? Which model are you using? 
A) We tried to simulate it this year but we don't think it was very successful.  We used an improved 
GEM model 

 
Q) In one of the diagrams you showed the plume coming out in ellipses and it shows to moving up 
and down dip. 
A) The pressure of injection has made the plume move up dip and down dip at the same rate but this 
will change after the end of injection 

 
 
4.2.3 MMV Efforts at the CSLF recognised Zama Lake Acid gas EOR project – Steve Smith, 
EERC/PCOR 
 
The Zama field is in NW Alberta has upward of 1000 well penetrations and is being used in the Zama 
Lake acid gas EOR project. The main goal of the project is the EOR rather than acid gas or CO2 
disposal; therefore all the monitoring activities have to fit in with the oil production operations. 
 
The project involves injecting acid gas into the top of the well and producing oil from the bottom of 
the reservoir. The reservoir is in one of 5 pinnacles that are being injected into but the monitoring is 
only occurring at one. The risk of injecting into the pinnacle reef is different from injecting into a 
laterally continuous reservoir however the local regulations for acid gas injection are very robust so 
Apache have already done a lot of work to prove to the regulators that it is safe to inject at this field. 
  
From geomechanical testing it looks like this is one of the best caprocks in Alberta which is being 
verified with the observation well above the pinnacle showing no increase in CO2 concentration in the 
reservoir water. This project will allow them to do core sample of carbonate rock that has been 
exposed to acid gas over time which they don't think has ever been done before. 
 
A perflourocarbon (PFC) tracer was added to the acid gas and used for injection to see how much 
injected gas was being produced with the oil. PFC was used because it became very expensive to deal 
with carbon isotopes which can become very hard to identify where they came from.  They then had 
trouble because no one in Canada was able to analyse the PFC so they had to send it to the US for 
analysis.  This then became an issue itself because they couldn’t send anything across the border with 
H2S present. 
 
Q) What do you think the interaction between the PFC and the oil will be, do you think it will 
dissolve? 
A) Yes, we think that any oil in the residual contact zone comes in contact with the acid gas some 
PFC might dissolve but there is enough injected to still be useful 
 
Q) At what pressure do you expect the caprock to hydro fracture? 
A) The initial pressure of the formation was about 14 – 15,000 kPa and we have run some injectivity 
tests and not seen any parting pressures at 26,000kPa.  The project will take the reservoir to 
16,000kPa 

 
Q) If you produce all the oil will the underlying brine have any effect on the cap? 
A) We are doing tests now to try and understand what will happen. 
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4.2.4 MMV Programs at ADM Site, Illinois - Midwest partnership, Rob Finley, Geological 
Survey of Illinois 
 
The Midwest Partnership’s Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) Site in Illinois is one of the 7 partnerships 
under the US DOE Regional Partnerships Programme.  The project involves the injection of 1 million 
tonnes of CO2 over 3 years however they will be drilling an oversized well so if they get more funding 
they can scale up the amount of CO2 injected above this level. The sandstone formation that they are 
targeting for storage is the same formation that the two Illinois proposed FutureGen sites also exploit.  
 
The region has been extensively utilised for oil and gas operations with 452 wells in the region, 150 of 
which are used for gas storage. This infrastructure and experience in the area has allowed a lot of data 
to be gathered for the project. The two closest existing wells are 30 and 50 miles away from the 
injection point and these wells were used to assemble a set of control data. Estimates from one of the 
control wells predicts that it will take between 30 and 100 years for the CO2 to reach the primary seal 
cap rock through buoyancy. The project will also be drilling two observation wells 1 year and about 
2.5 years after injection. 
 
The project will utilise fluid sampling in the observation wells and well as borehole geophones for the 
3D seismic.  With regard to the seismic the project had trouble getting a seismic company to come to 
Illinois to shoot the required 6 miles of 2D seismic so could only get smallish thumper trucks. The 
project will also use accumulation chambers and two eddy covariance towers.  This will be difficult 
because although the ethanol plant is injecting some CO2 they are also releasing a significant amount 
into the atmosphere which will affect the atmospheric CO2 fluxes. 
 
Q) You have shown that pH is being monitored even though pH will be one of the last things to 
change, why don’t you measure carbonate instead? 
A) pH was an example, we are also doing carbonate monitoring. 
  
Q) You didn’t mention carbon isotopes measurements? 
A) Yes we are looking at isotopes as well. 
 
Q) Is there any flow in the Mt Simons basin? 
A) We are hoping to do a full hydrological model to see if there are any discharge points that may be 
affected by the project. 
 
Q) What are the regulations in the area? 
A) We have had a number of discussions with regulators who have never done this permitting process 
before so it is a mutual learning process with the regulators.  
 
Q) In regards to logistics and costs, will all the million tonnes be trucked? 
A) No, a 4-6 inch pipeline will be build.  The trucks were only used for the small EOR experiments. 

 
 
4.2.5 Seismic Based MMV programs: Frio II, Otway basin, Permian EOR, 
WESTCARB/SECARB – Tom Daley, LBNL 
 
Tom Daley from Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories unfortunately could not attend the network 
meeting but was able to give his presentation on seismic based MMV programs via the telephone.  
Looking at the design of borehole seismic systems discussing issues and lessons learned. 
 
At the Frio Brine site they have looked at developing the use of seismic from conventional surface 
signal-surface sensors, to surface signal-downhole sensors, and finally to cross well techniques.  The 
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cross well seismic works with two wells, one providing a downhole signal and the other with the 
downhole sensors. The cross well development is also looking at the possibility to do continuous 
monitoring cross well so you could see the development of the plume as it grows, this process is 
known as CASSM.  Part of the challenge of developing this technique was that they had to design a 
seismic source that could operate down the injection well during injection. The work produced very 
good results even when considering the small amount of CO2 injected, only around 1500t. 
 
Continuous Active Source Seismic Monitoring or CASSM continuously measures the changes to the 
cross well seismic signal as the CO2 is injected.  The travel time of the signal was seen to increase 
over the course of the injection until stabilising after breakthrough at the observation well.  It was then 
seen to change only slightly after the injection ceased.  This allowed the movement of the CO2 to be 
monitored before reaching the observation well.  Measurements at different depths could show CO2 
movement into different regions of the reservoir.  The monitoring across the top of the reservoir, 
underneath the caprock showed that the CO2 reached the top of the reservoir before breakthrough.  
This also showed that the CO2 concentrations were at their highest at the top of the reservoir which 
was expected.  It also showed that the concentration at the top of the reservoir decreased post-
injection. 
 
At the Otway Basin project in Australia the resolution that could be seen in the seismic images was 
very small because the injection is into a gas field and they were also limited in their downhole tools 
by a 2 3/8inch patch in the casing.  In spite of this they did use a number of down hole monitoring 
tools including seismic, travel time monitors, Offset VSP sensors and microseismic sensors.  They 
now have a fairly unique set of instrumentation to gather data which will enable them to accomplish 
all the goals they set out to achieve.  
 
Q) Struck by the very small time delays seen in the CASSM experiment. There is remarkable stability 
in the system but this is explained that P waves are not very sensitive to CO2.  Did you consider 
measure the attenuation as well as the time? 
A) Yes the system was very stable which was lucky and yes the p-waves aren’t very sensitive. We are 
looking at attenuations and initial results do show a change in amplitude which does correlate with the 
time change.  We do plan to look further into attenuation.  Hopefully we will have some attenuation 
result so show in the future. 

 
 
4.2.6 MMV programs for the IEA GHG Weyburn-Midale CO2-EOR monitoring and storage 
Project - Don White, Geological Survey of Canada 
 
The Weyburn project applied a wealth of monitoring techniques to the EOR project with varying 
results. One of the difficulties of dealing with a CO2 EOR project is that you are dealing with a 
multiphase CO2, as well as CO2 dissolved in Oil and other complications.The project itself is very 
different to the other large scale CO2 injection sites because of the number of injection wells (over 
19), unlike Sleipner and In Salah which use only one large injection well. This means the project is 
essentially many small scale projects. 
 
Weyburn has active and passive seismic.  The active seismic benefits from the fact that the CO2 
properties are significantly different from those of the oil and brine.  This greatly improves the 
resolution of the technique to an estimated lower limit of detection of 2500 tonnes. The passive 
microseismic monitors have found very little microseismic activity.  During the operation of the 
project they have found discrepancies between the seismic and the original simulations which a good 
reason why you need both modelling and monitoring.  The next step will be to try and take seismic to 
the next level to use it for quantitative monitoring of volumes and location. As well, seismic carbon 
isotopes are used to track the injected CO2 as it moves through the reservoir 
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From here the project would like to integrate all the data they have and will be acquiring.  This is seen 
as one of the hardest tasks that needs to be done. They also would like to install a dedicated 
permanent seismic array to improve the repeatability of the seismic data collection process.  This 
decreases the near surface affects that can occur between surveys.  Also you only need a source when 
you want to do another survey. The total error brought about through changes in survey position can 
become significant very quickly. 

 
Q) Can you tell us about the design for the ERT? 
A) The group from Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is doing it, and based on maps, they are 
determining whether to proceed with ERT field work.  We also reviewed the ERT work planned for 
the CO2CRC project 
 

 
4.2.7 Down hole fluid recovery system deployment at the Penn-West CO2 EOR Monitoring 
Project - Gonzalo Zambrano, University of Alberta 
 
The Penn-West operations are located in the Pembina field which is the largest field in North America 
with 8000 wells in total.  The Penn-West CO2 EOR Monitoring Project involves a total of six 
production wells and two CO2 injection wells.  
 
The monitoring techniques used at the site include collecting pressure and temperature measurements 
down hole as well as the use of geophones. The eight geophones are arranged in two four phone 
strings.  The two strings are overlapped so if one line is lost you still and a reasonable spread of 
sensors. 
 
A key goal of the project is to make cheaper ways of down hole sensing including fluid sampling. The 
down hole monitoring at Penn-West is different from the U-tube system used elsewhere because the 
monitoring tools are cemented into place down hole. The cost of the U-tube system is more because 
you need to have the packer system custom designed. In the Penn-West CO2 EOR Monitoring Project 
the observation well is cemented between 1200m and 1600m and this is where the sensors are located.  
From 1200m to the surface is heavy brine. 

 
Q) Can you elaborate on the advantage of collecting samples at downhole pressure and temperature 
rather than using surface separator? 
A) Chemical differences, pH changes when using surface separator. Geochemical purposes dictated 
the choice to sample at downhole pressure. 
 
Q) If geochemical monitoring was not an objective of a project, does that mean that you would not 
worry about sampling at downhole pressure? 
A. Not necessarily as there are advantages if you were interested in oil samples then downhole 
pressure and temperature would provide more accurate results about the oil. 
 
Q) What sample size can be collected in FRS? 
A) This is limited by depth of reservoir – the length of line to surface dictates the size of the sample. 
 
Q) With all the downhole equipment that is in the well, what are the plans for abandonment? 
A) We can follow the standard protocols for abandonment as we have over 1km of uncemented well 
that can be plugged. 
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4.2.8 Shallow Subsurface and atmospheric monitoring in CO2Geonet and CO2Remove - 
David Jones, British Geological Survey 
 
This project is looking at a rapid wide area leakage detection technique.  This technique could well be 
required given the possibility that a CO2 leak might come from a very small area and without rapid 
wide area detection it will take a significant amount of time and effort to ensure you don't miss the 
leak.  The detection system could use airborne techniques looking at variation of vegetation or 
through direct detection of CO2.  Another option is truck mounted laser techniques. The overall 
success rate for remotely detecting natural CO2 leaks is only 36% with the most successful techniques 
reaching 47% 
 
Another technique tested used a tripod mounted laser and a reflector but the instrument used proved 
slow and not sensitive enough.  This led to a vehicle mounted laser system that fired the laser about a 
meter to a reflector which is also mounted on the vehicle.  This was much more effective and sensitive 
for measuring the CO2.  This technique was also found to be very repeatable although the base CO2 
levels were found to vary significantly from day to day depending on the weather conditions. A strong 
wind could result in the anomaly appearing downwind from the actual anomaly site however if this 
result was found it would be enough to red flag an issue to go back and explore further. 
 
Another possibility is using radon gas detection to indicate changes in the reservoir conditions.  This 
is being used by BRGM in France.  For offshore, monitoring buoys can be used.  They are currently 
being examined and tested with the eventual aim of being deployed at a site like Sleipner.  Initially it 
will be tested 

 
Q) Electrochemical techniques can be unreliable and are heavily affected by changes in temperature 
so instead they usually use hydrodynamic measures instead. 
 
Q) For the remote CO2 detection system that is mounted on the vehicle do you think that the exhaust 
could affect readings? 
A) They can, but wind direction is carefully measured so that results are not affected by vehicle 
monitoring the CO2.  Definite anomalies at the end of lines where vehicle turns so one solution is that 
we are looking at electric quad bikes for future experiments. 

 
 
4.2.9 Research on Environmental Risks from Geological CO2 storage – Jeremy Colls, 
University of Nottingham 
 
At the University of Nottingham they have set up a controlled system where they can injection CO2 
up to a metre in depth below the surface and measure the presences of it at the surface.  Because this 
is done very close to the surface the source of the leak does not matter. 
 
The experiment uses eight adjacent 2.5 metre square plots. Four of the plots are gassed and four plots 
are used for control.  The gas is released from a single point source in the centre of the plot. Different 
crops were planted to see if there was any difference in the reaction of the crop and the baseline of 
CO2 for different types of crops. There was some collaboration with the BGS who came to the site 
and performed some specialist measurements. 
 
The average daily gas concentrations in the soil were affected by changes in weather. CO2 is a benefit 
for vegetation in the atmosphere but is detrimental to the roots because of the displacement of oxygen 
in the soil. 
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Contrary to expectations the CO2 was found to be sinking at some point and not consistently rising 
from the source. In the future ASGARD is looking at using Iron goethite to chemically lock CO2 and 
SO2 as Iron carbonate.  This is interesting because it can use high sulphur flue gas from coal 
combustion. 
 
Q) What will be done with the sulphuric acid if it works really well? 
A) They wouldn’t want the sulphuric acid, they would inject and bury if it was possible, but we 
uncertain if it will work. 
 
Q) What total volumes are injected and was there a mass balance on injected/ detected CO2? 
A) The injection rate was 3 litres / min to sixteen plots for six months continually. There was no mass 
balance but they would be interested in performing this at some point. To do this they would have 
constructed a flux chamber over the site, but leaks are all too common and they are very hard to fix. 
Also, not all the CO2 injected will come out the same plot that it is injected into. 

 
 
4.2.10 Baseline Survey for Evidence of Gas Microseepage Prior to a CO2 Injection Experiment 
at the Teapot Dome, Wyoming USA – Ron Klusman, Colorado School of Mines 
 
The original aim of the work was to measure baseline fluxes across the teapot dome field in Wyoming 
USA. A new fault was been discovered at the site last year and so this has added addition impetus to 
the work to see if there is any deep source CO2 being released. 
 
The project looked at soil fluxes for CO2, CH4 and other hydrocarbons across the teapot dome area.  
Areas that showed anomalous fluxes were paid more attention with trenches dug across the 
anomalous area where physical evidence of the flux could be seen.  It was found that as the 
barometric pressure is dropping the CO2 fluxes are high, where as when barometric pressure is 
increasing the CO2 fluxes are notably lower.  Strangely the site also showed some negative CO2 fluxes 
where CO2 was being drawn out of the atmosphere to form calcium carbonate.   
 
The source of the measured CO2 can be distinguished using stable isotopes. They did an isotopic 
analysis and compared it to measurements at other areas such as the local airport and to seawater to 
demonstrate the different source of the flux and the source of carbon in carbonates found. Following 
the analysis no evidence was found of a deep source CO2 which suggests that the fault found is fully 
sealed. 
 
Q) In the vein calcite reaction, you produce protons. Do you know what can neutralise the protons to 
allow the reaction to carry on?  
A) The calcite base could absorb the protons which could serve as a buffer for the protons. 

 
 
4.2.11 Accurate Soil CO2 flux Measurements at High Spatial and Temporal Resolution – Rod 
Madsen, LICOR Biosciences 
 
LICOR Biosciences produces instruments that can be used for CO2 monitoring at CCS sites. They 
have already sold eight monitoring tools to CCS related projects around the world.  Two of the 
instruments at LICOR of particular interest to CCS are the soil surface instruments and eddy 
covariance towers. 
 
There are a number of networks existing studying the net carbon balance of CO2 for different 
ecosystems.  Whether an ecosystem is a net source or sink of CO2 is important when setting up a 
baseline for a CO2 storage project. 
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One of the surface monitoring methods are Soil flux collection chambers. For surface measurements 
you could set up a grid of collection chambers over suspected leakage pathways.  You can also set up 
chambers to run continuously to see how the ecosystem reacts to different temperature and weather 
conditions. 
 
There are a number of interesting issues that need to be resolved for collection chambers to provide 
accurate results.  To keep the pressure in the chamber the same as the atmosphere continuous rotor 
pump are used rather than a pulsing diaphragm pump. To provide accurate results quickly you will 
need to have good mixing within the chamber which is why the LICOR chambers are round rather 
than square. You want minimal disturbance to soil moisture, temperature and radiation so the chamber 
must move away from the sample area between sampling. 
 
There are then a number of factors that you must take into account when analysing the results. It must 
be realised that CO2 fluxes in the chamber are not liner because if the CO2 in the chamber is allowed 
to increase the flux will decrease.  If you assume it is linear you will be underestimating your CO2 
flux by about 5%. There is also significant variability in CO2 flux measurements with time and 
moisture for example a very small rain event can have significant effects on CO2 fluxes because of 
CO2 displacement by the water creating a puff of CO2 into the atmosphere. This variability can 
however be explained.  In this case there was also diurnal response in CO2 fluxes due to the fact that 
the crop (corn) in the sample was still growing.  However as different crops (soy beans) grow and the 
temperature of the soil increases and the rain increases the CO2 flux rates increase from 1 to 8.  This 
shows that you need a very good understanding of the background flux if you are going to detect 
anomalous CO2 fluxes. 
 
They are going to inject CO2 at the SECARB project and use the LICOR measurements to see if there 
are any changes.  They may even simulate a leakage event. Soil flux measurements are going to be 
just one component of the monitoring programme. Soil flux collection chambers can also be used in 
conjunction with carbon isotope analysis. 
 
Q) What would be the cost for a full system built suit a specific project? 
A) The system can range from US$15,000 US for basic system up to US$100,000 for a complete 
system. 
 
Q) Rainfall will result in more than just displacement of CO2, there will also be a microbiological 
activity spike that can’t be ignored. Measurements from that point on are distorted due to the 
microbiological activity. 
A) Should still be included, despite it being part of the noise that is trying to be avoided in 
measurements. 
 
Q) Some companies are approaching farmers offering to purchase CO2 credits based on continual 
cropping. How much back up to prove the CO2 reductions would be available from data available 
from your systems? 
A) Field use is part of a current intensive study that aims to find the answer to this question. We will 
be looking at soil carbon on a year on year basis to determine the amount of carbon stored year on 
year for different farming methods. 
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4.2.12 MMV Results from FRIO II – Sue Hovorka, University of Texas/ Gulf Coast Carbon 
Centre 
 
The site was selected to be representative of the region in general.  The area chosen is fault bounded 
but the injection volume was small and didn’t come into contact with the faults and this was 
confirmed with no change registered at any of the faults. 
 
The CO2 was injected slowly because part of the project was to look specifically at the CO2/water 
interface to see what is happening at this point. Down hole pressure and temperature gauges were 
used at the site as well as U-tubes for fluid sampling.  U-tubes were used because they allow 
unperturbed samples to be taken regularly which in this case were used to look at the tracer responses 
in the reservoir.  A tracer was injected before the CO2 so it could be seen how the CO2 spreads 
through the reservoir however no breakthrough of that tracer was picked up so it is thought that the 
CO2 by-passed and went around the tracer. Tracers were also injected behind the CO2 plume but this 
wasn’t picked up at the observation well either. As well as monitoring within the reservoir the project 
also used above zone monitoring which is very important for assurance monitoring and early warning. 
 
Before breakthrough you get an increase in temperature from warm waters being pushed past the 
observation well and you also get a pH drop and pressure increase.  This all occurs before you get free 
phase CO2 coming past the well. 
 
The results of the monitoring programme showed that nothing leaked at Frio site. The media picked 
up on a comment that the pH was dropping and the acid could react with the rock and well seal 
however this was taken out of context and was an expected reaction. There was however an 
unexpected increase in iron and manganese dissolved in the water which they think comes from a 
transient very trivial amount of mineralisation. 
 
The Frio MMV program also used an off the shelf piece of equipment designed to test for leaks in 
pipelines. They ran the tool over the ground to look for CO2 and they did find evidence of some CO2 
leakage but turned out to be coming from work on the well rather than from the reservoir. 

 
Q) A possible sources of iron could be the old casing reacting with the acid.  Can you determine the 
source of the iron?   
A) We do know that the casing was part of the source but it is not all the source because it was 
repeated in the laboratory with no casing present. 
 
Q) How much CO2 is trapped through residual gas saturation trapping? 
A) In terms of residual saturation, unfortunately because the permeability of the reservoir was so high 
and breakthrough happened so quickly there wasn’t a good amount of rock contact to analyse residual 
trapping.  This would be an important measure to make but we didn’t get the information to nail it 
down in this project. 

 
 
4.2.13 Seismic Monitoring Programmes at Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project – Don 
Lawton, University of Calgary 
 
As was mentioned in a previous presentation, the Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project involves 
two injection points, 6 production wells and one observation well. 
 
The reservoir at this site is only 20 meters thick which is below the individual resolution of the 
seismic which they knew could be an issue. This meant the seismic lines had to be a lot longer than 
the target area as this allowed maximum resolution.  They shot three 2D lines initially then added a 
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fourth.  This gave them a “poor man’s” 3D image of the area which was sufficient for time lapse. The 
site also has an overlying coal seam about 9m think called the Ardley coals which did cause some 
problems in the seismic.  When laying the seismic lines on the surface there were some gaps because 
of surface infrastructure and these gaps changed over the course of the project as different 
infrastructure was added at the site. In order to achieve complete repeatability between the shots the 
sensors that couldn’t be repeated had to be stripped out of the earlier shots as well. 
 
The difference in the time-lapse showed no differences, so the CO2 couldn’t be seen because of the 
resolution was not good enough.  It should have showed any CO2 above the reservoir if there was any.  
Subsurface seismic was looked at and it is more hopeful that it will show CO2 in the reservoir. 
 
VSP was added at the site which helped explain some of the problems with the surface seismic. The 
sensing tool was moved up in the well for different shot to try and show the reservoir further away 
from the well. Walk away VSPs would be the preferred way of monitoring for the site. 
 
The Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project also used downhole geophones however there was 
damage to the geophones on installation which meant that there was too much noise to use for passive 
seismic but they have been useful for active seismic. 
 
Q) Has this field seen water flood and are they currently taking water from an over lying reservoir to 
inject? 
A) There hasn’t been water flood for the last 30 years. Not sure though where they are getting the 
water from.   
A) They are getting water from another lease so it is not coming from above the reservoir. 

 
Q) It is important to show that seismic is not always appropriate.  Can you feed this into the IEA GHG 
monitoring selection tool because they always recommend to use seismic?  Can you use your 
information to show when you can and can’t use seismic? 
A) There are two aspects of seismic, firstly is to see in the reservoir and the second is to see leakage. 
In our case we have found we are unable to perform the first task but we should be able to perform the 
second.  

 
Q) Have you considered electromagnetic tools to look at the reservoir? 
A) The wells might be too far apart to get any improved resolution. 

 
Q) 4D seismic generally is only considered to see CO2, could it be used to sense different attributes.  
A) You can’t say that the seismic hasn’t been successful yet. 
 

 
4.2.14 Observation Well at Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project – Gonzalo Zambrano, 
University of Alberta 
 
This presentation also looked at the Penn-West CO2-EOR Monitoring Project. Pressure and 
temperature monitoring at different depths and in the injection well were used to help see the reaction 
of the reservoir to the injection. For the permanent installation of the instrumentation they used 
computer simulation to test the optimal sensor positions to enable the best contact after cementing. 
They are now looking as assessing how the sensors were installed and located. 
 
Q) Could you comment on the computer visualisation in terms of creating micro annuli.  Presumably 
the aim is to avoid micro annuli? 
A) Yes this was the aim.  We saw in the simulation the best position of the sensors and wires to 
minimise the occurrence of the micro annuli.  Cementing in the sensors is cheaper. 
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Q) In the graph you showed on bottom hole pressure, you must be close to the minimum horizontal 
stress, did you see any fracture propagation?   
A) No, the bottom hole pressure was kept within range to avoid any fracture.  The oil field is very 
well known and the injection pressures that are being used are on the safe side of the fracture pressure. 
 
Q) What would you estimate the minimum horizontal stress at the time of injection?  
A) The minimum horizontal stress was about 18mPa.   
 
Q) Have these wells been fractured previously? 
A) Yes it had been fractured previously.  
 
Q) Imagine a hypothetical situation where you were designing a pilot or commercial EOR project and 
you work for a practical oil company that will allow you to drill and instrument one observation well; 
You want the most comprehensive MMV programme but you don't want to cement.  You could use 
geophones, or I could use fluid sampling.  Fluid sampling would probably be the higher priority.  But 
would you see difficulties in putting both fluid sampling and seismic in the one well?  If so, which 
would you choose? 
A) Depends on the question you are trying to answer e.g. reservoir sweep? misibility? credits? No one 
technique is going to be the answer everything but if you rank what you want to find out then this will 
drive the tools. 
A) Fill the well from the surface to the bottom with geophones and take your samples from the 
production well. 
A) This was a big question that came up in Otway.  In demo projects you are not addressing the same 
questions as in a commercial project.  To monitor the processes you need to go into the subsurface.  
For geochemistry you have to go into the reservoir, seismic can be done remotely. 
A) If you are drilling a new observation well it would be a mistake to locate this just on modelling but 
rather use seismic and modelling to track the plume and then locate the well. For a big project you 
will have to do both. 
A) You can do both things in the one well but there may be compromises.  If these are mature wells 
you might not want all the fancy completions. 
 
Q) For a pilot project you might not want to get credits.  You could mount the geophones on the 
casing but what about doing a perforation? 
A) At Penn-West the cement didn’t go to the top because this will improve your ability to do 
remediation if necessary.  There are case histories of doing perforations with casing mounted 
geophones. 

 
 
4.2.15 Shallow Subsurface and Air Monitoring Programme at Penn-West CO2-EOR 
Monitoring Project – Bill Gunter, Alberta Research Council 
 
As well as the injection and production wells at Penn-West, there are also four ground water 
monitoring wells; three of which are deep and one is shallow. The important aspect of ground water 
sampling is to ensure you are sampling the water from where you want it. 
 
During the operation results of monitoring showed: 

 Ground water pH was relatively constant 
 Water level was relatively constant 
 Alkalinity variation was in spec 
 Conductivity was stable with the exception of one set of values but this is still a question 

mark.  
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These results showed no sign of CO2. Water sampling also showed that the chemistry of the water in 
the formation was different from that in the shallow aquifers.  Looking at this you can see the change 
that you would expect if there was water leaking from the formation into the water in the upper 
aquifer.  This signal might not just be CO2 but might be more calcium and bicarbonate in the water. 
Carbonate isotope data would be excellent but so far these shallow aquifer waters are so dilute they 
can’t get any carbonate isotope measurements. If the water was mixing you would see a change in the 
carbon isotope ratios. 
 
It was interesting look at how the makeup of the reservoir water will change through different phases 
of an EOR project.  The measured trends did generally follow the predicted results. 
 
Air monitoring was also performed at the site with open path tuneable diode laser technology to detect 
fugitive emissions of CO2 and CH4. The tunable diode laser system was chosen as it averages out in 
homogeneities of soil gas, it is mobile, it is relatively cheap and it is efficient for the monitoring of 
large sites.  In the future the project plans to combine the outcomes of the atmospheric monitoring 
with dispersion modeling to translate into quantitative results. 
 
Q) Do you know if there is a volume change in the conversion from Ca clay to Na clay? 
A) I am sure there is a volume change but I can’t quote it.  These programmes do look at volume 
change as it is very important feature in effecting permeability. 

 
Q) Did you look at any of the minor cations? 
A) No, the work on trace elements is ongoing. We do see iron increases in the water. 

 
 
4.2.16 MMV Programme at the CSEMP Pilot Project – John Faltinson, Alberta Research 
Council 
 
The CO2 Storage and Enhanced Methane Production or CSEMP project is a collaboration between 
Suncor Energy, EnerPlus Resources Fund and the Alberta Research Council.  The goals of that project 
are to determine baseline production of CBM from the Ardley coals at the pilot location, store CO2 
within the coal strata utilizing an injection well and measure storage effects in the coal, determine the 
effect of CO2 injection and storage on CBM production from adjacent wells, and assess the economics 
of the collection of the CO2 and injection into coals as a long-term storage method for the reduction of 
GHG emissions. 
 
A number of monitoring techniques were used at the site including downhole gauges. The project 
identified a number of benefits of downhole gauges for the monitoring of store CO2.  There include: 

 They enable leak detection quickly before significant injected fluid lost to the wrong zone. 
 They provide better pressure monitoring and understanding of non-intuitive CO2 pressure and 

phase behaviour during injection and fall-off testing. 
 They give precise pressure monitoring during production testing and eliminate the need for 

running, setting and retrieving wire-line gauges or estimating via fluid levels.  
 They allow real time 24/7 remote monitoring of down-hole pressure / temperature via the 

Zedi Solutions website.  
 
The current issue facing the project is that CO2 is leaking from Ardley coal to channel sand which has 
put a hold on remaining Verification & Environmental Monitoring.  The CSEMP Project is now 
evaluating their options. 
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4.2.17 Role of risk assessment in designing MMV Programs – Ken Hnottavange-Telleen, 
Schlumberger Carbon Services 
 
Risk assessment methods are used to decide on monitoring techniques at a site.  Ideally you would use 
experience to provide a quantitative risk analysis however because there is only minimal experience 
in CCS, qualitative risk assessment utilising expert opinion is the best option. 
  
To assist in identifying risks a CCS project can be broken into four compartments and two conduits.  
The compartments are; the storage reservoir, hydrocarbon reservoirs, drinking water, and the 
environment. The conduits are the wells and faults and fractures.  Once you have identified the risks 
associated with the project you need a ranking system for risks.  There are a number of options such 
as the FEPs process. You should rank the risks associated with a project and fashion the monitoring 
accordingly. You need to identify what monitoring methods address what risks. 
 
In conclusion, there are a number of CCS project functions such as injectivity, capacity, containment 
and there are currently existing monitoring techniques for each function.  Ken finished by saying that 
modeling is the key to verification. 
 
Q) I would challenge you last statement and say monitoring is the key to verification. 
A) They are inherently linked but it is the modelling that will provide the predictions. 
A) The problem has to be properly posed in modelling.  A model is only as good as the data you put 
into it. 
 
Q) At Frio we did a very careful model and monitoring but there were still differences.  We are being 
naive to think we can actually verify.  We can inch up our confidence but verify is very strong 
concept. 
A) Agreed, it is wrong to say modelling is verification.  The term verification was adopted by this 
industry. 
 
Q) How do you handle uncertainties in the data and how does that impact on your risk in regard to 
modelling? 
A) Modelling is a precise combination of actual data and our understanding of how systems work. 
 
Q) Are there stoichiastic approaches to applying risk? 
 
A) Schlumberger is looking at how uncertainties propagate through modelling and to evaluate the 
results in terms of uncertainties. For the moment we haven’t developed our own tools to evaluate risks 
but we are working on them. 
 
Q) Models are useful for scenario analysis but ultimately they are defined by underlying data.  History 
matching doesn’t provide the unique solution; it just shows one possible option. 
A) Agreed, the verification is in the measurement but it is verification of the model. 
 
Q) A risk assessment matrix compares likelihood to probability.  From experience in BP, a group of 
experts ranked risks and then one person came in with a different view and turned it on its head.  
Populating a matrix of risk is so dependent on the people in the group.  How does Schlumberger build 
the group? 
A) This is being looked at in Schlumberger.  This is only one tool of many.  It doesn’t hurt to look at 
risks from different point of views. 
 
Comment) It is not easy to develop a risk based monitoring approach and Ken was set up to 
demonstrate the difficulties in this method. 
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4.2.18 A New Mode of Seismic Surveillance – Leon Thompson, BP 
 
Leon started by saying that his ignorance in childrearing has added to his expertise in child raising – 
same as CCS. He also said that looking to prove a negative result is very open to criticism from the 
public for doing the wrong experiment but this is what we are trying to do with CCS, we are trying to 
prove that there is no sign of leakage. The presentation covered a number of aspects of conventional 
monitoring, as well as unconventional 4D seismic and anisotropic seismic. 
 
The subsurface permeability is highly heterogeneous.  This means that measurements at a few 
wellbores can be seriously misleading, as they inadequately sample this heterogeneity. Hydraulic 
modeling is almost always based on over-simplified distributions of permeability, not confirmed by 
subsequent full-volume measurements. The only technology which measures the full volume with 
high resolution is seismic. 
 
The benefit of seismic depends on the hardness of the rock you are trying to shoot through, he harder 
the rock is, the less it cares about what is in the pore space.  Conventional 4D seismic assumes purely 
isotropic rock properties and relies on the differences in P-wave velocity and impedance caused by 
fluid substitution pore pressure. This is why seismic works better in soft rock than in hard rock. 
There is however an entirely different way to do 4D seismic that is independent of fluids and 
independent of pressure.  This method looks at the 4D changes in the azimuthal anisotropy of the 
reservoir. To do this, we need an accurate understanding of the rock physics, including their fractures. 
The implication is that the permeability is augmented by fractures, with a known orientation and so 
future wells will be placed with this anisotropic permeability in mind, thus optimally producing the 
reservoir. 
 
In conclusion CO2 storage monitoring requires full-field measurements, not just borehole 
measurements, and hence seismic monitoring. Seismic provides only indirect measurements of CO2, 
but there is no substitute for the high-resolution 3D coverage it supplies. Time-lapse seismic is best 
done with permanent sources and receivers, in order to avoid acquisition-variant artifacts, and to 
reduce costs. Conventional 4D seismic assumes a (heterogenous) isotropic subsurface. This may not 
be accurate, as it ignores the possibility of subsurface fracturing. An alternative mode of 4D seismics 
uses the signatures of azimuthal anisotropy, P-wave AVOAz and S-wave splitting, to detect such 
fractures directly  
 
Let’s not try to over simplify the complex subsurface systems. 
 

4.2.19 Detailed CO2 Injection and sequestration monitoring through cross well imaging – 
Mark McCallum, Z-Seismic 
 
A seismic signal truck will create a signal range from 5Hz – 200Hz so it is low frequency. Cross well 
seismic uses a piezo electric source which is much higher frequency from 100Hz to a couple of 
thousand Hz. Cross well seismic with high frequency sources increases the resolution by an order of 
magnitude. To realise this resolution improvement you do have to do the full combination of source 
and receiver locations. As you sweep the field with higher frequencies you find the higher frequencies 
starting to drop out.  This drop out or attenuation is because of rock properties and this can be 
analysed to generate more information and a better image of the reservoir. You can improve 
confidence further still through the use of cross well seismic in conjunction with 3D seismic. 
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The optimal well spacing for cross well seismic is a function of the rock but this technique has been 
applied across a kilometre in very fast rocks. Remember when doing CCS that the reservoir 
heterogeneity plays a huge role in where the CO2 will end up. 

 
Q) Can you say something about the aperture of measurements relative to reservoir thickness and 
geometry of wells. 
A) Depth doesn’t matter.  The distance of the wells is up to 800m well spacing.  The depth just 
changes how long it takes to gather the data. On a thick reservoir it may take 2-3 days. It just comes 
down to if you can push a signal through it. 
 
Q) If wells don't penetrate the reservoir can you still get a decent image? 
A) Not really, you could get an overlap in the middle of the reservoir. 
 
Q) One of the keys to CCS is showing the integrity of the seal and the fractures which are very small 
and hard to see. 
A) If there is a fault between the two well bores with a throw of over a metre then you should be able 
to see that.  But to get that you have to get lucky or have an idea where the faults are.  Then 
determining if the fault is a sealing fault or a communication fault is another question. In this case if 
you know a fault is there you should be able to see how the fault operates by seeing if there is CO2 
moving through it or present above it. 

 
 
4.2.20 Design of surface seismic programmes for CO2 storage monitoring – Mark Egan, 
WesternGeco 
 
Mark gave an excellent overview about how the seismic process works and also talked about the 
design of a surface seismic programme for a CCS project. The initial objective of a baseline seismic 
program is to establish an understanding of the structure & stratigraphy of the reservoir and 
overburden, find the capacity of the reservoir, and to rate the sealing properties of the reservoir.  
Subsequent, repeat seismic programs will then look to find out where is the CO2 going and ultimately 
if it escaping. The objectives of the survey design are to meet the above objectives and meet any 
permitting requirements. 
 
To meet these objectives the survey design parameters that must be considered include 

 2D vs. 3D 
 Shooting direction 
 Narrow azimuth vs. wide azimuth 
 Aperture 
 Source-receiver distances 
 Sampling 

 
Q) If seismic uses a lot of modelling, how do we know the confidence?  
A) You simply model to try and find the best way to accumulate data.  If you could do the seismic in 
ten different ways that would be the best but this is prohibitively expensive. 
A) It is easier to model the wave equation than the diffuse equation. There is a large project ongoing 
to try and improve the quality of modelling in seismic, electromagnetic, etc. 
 
Q) Do you think that geophysics has the ability to determine caprock integrity? 
A) If you have wide azimuth seismic data you can determine the direction of the fractures.  You can 
also guess at the density of the fracture swarms. The problem is that you don't necessarily know which 
ones seal and which don't. 
 
Q) How cheap can you get this? We need to focus on changes rather than absolute parameters. 
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A) That’s right, if we could model the types of geometries that might be present then we could 
estimate the risks of a particular type of error. 

 
 
4.2.21 Passive Seismic Monitoring: listening for the Snap, Crackle, Pop! – Marcia Coueslan, 
Schlumberger Carbon Services 
 
In this presentation Marcia looked at a number of aspects of microseismic activity including: 

 What it is 
 Where else is it used? 
 What causes microseismic activity & what does it tell us? 
 Hardware Options for sensing the activity 
 Integration with geomechanical modeling 

 
Micro Seismic refers to monitoring micro-earthquakes in a reservoir. The frequency of earthquake 
events increases as the event gets smaller. Passive seismic may be able to pick up small fractures in 
the caprock if there is an accumulation of micro events. The choice of permanent or temporary micro-
seismic will depend on the project layout and options. Like conventional seismic you need to establish 
the baseline noise in the system to be able to interpret and identify anomalous signals. You can use 
geomechanical modelling to predict where the micro-events might occur. The magnitude and 
direction of the stress tensors in a reservoir will change as CO2 is injected. It is ideal to come up with 
your optimal array size and layout before you set it up. Micro- seismic is a proven technology in other 
industries. 
 
In conclusion, microseismic monitoring is an established technology in a number of other industries.  
Microseismic installations can effectively be deployed to monitor a range of activity at CO2 storage 
sites including cap rock integrity, illumination of sub-seismic features, and re-activation or 
propagation of faults/fractures. Microseismic monitoring should be used in conjunction with 
geomechanical modeling. Feasibility studies should be completed to ensure that the microseismic 
monitoring system meets objectives 
 
 
Q) What do you think of geomechanical modelling? 
A) It is a tool in a large toolbox of options. 
 
Q) I don't know what the role of micro-seismic will be in CCS, it is like the canary in the mine.  If you 
start detecting something then you are too late to react.  If you start to see it coming from faults it 
means you are reactivating the fault and you are in some trouble? 
A) If your sensors are sensitive enough then you might be able to pick up micro-seismic activity 
before the reactivation of a fault.  
 
Q) At the Weyburn site, it is a bit disappointing that there are only a handful of micro-seismic signals 
from such a large scale project? 
A) The Weyburn site is EOR with water flooding with fracing having been done already which might 
explain the lack of activity. In an untouched reservoir you should be able to pick up more. 
 
Q) Are there CCS case studies? 
A) No, just steam injection so far. 
 
Q) Is it not possible to do the modelling of what these stress changes are and see what level of event 
you are going to have to determine the required sensitivity? 
A) You will still need to verify the models, at least in the first few projects.  Only if the model proves 
to be robust can you use it. 
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Q) What are the trade off between surface and down hole seismic?  Surface you have more options 
even if you can’t get the same resolution. In a well you are limited to just in the well? 
A) Small events a long way away from the sensors will be attenuated before reaching the sensor.  
Surface sensor may be able to pick these up depending on the size of the event and the noise at the 
surface. 
A) You could have 1000 sensors on the surface and overwhelm the noise in the system however this 
of course would be very expensive.  
A) At Weyburn they have been monitoring micro-seismic for a number of years and there is very little 
activity.  Most of the activity is near the array which is a problem because there is very little 
difference between the p and s waves.  Weyburn can measure events up to 300m from the well which 
you wouldn’t pick up from the surface. 

 
 
4.2.22 Employing Novel MMV Technology Integration Techniques to Increase Accuracy of 
Injection Monitoring – Eric Davies, Pinnacle 
 
Eric wrapped up the workshop with a discussion of new and novel monitoring techniques.  He noted 
that a good engineering project should solve more problems than it creates which should be the aim of 
any monitoring technique. 
 
Tilt meters give a measure of surface deformation to an accuracy of +/- 0.1mm.  In field experiments 
they have been able to measure the “tides” of solid earth effected by the moon and the sun which are 
more commonly associated with the ocean.  Tilt meters become relevant to CCS because as fluid rises 
toward the surface it results in a deformation above it which you can measure at the surface.  You can 
also measure the depth of the fluid movement by the shape of the surface distortion. There is a 
question about the density of meters required as there are problems with interpolation between tilt 
meters. However, if you know the depth of the event you want to measure you can work out the 
density of tilt meters required to pick it up accurately. 
 
The InSAR process uses a satellite to measure changes in vegetation and surface deformation. 
Uncorrected InSAR is accurate to 1cm. however if you can correct it then you can get it accurate to 
1mm.  GPS could also be used to measure surface deformation and is accurate to about 1mm. 
 
Different techniques can also be used in tandem to improve accuracy. 
 
Q) What sort of satellite coverage do you need to get a 1mm accuracy? 
A) 15 images where you can identify areas that don't move you can calibrate to 1mm 

 
Q) Is there experience in installing tilt and microseismic in shallow wells? 
A) There is no reason why not, don't know about the data though.  

 
Q) In the long term measurements, if you had a year of data could you distinguish a 1mm 
displacement from noise?  Also what would the effect of a 2 degree temperature change would affect 
it? 
A) 1mm is at the limit of the detection near the GPS, if you are further away 1mm will be hard to 
achieve.  With temperature it is important to get the tools to a place where the temperature is stable. 

 
Q) Looking at surface expression and relate it to strain in subsurface, what does that mean for 
distribution of fluids? 
A. It could be taken further, but they have pretty much just expressed the fact without taking any 
inference from it. It would need taking a step further and building the best possible geo-mechanical 
model and figuring it out from that. 
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5. Outcomes and Next Steps 
 
Day 1 looked at CCS monitoring and how it was dealt with in regulation.  Regulation is being 
developed in parallel in a number of regions around the world including the US, Canada, Europe and 
Australia. Although regional regulation developments are not completely transferable lessons can be 
learnt from other regions processes which can aid development elsewhere. It was demonstrated that 
there are parallels that can be drawn between the acid gas injection regulation and CCS regulation 
however the scale of acid gas projects is significantly smaller than what is needed for CCS which 
reduces the applicability.  It was concluded that although there is a lot of good work going on there 
are still some big regulatory issues to be solved, possibly the biggest and most contentious of which is 
when and how to hand over of the site to the national authority will occur. 
 
Days 2 & 3 provided a review and update of what is happening at a number of CCS projects around 
the world focusing on the different monitoring techniques that has been looked at.  It was encouraging 
to see the number of projects existing and planned and to see the wealth of monitoring techniques are 
being developed, tested and applied. As more projects are started and as current projects progress the 
availability of historic data will allow us to start to build monitoring standards and best practices 
which will improve our confidence in the technology and processes of CCS. 
 
Finally there were a number of questions that were raised throughout the course of the meeting that 
will need to be addressed: 

 How do you accurately locate and quantify the CO2 in the reservoir? 
 What do you do if a system parameter goes outside predicted values?  
 What additional information can Seismic monitoring give us? When is it not applicable? Is it 

enough on its own and if not, what more do you need to complement it? 
 How much monitoring is required for different stakeholders and can the current monitoring 

techniques provide what the need? 
 How long do you monitor for?  When and how does handover occur?  

 
The next meeting involving the Monitoring Network will be the Joint Network meeting New York in 
June 2008.  Following this, the next dedicated Monitoring Network meeting will be in Kyoto, Japan in 
early 2009. 
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Bill Reynen, Geological Survey of Canada

11 50 to 12 15 Draft Regulatory Guidelines for Geological Storage of CO2 – CO2ReMoVe11.50 to 12.15     Draft Regulatory Guidelines for Geological Storage of CO2  CO2ReMoVe    
Brendan Beck, IEA GHG

12.15 to 12.30     Discussion/Questions

12.30 to 13.30  Lunch

13.30 to 14.00     Review of Acid Gas Regulations Stefan Bachu, Energy and Utilities Board

14.00 to 15.00     Facilitated Discussion:  
Are Acid Gas Regulations a suitable analogue for the development of         

Geological  Storage Regulations

15.00 to 15.30  Break

15.30 to 16.00     THEME:  How to design and establish a suite of generic MMV protocols 
for  CO2 storage

16.00 to 17.30     THEME:  What are the next steps to help expedite MMV arrangements 
and so assist in the widescale implementation of CCS

18.00 – 20.00  Social Event and Entertainment



Agenda – Thursday, Nov. 8
07.30 to 08.15   Registration/Coffee
08.15 to 08.30   Welcome /Synthesis of Regulatory/Policy MMV issues from Day 1

Rick Chalaturnyk, University of Alberta
08.30 to 09.00   MMV Update on the CO2CRC’s Otway Basin Pilot Project

Kevin Dodds, BP Americas (formerly with CO2CRC)
09.00 to 09.30   Nagaoka, Japan Monitoring/Verification Program Design, 

Deployment and Case History
Tsukasa Yoshimura RITETsukasa Yoshimura, RITE

09.30 to 10.00   MMV Efforts at the CSLF Endorsed Zama Lake Acid Gas EOR Project
Steve Smith, EERC/PCOR

10.00 to 10.30   MMV Programs at ADM Site, Illinios – Midwest Partnership
Rob Finley, Geological Survey of Illinios

10.30 to 10.45 Discussion/Questions10.30 to 10.45   Discussion/Questions

10.45 to 12.00   Break – POSTER SESSIONS
12.00 to 13.00    Lunch
13.00 to 13.30    MMV in Final Phase of IEA GHG Weyburn‐Midale CO2‐EOR 

Monitoring and Storage Project
Don White, Geological Survey of Canada, g y

13.30 to 14.00   Downhole Flu id Recovery System Deployment at Penn West CO2‐
EOR Monitoring Project

Gonzalo Zambrano, University of Alberta
14.00 to 14.30   Shallow Subsurface and Atmospheric Monitoring in CO2Geonet 

and CO2ReMoVe
David Jones, British Geological Survey

14.30 to 14.45    Discussion/Questions
14.45 to 15.15    Break
15.15 to 15.45   Research on Environmental Risks from Geological Carbon Dioxide Storage

Jeremy Colls, University of Nottingham
15 45 to 16 15 Baseline Survey for Evidence of Gas Microseepage Prior to a CO215.45 to 16.15 Baseline Survey for Evidence of Gas Microseepage Prior to a CO2 

Injection Experiment at Teapot  Dome, Wyoming, USA
Ron Klusman, Colorado School of Mines

16.15 to 16.45   Accurate Soil CO2 Flux Meas. at High Spatial and Temporal  Resolution
Rod Madsen,  LICOR Biosciences

16.45 to 17.00   Discussion/Questions

19.00      Dinner : Ft. Edmonton Park ‐ Sponsored by Schlumberger Carbon Services
Buses will be departing from the Fantasyland Hotel parking lot at 6:45 pm and 
7:15 pm for the short drive to the Fort



Agenda – Friday, Nov. 9
MorningMorning

07.30 to 0.800   Registration/Coffee

08.00 to 08.15   Welcome and Introduction to Day 3 

Rick Chalaturnyk, University of AlbertaRick Chalaturnyk, University of Alberta

08.15 to 08.45   MMV Results from FRIO II

Sue Hovorka, Gulf Coast Carbon Center

08.45 to 09.15 Seismic Monitoring Programs at Penn West CO2‐EOR 
M it i P j tMonitoring Project

Don Lawton, University of Calgary

09.15 to 09.45   Observation Well at Penn West CO2‐EOR Monitoring 
Project

Rick Chalaturnyk, University of Alberta

09.45 to 10.00    Discussion/Questions

10.00 to 10.20 Break

10 20 to 10 45 Shallow Subsurface and Air Monitoring Program at10.20 to 10.45    Shallow Subsurface and Air Monitoring Program at 
Penn West CO2‐EOR Monitoring Project

Bill Gunter, Alberta Research Council

10.45 to 11.10    MMV Programs at the CSEMP ECBM Pilot Project

John Faltinson, Alberta Research Council

11.10 to 11.35   Role of Risk Assessment in Designing MMV Programs

Ken Hnottavange‐Telleen, Schlumberger Carbon Services

11 35 – 12 00 Discussion/Questions11.35  12.00   Discussion/Questions

12.00 to 13.00   Lunch



Agenda – Friday, Nov. 9
AfternoonAfternoon

12.00 to 13.00   Lunch 

13.00 to 13.30   A New Mode of Seismic Surveillance

Leon Thomsen, BP

13.30 to 14.00   Detailed CO2 Injection and Sequestration Monitoring 
Through Crosswell Imaging

Mark McCallum Z‐SeisMark McCallum, Z Seis

14.00 to 14.30   Design of Surface Seismic Programs for CO2 Storage 
Monitoring

Jeff Thompson, WesternGeco

14.30 to 14.45   Discussion/Questions

14.45 to 15.00 Break

15.00 to 15.30    Passive Seismic: Listening fo r the Snap, Crackle, Pop!

Marcia Couëslan, Schlumberger Carbon ServicesMarcia Couëslan, Schlumberger Carbon Services

15.30 to 16.00   Employing Novel MMV Technology Integration 
Techniques To Increase Accuracy of Injection 
Monitoring

Eric Davies PinnacleEric Davies, Pinnacle

16.00 to 16.15    Discussion/Questions

16.15  to 16.25   Discussion and Wrap‐up of Meeting

Location of Next Network Meetings

16.25  to 16.30    REVIEW OF FIELD TRIPS



S t i bl E S l tiS t i bl E S l tiSustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

An ENGO viewpont on CCS, An ENGO viewpont on CCS, 
Regulation and MonitoringRegulation and Monitoring

An ENGO viewpont on CCS, An ENGO viewpont on CCS, 
Regulation and MonitoringRegulation and MonitoringRegulation and MonitoringRegulation and MonitoringRegulation and MonitoringRegulation and Monitoring

Dr. Mary GriffithsDr. Mary GriffithsDr. Mary GriffithsDr. Mary Griffiths

IEA GHG Monitoring Network 4IEA GHG Monitoring Network 4thth MeetingMeeting

November 7, 2007November 7, 2007

IEA GHG Monitoring Network 4IEA GHG Monitoring Network 4thth MeetingMeeting

November 7, 2007November 7, 2007
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Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

The Pembina InstituteThe Pembina Institute
“To advance sustainable energy solutions through 

research, education, consulting and advocacy.”

 Founded 1985Founded 1985

 NonNon--partisan, nonpartisan, non--profit environmentalprofit environmentalNonNon partisan, nonpartisan, non profit environmental profit environmental 
organizationorganization

 Primer and initial position on CCS published 2005Primer and initial position on CCS published 2005Primer and initial position on CCS published 2005Primer and initial position on CCS published 2005
 COCO22 capture and storage: capture and storage: 

An arrow in the quiver or a silver bullet to combat An arrow in the quiver or a silver bullet to combat 

© 2005 The Pembina Institute 
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climate change? climate change? 
 Position on CCS recently updatedPosition on CCS recently updated



Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview
 Perception of CCS by environmental Perception of CCS by environmental 

communitycommunity
 Perception of CCS by environmental Perception of CCS by environmental 

communitycommunityyy

 The Pembina Institute perspectiveThe Pembina Institute perspective

 Environmental nonEnvironmental non--governmental governmental 

yy

 The Pembina Institute perspectiveThe Pembina Institute perspective

 Environmental nonEnvironmental non--governmental governmental gg
organizations (ENGOs) & public perceptionorganizations (ENGOs) & public perception

 Essential elements for regulation and Essential elements for regulation and 

gg
organizations (ENGOs) & public perceptionorganizations (ENGOs) & public perception

 Essential elements for regulation and Essential elements for regulation and gg
monitoringmonitoring

 Liability Liability –– who pays?who pays?

gg
monitoringmonitoring

 Liability Liability –– who pays?who pays?
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 Public engagementPublic engagement Public engagementPublic engagement
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ENGO perspectivesENGO perspectivesENGO perspectivesENGO perspectivesp pp pp pp p

 Various ENGO views on CCS Various ENGO views on CCS –– geologic storagegeologic storage Various ENGO views on CCS Various ENGO views on CCS –– geologic storagegeologic storage
 Some accept CCS, as a ‘necessary evil’ Some accept CCS, as a ‘necessary evil’ 
 to combat climate change and avoid nuclear power to combat climate change and avoid nuclear power 

 to win time for an economy fullyto win time for an economy fully powered by renewable energypowered by renewable energy

 Some accept CCS, as a ‘necessary evil’ Some accept CCS, as a ‘necessary evil’ 
 to combat climate change and avoid nuclear power to combat climate change and avoid nuclear power 

 to win time for an economy fullyto win time for an economy fully powered by renewable energypowered by renewable energy to win time for an economy fullyto win time for an economy fully--powered by renewable energypowered by renewable energy

 Some sceptical and see CCS as “entrenching technology”Some sceptical and see CCS as “entrenching technology”

 All concerned that CCS will divert resources from All concerned that CCS will divert resources from 

 to win time for an economy fullyto win time for an economy fully--powered by renewable energypowered by renewable energy

 Some sceptical and see CCS as “entrenching technology”Some sceptical and see CCS as “entrenching technology”

 All concerned that CCS will divert resources from All concerned that CCS will divert resources from 
conservation, lowconservation, low--impact renewable energy, etc.impact renewable energy, etc.

 ENGOs help inform wider public debate ENGOs help inform wider public debate 

conservation, lowconservation, low--impact renewable energy, etc.impact renewable energy, etc.

 ENGOs help inform wider public debate ENGOs help inform wider public debate 
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 Important to consider and address ENGO concernsImportant to consider and address ENGO concerns Important to consider and address ENGO concernsImportant to consider and address ENGO concerns
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ENGO concerns ENGO concerns ENGO concerns ENGO concerns 

 CCS is a waste management strategyCCS is a waste management strategy
 Does not reduce CODoes not reduce CO22 emissions at sourceemissions at source

 CCS is a waste management strategyCCS is a waste management strategy
 Does not reduce CODoes not reduce CO22 emissions at sourceemissions at source

 Perpetuates use of fossil fuels Perpetuates use of fossil fuels 
 Diverts public and private resources from energy Diverts public and private resources from energy 

conservation, energy efficiency and lowconservation, energy efficiency and low--impact renewable impact renewable 

 Perpetuates use of fossil fuels Perpetuates use of fossil fuels 
 Diverts public and private resources from energy Diverts public and private resources from energy 

conservation, energy efficiency and lowconservation, energy efficiency and low--impact renewable impact renewable gy ygy y pp
energyenergy

 Can only be used for large point sourcesCan only be used for large point sources
 Reduces overall plant efficiency so increases total COReduces overall plant efficiency so increases total CO22

gy ygy y pp
energyenergy

 Can only be used for large point sourcesCan only be used for large point sources
 Reduces overall plant efficiency so increases total COReduces overall plant efficiency so increases total CO22p yp y 22

production production 

 Risk of leakageRisk of leakage
 LongLong--term storage management and liability issuesterm storage management and liability issues

p yp y 22
production production 

 Risk of leakageRisk of leakage
 LongLong--term storage management and liability issuesterm storage management and liability issues
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 LongLong--term storage management and liability issuesterm storage management and liability issues LongLong--term storage management and liability issuesterm storage management and liability issues
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The Pembina Institute’s position on CCSThe Pembina Institute’s position on CCSThe Pembina Institute’s position on CCSThe Pembina Institute’s position on CCSpppp

 Urgent need to reduce GHG emissionsUrgent need to reduce GHG emissions Urgent need to reduce GHG emissionsUrgent need to reduce GHG emissionsUrgent need to reduce GHG emissionsUrgent need to reduce GHG emissions
 Need wide portfolio of measuresNeed wide portfolio of measures
 CCS should be conditional on:CCS should be conditional on:

Urgent need to reduce GHG emissionsUrgent need to reduce GHG emissions
 Need wide portfolio of measuresNeed wide portfolio of measures
 CCS should be conditional on:CCS should be conditional on:
 Massive scaleMassive scale--up of energy efficiency and lowup of energy efficiency and low--impact impact 

renewable energyrenewable energy
 Regional context (esp. availability of more sustainableRegional context (esp. availability of more sustainable

 Massive scaleMassive scale--up of energy efficiency and lowup of energy efficiency and low--impact impact 
renewable energyrenewable energy

 Regional context (esp. availability of more sustainableRegional context (esp. availability of more sustainableRegional context (esp. availability of more sustainable Regional context (esp. availability of more sustainable 
options)options)

 Geological context of COGeological context of CO22 disposaldisposal
 Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers andFair distribution of investment between taxpayers and

Regional context (esp. availability of more sustainable Regional context (esp. availability of more sustainable 
options)options)

 Geological context of COGeological context of CO22 disposaldisposal
 Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers andFair distribution of investment between taxpayers and
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Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers and Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers and 
polluterspolluters
Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers and Fair distribution of investment between taxpayers and 
polluterspolluters
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Pembina position (continued)Pembina position (continued)Pembina position (continued)Pembina position (continued)
 CCS should focus on permanent, secure disposalCCS should focus on permanent, secure disposal
 Deep saline aquifers Deep saline aquifers -- most reliable and securemost reliable and secure

 CCS should focus on permanent, secure disposalCCS should focus on permanent, secure disposal
 Deep saline aquifers Deep saline aquifers -- most reliable and securemost reliable and secure

 Use of COUse of CO22 for EOR is not a disposal solution (thus for EOR is not a disposal solution (thus 
should not be priority)should not be priority)

 Strong regulatory framework must ensure:Strong regulatory framework must ensure:

 Use of COUse of CO22 for EOR is not a disposal solution (thus for EOR is not a disposal solution (thus 
should not be priority)should not be priority)

 Strong regulatory framework must ensure:Strong regulatory framework must ensure: Strong regulatory framework must ensure:Strong regulatory framework must ensure:
 Public safetyPublic safety

 Adequate monitoringAdequate monitoring

 Strong regulatory framework must ensure:Strong regulatory framework must ensure:
 Public safetyPublic safety

 Adequate monitoringAdequate monitoringAdequate monitoringAdequate monitoring

 Clear attribution of liabilitiesClear attribution of liabilities

 Transparent accounting and net reduction in GHG Transparent accounting and net reduction in GHG 

Adequate monitoringAdequate monitoring

 Clear attribution of liabilitiesClear attribution of liabilities

 Transparent accounting and net reduction in GHG Transparent accounting and net reduction in GHG 
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emissions, etc.emissions, etc.

p gp g
emissions, etc.emissions, etc.
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ENGO and public concern ENGO and public concern –– riskriskENGO and public concern ENGO and public concern –– riskrisk

 Technical risk = Technical risk = Probability of hazard Probability of hazard XX impact of the impact of the 
hazardhazard

 Technical risk = Technical risk = Probability of hazard Probability of hazard XX impact of the impact of the 
hazardhazard

 Hazard includes leaks from:Hazard includes leaks from:
 EquipmentEquipment
 PipelinesPipelines

 Hazard includes leaks from:Hazard includes leaks from:
 EquipmentEquipment
 PipelinesPipelines
 StorageStorage
 Leak via faults, fissures, abandoned wellsLeak via faults, fissures, abandoned wells

 Risk Risk –– relates to potential impact on soil, water, air, life relates to potential impact on soil, water, air, life 

 StorageStorage
 Leak via faults, fissures, abandoned wellsLeak via faults, fissures, abandoned wells

 Risk Risk –– relates to potential impact on soil, water, air, life relates to potential impact on soil, water, air, life 
 Severity depends on proximity of humans, animals, etc.Severity depends on proximity of humans, animals, etc.

 To minimize risk:To minimize risk:
 Limit storage to the least hazardous applications (the safest Limit storage to the least hazardous applications (the safest 

possible geological reservoirs)possible geological reservoirs)

 Severity depends on proximity of humans, animals, etc.Severity depends on proximity of humans, animals, etc.

 To minimize risk:To minimize risk:
 Limit storage to the least hazardous applications (the safest Limit storage to the least hazardous applications (the safest 

possible geological reservoirs)possible geological reservoirs)
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possible geological reservoirs)possible geological reservoirs)
 Strict regulatory requirementsStrict regulatory requirements

possible geological reservoirs)possible geological reservoirs)
 Strict regulatory requirementsStrict regulatory requirements
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Regulations for CORegulations for CO22 transportationtransportationRegulations for CORegulations for CO22 transportationtransportationgg 22 ppgg 22 pp

 Stringent standards for COStringent standards for CO22 pipelines to minimize pipelines to minimize  Stringent standards for COStringent standards for CO22 pipelines to minimize pipelines to minimize 
corrosion riskcorrosion risk

 Leak detection systems in pipeline & block valvesLeak detection systems in pipeline & block valves

corrosion riskcorrosion risk

 Leak detection systems in pipeline & block valvesLeak detection systems in pipeline & block valves

 Set backs in builtSet backs in built--up areasup areas
 Avoidance of lowAvoidance of low--lying areaslying areas

 Set backs in builtSet backs in built--up areasup areas
 Avoidance of lowAvoidance of low--lying areaslying areas

 Introduce odour (mercaptans) so leaks from Introduce odour (mercaptans) so leaks from 
pipelines can be detectedpipelines can be detected

 Introduce odour (mercaptans) so leaks from Introduce odour (mercaptans) so leaks from 
pipelines can be detectedpipelines can be detected
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 Monitoring requirements for leak detectionMonitoring requirements for leak detection Monitoring requirements for leak detectionMonitoring requirements for leak detection
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Regulatory framework for storage Regulatory framework for storage Regulatory framework for storage Regulatory framework for storage 
 Distinguish between less secure and more secure storageDistinguish between less secure and more secure storage

 e.g., EOR and deep saline aquiferse.g., EOR and deep saline aquifers
 Address ownership of poreAddress ownership of pore spacespace

 Distinguish between less secure and more secure storageDistinguish between less secure and more secure storage
 e.g., EOR and deep saline aquiferse.g., EOR and deep saline aquifers

 Address ownership of poreAddress ownership of pore spacespace Address ownership of poreAddress ownership of pore--spacespace
 Establish regional selection criteria for storageEstablish regional selection criteria for storage

 Identify areas/formations most suited to storageIdentify areas/formations most suited to storage
 Must be safe for many 1,000’s of yearsMust be safe for many 1,000’s of years

 Address ownership of poreAddress ownership of pore--spacespace
 Establish regional selection criteria for storageEstablish regional selection criteria for storage

 Identify areas/formations most suited to storageIdentify areas/formations most suited to storage
 Must be safe for many 1,000’s of yearsMust be safe for many 1,000’s of yearsy yy y

 Undertake siteUndertake site--specific risk assessment specific risk assessment 
 Risk of leaks to surfaceRisk of leaks to surface
 Potential impact of leaksPotential impact of leaks

Req ire protocols for injectionReq ire protocols for injection

y yy y
 Undertake siteUndertake site--specific risk assessment specific risk assessment 

 Risk of leaks to surfaceRisk of leaks to surface
 Potential impact of leaksPotential impact of leaks

Req ire protocols for injectionReq ire protocols for injection Require protocols for injectionRequire protocols for injection
 Ensure strict monitoring Ensure strict monitoring 

 Short and longShort and long--term (underground and on surface) term (underground and on surface) 
 Identify best techniques to monitor how COIdentify best techniques to monitor how CO22 moves undergroundmoves underground

 Require protocols for injectionRequire protocols for injection
 Ensure strict monitoring Ensure strict monitoring 

 Short and longShort and long--term (underground and on surface) term (underground and on surface) 
 Identify best techniques to monitor how COIdentify best techniques to monitor how CO22 moves undergroundmoves underground
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Identify best techniques to monitor how COIdentify best techniques to monitor how CO22 moves undergroundmoves underground
 OffOff--site monitoring near settlements?site monitoring near settlements?

 Establish independent verification processEstablish independent verification process

Identify best techniques to monitor how COIdentify best techniques to monitor how CO22 moves undergroundmoves underground
 OffOff--site monitoring near settlements?site monitoring near settlements?

 Establish independent verification processEstablish independent verification process
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Site selectionSite selectionSite selectionSite selection
 Site screeningSite screening
 SiteSite--specific checklistspecific checklist

 e g COe g CO ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO Storage Guidelines and IOGCCStorage Guidelines and IOGCC

 Site screeningSite screening
 SiteSite--specific checklistspecific checklist

 e g COe g CO ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO Storage Guidelines and IOGCCStorage Guidelines and IOGCC e.g., COe.g., CO22ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO22 Storage Guidelines and IOGCCStorage Guidelines and IOGCC

 Site investigationSite investigation
 Baseline monitoring Baseline monitoring 
 Potential migration pathwaysPotential migration pathways –– surface characteristics (localsurface characteristics (local

 e.g., COe.g., CO22ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO22 Storage Guidelines and IOGCCStorage Guidelines and IOGCC

 Site investigationSite investigation
 Baseline monitoring Baseline monitoring 
 Potential migration pathwaysPotential migration pathways –– surface characteristics (localsurface characteristics (local Potential migration pathways Potential migration pathways –– surface characteristics (local surface characteristics (local 

ecosystems, human settlements)ecosystems, human settlements)
 Groundwater flowsGroundwater flows

 Provide local ENGOs & public with information on what has Provide local ENGOs & public with information on what has 

 Potential migration pathways Potential migration pathways –– surface characteristics (local surface characteristics (local 
ecosystems, human settlements)ecosystems, human settlements)

 Groundwater flowsGroundwater flows

 Provide local ENGOs & public with information on what has Provide local ENGOs & public with information on what has pp
been done to verify suitability of site, minimize risk:been done to verify suitability of site, minimize risk:
 cap rock integritycap rock integrity
 identification of existing wells and other potential routes to surfaceidentification of existing wells and other potential routes to surface

pp
been done to verify suitability of site, minimize risk:been done to verify suitability of site, minimize risk:
 cap rock integritycap rock integrity
 identification of existing wells and other potential routes to surfaceidentification of existing wells and other potential routes to surface
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 inspection and remediation of existing wellsinspection and remediation of existing wells
 evaluation of potential impact on groundwater, surface, etc.evaluation of potential impact on groundwater, surface, etc.
 inspection and remediation of existing wellsinspection and remediation of existing wells
 evaluation of potential impact on groundwater, surface, etc.evaluation of potential impact on groundwater, surface, etc.
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Risk assessmentRisk assessmentRisk assessmentRisk assessment

 Risk assessment should include:Risk assessment should include:
 COCO22 storage risk assessmentstorage risk assessment

 Risk assessment should include:Risk assessment should include:
 COCO22 storage risk assessmentstorage risk assessment
 Predictive modelling for future COPredictive modelling for future CO22 behaviour and migrationbehaviour and migration
 Information on baseline monitoring and future monitoring plansInformation on baseline monitoring and future monitoring plans
 Plan to manage risk:Plan to manage risk:

 Predictive modelling for future COPredictive modelling for future CO22 behaviour and migrationbehaviour and migration
 Information on baseline monitoring and future monitoring plansInformation on baseline monitoring and future monitoring plans
 Plan to manage risk:Plan to manage risk:gg
 Emergency response plan for injection facility and surroundings Emergency response plan for injection facility and surroundings 

Remediation if leaks occurRemediation if leaks occur

 Need formal process (EIA or equivalent) to provide for Need formal process (EIA or equivalent) to provide for 

gg
 Emergency response plan for injection facility and surroundings Emergency response plan for injection facility and surroundings 

Remediation if leaks occurRemediation if leaks occur

 Need formal process (EIA or equivalent) to provide for Need formal process (EIA or equivalent) to provide for 
public input on risks for health, safety and local public input on risks for health, safety and local 
environment  and opportunity for a public hearingenvironment  and opportunity for a public hearing

 e.g., COe.g., CO22ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO22 Storage Guidelines Storage Guidelines –– proposes amending proposes amending 
l i l ti t i EIA if t l d i dl i l ti t i EIA if t l d i d

public input on risks for health, safety and local public input on risks for health, safety and local 
environment  and opportunity for a public hearingenvironment  and opportunity for a public hearing

 e.g., COe.g., CO22ReMoVe draft COReMoVe draft CO22 Storage Guidelines Storage Guidelines –– proposes amending proposes amending 
l i l ti t i EIA if t l d i dl i l ti t i EIA if t l d i d
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legislation to require EIA, if not already requiredlegislation to require EIA, if not already requiredlegislation to require EIA, if not already requiredlegislation to require EIA, if not already required
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Storage operationsStorage operationsStorage operationsStorage operations

 Regulations must stipulate frequency and scale of Regulations must stipulate frequency and scale of 
monitoring operationsmonitoring operations

 Regulations must stipulate frequency and scale of Regulations must stipulate frequency and scale of 
monitoring operationsmonitoring operationsmonitoring operationsmonitoring operations

 Monitor COMonitor CO22 movement in formation, etc.movement in formation, etc.
 Monitor abandoned wells in vicinity of plumeMonitor abandoned wells in vicinity of plume

monitoring operationsmonitoring operations
 Monitor COMonitor CO22 movement in formation, etc.movement in formation, etc.
 Monitor abandoned wells in vicinity of plumeMonitor abandoned wells in vicinity of plumey py p
 Compare data with predictive modelsCompare data with predictive models
 Adjust predictive models, as neededAdjust predictive models, as needed

y py p
 Compare data with predictive modelsCompare data with predictive models
 Adjust predictive models, as neededAdjust predictive models, as needed
 Immediate reporting to public on any leaks to Immediate reporting to public on any leaks to 

groundwater, soil, airgroundwater, soil, air
 Immediate reporting to public on any leaks to Immediate reporting to public on any leaks to 

groundwater, soil, airgroundwater, soil, air
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SiteSite--closureclosureSiteSite--closureclosure

 Clear injection well abandonment and reclamation Clear injection well abandonment and reclamation  Clear injection well abandonment and reclamation Clear injection well abandonment and reclamation 
proceduresprocedures

 Detailed monitoring and reporting requirementsDetailed monitoring and reporting requirements

proceduresprocedures

 Detailed monitoring and reporting requirementsDetailed monitoring and reporting requirements
 Public reportingPublic reporting

 Determine what body is responsible for monitoring, Determine what body is responsible for monitoring, 
ifi ti d di tiifi ti d di ti

 Public reportingPublic reporting

 Determine what body is responsible for monitoring, Determine what body is responsible for monitoring, 
ifi ti d di tiifi ti d di tiverification and remediationverification and remediation

 In near future In near future –– companycompany

 In longIn long termterm governmentgovernment

verification and remediationverification and remediation
 In near future In near future –– companycompany

 In longIn long termterm governmentgovernment
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 In longIn long--term term –– government government 
 IndustryIndustry--funded, provincial or statefunded, provincial or state--based trust fund  based trust fund  

 In longIn long--term term –– government government 
 IndustryIndustry--funded, provincial or statefunded, provincial or state--based trust fund  based trust fund  
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Compensation and liabilityCompensation and liabilityCompensation and liabilityCompensation and liability

 Compensation to landowners for injection wells Compensation to landowners for injection wells 
(comparable to oil and gas well system)(comparable to oil and gas well system)

 Compensation to landowners for injection wells Compensation to landowners for injection wells 
(comparable to oil and gas well system)(comparable to oil and gas well system)

 LiabilityLiability
 Need clear rules as to who is liable for leaksNeed clear rules as to who is liable for leaks
 Who pays if humans, livestock, land are affectedWho pays if humans, livestock, land are affected

 LiabilityLiability
 Need clear rules as to who is liable for leaksNeed clear rules as to who is liable for leaks
 Who pays if humans, livestock, land are affectedWho pays if humans, livestock, land are affected
 During operationsDuring operations
 PostPost--closureclosure

 Need clear, speedy process to help those affected Need clear, speedy process to help those affected 
 Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations so publicRules and process must be clearly set out in regulations so public

 During operationsDuring operations
 PostPost--closureclosure

 Need clear, speedy process to help those affected Need clear, speedy process to help those affected 
 Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations so publicRules and process must be clearly set out in regulations so public Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations, so public Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations, so public 

can understandcan understand

 Levy or tax on operators, to cover costs for administration Levy or tax on operators, to cover costs for administration 
and compliance inspections during operations and for and compliance inspections during operations and for 

 Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations, so public Rules and process must be clearly set out in regulations, so public 
can understandcan understand

 Levy or tax on operators, to cover costs for administration Levy or tax on operators, to cover costs for administration 
and compliance inspections during operations and for and compliance inspections during operations and for 
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a d co p a ce spect o s du g ope at o s a d oa d co p a ce spect o s du g ope at o s a d o
monitoring and liability postmonitoring and liability post--closure (e.g. IOGCC proposal)closure (e.g. IOGCC proposal)
a d co p a ce spect o s du g ope at o s a d oa d co p a ce spect o s du g ope at o s a d o
monitoring and liability postmonitoring and liability post--closure (e.g. IOGCC proposal)closure (e.g. IOGCC proposal)



Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

Where should burden of cost lie?Where should burden of cost lie?Where should burden of cost lie?Where should burden of cost lie?
 Within Canada, Pembina believes:Within Canada, Pembina believes:

 Emissions reductions should be based on both polluter pays and Emissions reductions should be based on both polluter pays and 
abilityability--toto--pay principlespay principles

 Within Canada, Pembina believes:Within Canada, Pembina believes:
 Emissions reductions should be based on both polluter pays and Emissions reductions should be based on both polluter pays and 

abilityability--toto--pay principlespay principlesabilityability toto pay principlespay principles
 Large industrial facilities in highly profitable sectors should be Large industrial facilities in highly profitable sectors should be 

required to shoulder full costs of eliminating GHGs as cost of doing required to shoulder full costs of eliminating GHGs as cost of doing 
business a.s.a.p.business a.s.a.p.
S t i l t t bl d t l fS t i l t t bl d t l f

abilityability toto pay principlespay principles
 Large industrial facilities in highly profitable sectors should be Large industrial facilities in highly profitable sectors should be 

required to shoulder full costs of eliminating GHGs as cost of doing required to shoulder full costs of eliminating GHGs as cost of doing 
business a.s.a.p.business a.s.a.p.
S t i l t t bl d t l fS t i l t t bl d t l f Some government involvement acceptable, due to scale of Some government involvement acceptable, due to scale of 
investment required in CCS and urgency for deep reductions in investment required in CCS and urgency for deep reductions in 
Canada’s GHG emissionsCanada’s GHG emissions
 Taxpayers must be ensured of fair financial return on their investmentTaxpayers must be ensured of fair financial return on their investment

 Some government involvement acceptable, due to scale of Some government involvement acceptable, due to scale of 
investment required in CCS and urgency for deep reductions in investment required in CCS and urgency for deep reductions in 
Canada’s GHG emissionsCanada’s GHG emissions
 Taxpayers must be ensured of fair financial return on their investmentTaxpayers must be ensured of fair financial return on their investment

 CCS must not lead to diversion of scarce resources needed for CCS must not lead to diversion of scarce resources needed for 
higher priority approaches (conservation and lowhigher priority approaches (conservation and low--impact renewable impact renewable 
energy)energy)

 In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in futureIn long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future

 CCS must not lead to diversion of scarce resources needed for CCS must not lead to diversion of scarce resources needed for 
higher priority approaches (conservation and lowhigher priority approaches (conservation and low--impact renewable impact renewable 
energy)energy)

 In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in futureIn long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future
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In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future 
generationsgenerations
In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future In long term: CCS must not be a liability for taxpayers in future 
generationsgenerations



Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

Associated regulatory issuesAssociated regulatory issuesAssociated regulatory issuesAssociated regulatory issues

 Need additional regulations for:Need additional regulations for:
 COCO emissions tradingemissions trading

 Need additional regulations for:Need additional regulations for:
 COCO emissions tradingemissions trading COCO22 emissions tradingemissions trading

 AccreditationAccreditation

 Adjustments for leaksAdjustments for leaks

 COCO22 emissions tradingemissions trading

 AccreditationAccreditation

 Adjustments for leaksAdjustments for leaks Adjustments for leaksAdjustments for leaks
 Global issue of smaller GHG reductions if COGlobal issue of smaller GHG reductions if CO22 leaks leaks 

back to surfaceback to surface

 Adjustments for leaksAdjustments for leaks
 Global issue of smaller GHG reductions if COGlobal issue of smaller GHG reductions if CO22 leaks leaks 

back to surfaceback to surface

 Must ensure transparency for public Must ensure transparency for public 
credibilitycredibility
 Must ensure transparency for public Must ensure transparency for public 

credibilitycredibility
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credibilitycredibilitycredibilitycredibility



Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

Which level of government?Which level of government?Which level of government?Which level of government?

 International criteria for GHG emission International criteria for GHG emission 
reduction reportingreduction reporting
 International criteria for GHG emission International criteria for GHG emission 

reduction reportingreduction reportingreduction reportingreduction reporting

 National regulation for overall minimum National regulation for overall minimum 

reduction reportingreduction reporting

 National regulation for overall minimum National regulation for overall minimum 
standardsstandards
 For pipelines, transportationFor pipelines, transportation

standardsstandards
 For pipelines, transportationFor pipelines, transportation

 State or provincial level for site specific State or provincial level for site specific 
activities, “cradle to grave” reporting, etc. activities, “cradle to grave” reporting, etc. 
 State or provincial level for site specific State or provincial level for site specific 

activities, “cradle to grave” reporting, etc. activities, “cradle to grave” reporting, etc. 
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Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

Public engagementPublic engagementPublic engagementPublic engagementPublic engagementPublic engagementPublic engagementPublic engagement

 Involve key ENGOS and other informedInvolve key ENGOS and other informed Involve key ENGOS and other informedInvolve key ENGOS and other informed Involve key ENGOS and other informed Involve key ENGOS and other informed 
public in review of regulatory requirementspublic in review of regulatory requirements
 Find out the issues that are likely to beFind out the issues that are likely to be

 Involve key ENGOS and other informed Involve key ENGOS and other informed 
public in review of regulatory requirementspublic in review of regulatory requirements
 Find out the issues that are likely to beFind out the issues that are likely to beFind out the issues that are likely to be Find out the issues that are likely to be 

stumbling blocks and address themstumbling blocks and address them
 Provide funding for ENGO/public inputProvide funding for ENGO/public input

Find out the issues that are likely to be Find out the issues that are likely to be 
stumbling blocks and address themstumbling blocks and address them
 Provide funding for ENGO/public inputProvide funding for ENGO/public inputProvide funding for ENGO/public inputProvide funding for ENGO/public input
 Timing critical Timing critical –– start a.s.a.p., so that good, start a.s.a.p., so that good, 

transparent regulations in place BEFOREtransparent regulations in place BEFORE

Provide funding for ENGO/public inputProvide funding for ENGO/public input
 Timing critical Timing critical –– start a.s.a.p., so that good, start a.s.a.p., so that good, 

transparent regulations in place BEFOREtransparent regulations in place BEFORE
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transparent regulations in place BEFORE transparent regulations in place BEFORE 
develop major projectsdevelop major projects
transparent regulations in place BEFORE transparent regulations in place BEFORE 
develop major projectsdevelop major projects



Sustainable Energy SolutionsSustainable Energy Solutions

Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?Any questions?

The Pembina Institute is a nonThe Pembina Institute is a non--profit organization profit organization 
engaged in advocacy and educationengaged in advocacy and education

The Pembina Institute is a nonThe Pembina Institute is a non--profit organization profit organization 
engaged in advocacy and educationengaged in advocacy and education

 We welcome and rely on donations to support our workWe welcome and rely on donations to support our work
 Donate online at Donate online at www.pembina.orgwww.pembina.org

 We welcome and rely on donations to support our workWe welcome and rely on donations to support our work
 Donate online at Donate online at www.pembina.orgwww.pembina.orgp gp g

 Keep upKeep up--toto--date by registering for Pembina Edate by registering for Pembina E--newsnews

p gp g

 Keep upKeep up--toto--date by registering for Pembina Edate by registering for Pembina E--newsnews
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Quantification Protocols and GHGQuantification Protocols and GHG 
Monitoring for CO2-EOR 

Operations
Brent Lakeman and Stephanie Trottier

Presentation to IEA GHG Monitoring Network
N b 7 2007

p

November 7, 2007
Edmonton, Alberta
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Setting the Context (1)

• 2005 -- Emission reduction credits 
recognized as key part of regulatory g y p g y
structure for Large Final Emitters (LFEs)

• GHG Quantification Protocols as 
mechanism to facilitate GHG reduction 
activities

• Suite of initial protocols to support key 
areas of strategic importance to Canada
– Including CO2-EOR



Setting the Context (2)

• Early 2005 -- Alberta Environment, on 
behalf of National GHG Offset team,behalf of National GHG Offset team, 
asked Canada’s Energy Innovation 
Network (EnergyINet) and ARC toNetwork (EnergyINet) and ARC to 
develop draft quantification protocol for 
CO2-EOR projectsCO2 EOR projects
– Guidance document prepared by Environment 

Canada for all protocols to follow

– Recognition that protocol could inform other 
geological storage applications being considered

• E g acid gas injection• E.g. acid gas injection



What is a Quantification Protocol (1)

• Outlines methodology, data and information 
needs to demonstrate the amount of 
reductions that will occurreductions that will occur
– Quantifies the difference between emissions with 

project and baseline, and how this is determined 
(measured estimated etc )(measured, estimated, etc.)

– Also outlines how reductions will be verified to 
generate credits

Can represent a significant cost of credit• Can represent a significant cost of credit 
creation

• While ‘technical’ in nature, protocols can , p
require a range of policy decisions 
– Start-date, location of emission sources, baselines 

(e.g. what is considered ‘business as usual’) ( g )



What is a Quantification Protocol (2)

• Main elements of protocols
– Define project scope / boundaryDefine project scope / boundary

– Define baseline scenario

Detail sources and sinks to be considered– Detail sources and sinks to be considered

– Describe how to quantify sources and 
sinks and credit quantification methodologysinks and credit quantification methodology

Emission Reduction = Baseline Emission –Project Emission

– Provide Monitoring, and QA/QC guidance



Approach
Preparation of scoping document to facilitate stakeholder 

discussion

Expert Group discussions

Document areas of discussion agreementDocument areas of discussion, agreement, 
and areas where agreement not reached

P i f d f lPreparation of draft protocol

Revisions to Protocol based on stakeholder input

Submission to Alberta Environment for inclusion in an 
Offset System

p

Offset System

Finalization of Protocols



Perspectives of Expert Group (1)

• Expert Group
– Alberta Geological SurveyAlberta Geological Survey

– Alberta Research Council

Climate Change Central– Climate Change Central 

– Duke Energy 

Encana– Encana

– EnergyINet

U i it f Alb t– University of Alberta



Perspectives of Expert Group (2)

• Key areas of discussion

– Level of Detail for Protocol

– Project Boundaries

– Monitoring and Performance Assessment



Experts Group Discussion
Level of Detail for Protocole e o eta o otoco

• Protocols provide detailed guidance to 
proponentproponent

• Level of flexibility needed for large 
range of possible projectsrange of possible projects

• Need of balance between:
– Manageability for proponent and system 

administration

E i f dit l i d– Ensuring accuracy of credits claimed



Experts Group Discussion
Project Boundariesoject ou da es

Recovered Solution Gas Flaring or Venting
Emergency Flaring or Venting

Re-injection Possible 
Recovery

Gas
g g

Compression Transport

Separation 
of Solution 
Gas and Oil

Crude OilCapture
Gas

Gas and Oil

Injection Well Production WellInjection Well Production Well



Experts Group Discussion
Monitoring and Performance Assessmentg

• Performance assessment determines 
level of risk associated with the projectlevel of risk associated with the project 

• Monitoring requirements based on 
performance assessment for eachperformance assessment for each 
project

P t l i di t h t th it i• Protocol indicates what the monitoring 
is expected to achieve
– The questions it should answer



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (1)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining projectg p j
– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior
– Answering technical questions related to 

monitoring requirementsmonitoring requirements
– Selecting parameters to be measured and 

identifying their role in answering technical 
questions

– Determining the magnitude of expected change in 
parametersp

– Selecting instrument or monitoring locations
– Determining timeframes and the depth of 

monitoringmonitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (2)

• Proponents demonstrate that site is an 
adequate reservoir for CO2 Storage?adequate reservoir for CO2 Storage?

• Adequate seal

• Volume of reservoir is sufficient to• Volume of reservoir is sufficient to 
accommodate desired volumes of CO2

• Adequate injectivityAdequate injectivity

• CO2 will not damage seal as a result of 
geomechanical deformation orgeomechanical deformation or 
geochemical interactions

• Potential impact of impuritiesp p



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (3)

• Site characterization
– Geology / hydrogeology of reservoir

G l / h d l f i di th– Geology / hydrogeology of region surrounding the 
reservoir

– CO2 storage capacity estimate
– Assessment of cap rock integrity
– Assessment of condition of the wells that 

penetrate reservoir
– Fluid samples collection - assess mineral species 

and chemical reactions of reservoir fluid with CO2

– Baseline seismic data, if available,
– Baseline data from injection and observation wells 

(i.e. logs, pressure, temperature and fluids)
– Baseline for the relevant environmental monitoringBaseline for the relevant environmental monitoring 

(atmospheric CO2 fluxes, etc.)



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (4)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining projectOutlining project

– Predicting mechanisms that control 
behavior

– Answering technical questions related to monitoring 
requirements

– Selecting parameters to be measured and identifying 
their role in answering technical questions

– Determining the magnitude of expected change inDetermining the magnitude of expected change in 
parameters

– Selecting instrument or monitoring locations

– Determining timeframes and the depth of monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (5)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining project
– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior

– Answering technical questions related to 
it i i tmonitoring requirements

– Selecting parameters to be measured and identifying 
their role in answering technical questionsg q

– Determining the magnitude of expected change in 
parameters
Selecting instrument or monitoring locations– Selecting instrument or monitoring locations

– Determining timeframes and the depth of monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (6)

• What the monitoring should demonstrate 
– No detectable seepage/leakage of CO2 fromNo detectable seepage/leakage of CO2 from 

the reservoir to the atmosphere or potable 
water zones

– No migration/leakage out of the reservoir either 
laterally or vertically

– Fracture pressure is not being exceeded

– Mass of CO2 within the reservoir corresponds 2 p
to amount injected

– Integrity of reservoir is intact



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (7)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining projectOutlining project

– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior

– Answering technical questions related to monitoring 
requirements

– Selecting parameters to be measured and 
id tif i th i l i i t h i lidentifying their role in answering technical 
questions
Determining the magnitude of expected change in– Determining the magnitude of expected change in 
parameters

– Selecting instrument or monitoring locationsg g

– Determining timeframes and the depth of monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (8)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining project
– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior
– Answering technical questions related to monitoring 

requirementsrequirements
– Selecting parameters to be measured and identifying 

their role in answering technical questions

– Determining the magnitude of expected 
change in parameters
Selecting instrument or monitoring locations– Selecting instrument or monitoring locations

– Determining timeframes and the depth of monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (9)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining projectOutlining project

– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior

– Answering technical questions related to monitoring 
requirements

– Selecting parameters to be measured and identifying 
their role in answering technical questionstheir role in answering technical questions

– Determining the magnitude of expected change in 
parameters

– Selecting instrument or monitoring 
locations

– Determining timeframes and the depth of monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (10)

• Elaborating Monitoring Program
– Outlining project– Outlining project

– Predicting mechanisms that control behavior

– Answering technical questions related to monitoring g q g
requirements

– Selecting parameters to be measured and identifying 
th i l i i t h i l titheir role in answering technical questions

– Determining the magnitude of expected change in 
parametersp

– Selecting instrument or monitoring locations

– Determining timeframes and the depth of g p
monitoring



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (11)

• Provide assurance that any reversal will 
be detected through the monitoring 
process.
– Monitoring tools and frequency associated 

with the level of risk expectedwith the level of risk expected 
– Based on the site characterization 
– Based on specific EOR injection/production 

t t istrategies
• Monitoring plan elaborated on a site-by-

site basissite basis
• Ensures flexibility and manageability



Suggested Approach to Monitoring (12)

• Program will have to address three 
phases:  p
– Operational 
– Verification 
– Environmental

• Monitoring kept in place for the duration g p p
of the registration period 

• Following end of injection, proponent g j p p
provides assurance that emissions are 
still stored



Outstanding Issues

• Burden of elaborating monitoring 
program rests on proponentprogram rests on proponent

• Regulatory framework
Define what constitutes containment– Define what constitutes containment

– Post crediting period monitoring 
requirementsrequirements

– Establishment of a liability period

Define expectations if reversal does occur– Define expectations if reversal does occur



Application of Protocol (1)

• Protocol submitted to Alberta 
EnvironmentEnvironment

• All protocols underwent refinement and 
further stakeholder discussionsfurther stakeholder discussions
– Process led by Climate Change Central

D ft t l difi d d i lifi d• Draft protocols modified and simplified
– Adapted to Alberta Offset System



Application of Protocol (2)

• Modified CO2-EOR protocol officially 
approved and released in October 2007 as pp
part of the Alberta Offset System

www.carbonoffsetsolutions.ca

• Modified protocol silent on site 
characterization and monitoring g
requirements

• Requirements primarily regulation basedq p y g
– Ensure injection well monitoring
– Ensure good production practice for enhanced 

hydrocarbon recovery projects



Conclusions

• Protocol development process allows for 
integration of stakeholder / expert perspectives

• Difficult to balance need for simplicity with 
concerns about desire for long-term  CO2
containment and risk minimizationcontainment and risk minimization

• Decision to move to more streamlined system
– Finalized CO2-EOR protocol is silent on monitoringFinalized CO2 EOR protocol is silent on monitoring 

requirements 

• CO2-EOR (and other storage projects) 
i ifi tl l th th t f ff tsignificantly larger than other types of offsets 

contemplated.  May ultimately involve additional 
processesp
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Overview of the IOGCC Phase IIOverview of the IOGCC Phase II
Carbon Capture and Geological 
Storage Regulatory Task Force



The Interstate Oil and Gas Compact 
Commission



REDUCING ANTHROPOGENIC 
SOURCES OF GREENHOUSE GASESSOURCES OF GREENHOUSE GASES

• ENERGY CONSERVATION

• INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCIES• INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCIES

• USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

• USE OF NON FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY• USE OF NON-FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY 
SOURCES,SUCH AS NUCLEAR, HYDROGEN 
AND OTHER DEVELOPING TECNOLOGIESAND OTHER DEVELOPING TECNOLOGIES

• SEQUESTRATION THROUGH NATURAL 
PROCESSES OR PHYSICAL STORAGE



Overview StatementsOverview Statements

 Following conservation, geologic storage of CO2 isg , g g g
among the most immediate and viable strategies for
mitigating the release of CO2 into the atmosphere.

 E i i th t th t ill lt i b t ti ll Envision that the report will result in a substantially
consistent system for the geological storage of CO2
regulated at the state and provincial level in
conformance with national and international law.

 Given the proposed long-term care-taker role of the
states they are likely to be the best positioned to providestates, they are likely to be the best positioned to provide
the necessary cradle to grave regulatory oversight of
CO2 storage.”

Lawrence Bengal, Chairman of the IOGCC Task Force



Brief Summary of Phase I Work 
d R d iand Recommendations

• Industry and states have 30 yearsIndustry and states have 30 years 
experience in the  production, 
transport and injection of CO.

• States have necessary regulatoryStates have necessary regulatory 
analogues in place to facilitate 
development of a comprehensive 
CCGS regulatory framework.

• CO2 should be regulated as a 
commodity to allow the application 
of oil and gas conservation laws 
which will facilitate development of 
t j tstorage projects.  

• Involve all stakeholders including 
general public in the development 

f l t f kof regulatory frameworks.



Phase II Task Force ObjectivesPhase II Task Force Objectives

1 Creation of a nationwide guidance document approved by1. Creation of a nationwide guidance document, approved by
the IOGCC, which is specific enough to enable each state to
develop its own statutes and regulations while at the same
ti h l i t l th ti l d k f t ttime helping to lay the essential groundwork for a state-
regulated, but nationally consistent, “cradle to grave” system
for the capture and geologic storage of CO2.p g g g

2. Provide assistance to Regional Partnership Pilot Projects in
(a) understanding and complying with regulatory
requirements for field testing and injection; and (b) work with
member state in implementing draft model laws andp g
regulations and assessing adequacy of those laws and
regulations.



Phase II Task Force ParticipantsPhase II Task Force Participants
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Ph II T k F P ti i tPhase II Task Force Participants
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Ph II T k F P ti i tPhase II Task Force Participants
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Appropriate Regulatory 
Framework

The Task Force strongly believes that
treatment of geologically stored CO2 as wastetreatment of geologically stored CO2 as waste
using waste disposal frameworks rather than
resource management frameworks willg
diminish significantly the potential to
meaningfully mitigate the impact of CO2
emissions on the global climate through
geologic storage.



CO2 CAPTURE TRANSPORTATION AND 
GEOLOGIC STORAGE PROCESSGEOLOGIC STORAGE PROCESS

Existing State and 
Federal Regs Existing State and Federal Existing UIC Regs
Federal Regs st g State a d ede a

Pipeline  Regs.

Long Term Storage Regs Missing 



Task Force Guiding Principlesg

• MUST BE SEAMLESS – maximize economic and environmental benefits, ,
establish “cradle to grave” framework to provide for fully integrated  regulatory 
oversight and clearly identify risk parameters for industry.  

• KEEP IT SIMPLE – do not over-regulate for the exotic, initially address what will 
most likely occur amend regulations with experiencemost likely occur, amend regulations with experience. 

• BE FLEXIBLE AND RESPONSIVE – modify as gain knowledge with easy 
projects, respond to constantly changing technologies, which is a certainty, 
“one size” will not fit all projects.p j

• “DOABLE” - implement regulations which can be fielded now, problems will 
occur, but most are solvable, can not be focused on resolving every 
conceivable issue before initiating regulations.

• MAINTAIN POSITIVE  PUBLIC PRESENTATION – CGS is part of a solution with 
economic and environmental benefits and not a waste problem waiting for a 
regulatory protection solution. 



Guidance Document 
Components:
• Analysis of Property Rights Issues RelatedAnalysis of Property Rights Issues Related 

to Underground Space Used for Geologic 
Storage of Carbon DioxideStorage of Carbon Dioxide

• Overview and Explanation of the Model 
General Rules and RegulationsGeneral Rules and Regulations

• Model Statute for Geologic Storage of 
C b Di idCarbon Dioxide

• Model General Rules and Regulations 





STATE ADMINISTERED “CRADLE TO GRAVE” 
CGS REGULATORY FRAMEWORKCGS REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

STATE CERTIFICATION AS 
QUALIFIED CGS PROJECT 

SITE LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION

STATE MODIFIED GAS 

SITE AND WELL OPERATIONS

STATE MODIFIED GAS 

(INCLD EOR)

STORAGE AND 
UNITIZATION 
REGULATIONS

S O G S
STORAGE AND UIC 
REGULATIONS

INCORPORATE FEDERAL UIC “LIKE”  WELL OPERATIONAL 
REQUIRMENTS IN A STATE RUN PROGRAM (EXCLUDES 

SITE CLOSURE AND WELL PLUGGING

STATE MODIFIED UIC AND GAS

LONG TERM

FEDERAL OVERSIGHT AUTHORITY)  

STATE MODIFIED UIC AND GAS 
STORAGE REGULATIONS

STORAGE STATE ADMINISTERED MODIFEDSTORAGE STATE ADMINISTERED MODIFED 
ABANDONED WELL PROGRAM



Analysis of Property Rights Issues 
R l d U d d SRelated to Underground Storage  

• Control of the reservoir and associated pore space used• Control of the reservoir and associated pore space used 
for CO2 storage is necessary to allow for orderly 
development

• The right to use reservoirs and associated pore space is 
considered a private property right in the United States, 
and must be acquired from the ownerand must be acquired from the owner. 

• Control of the necessary storage rights should be 
required as part of the initial storage site licensing to 
maximize utilization of the storage reservoir.

• In the U.S., with the exception of federal lands, the 
acquisition of these storage rights which are consideredacquisition of these storage rights, which are considered 
property rights, generally are functions of state law.  



STATE ADMINISTERED  FRAMEWORK 
“CRADLE TO GRAVE” CGS REGULATORY“CRADLE TO GRAVE” CGS REGULATORY

OPERATIONAL BOND
PAYMENT OF STORAGE FEE

SITE LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION SITE AND WELL OPERATIONS

INDIVIDUAL WELL BONDSINDIVIDUAL WELL BONDS
BONDS RELEASED AS 

WELLS PLUGGED

SITE CLOSURE AND WELL PLUGGING

LONG TERM

STORAGE

STATE ADMINISTERED TRUST FUND 
ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
OVERSIGHT AND LIABILITY

STORAGE

BOND RELEASED 10 YEARS AFTER 
INJECTION CEASES





STATES CURRENTLY DEVELOPING 
REGULATIONS USING DRAFT VERSIONS OFREGULATIONS USING DRAFT VERSIONS OF 
MODEL REGULATIONS

• New Mexico

• California

• North Dakota

T• Texas

• At least 5 other states beginning work



MMV Components of Draft 
Regulations
• Task Force has proposed a two-stage Closure Period and Post-

Closure Period to deal with long-term monitoring and liability issues. 

• Operator of the storage site would be liable for a period of ten years 
after the injection site is plugged, unless otherwise designated by 
the state regulatory agency.  

• At the end of the Closure Period, the liability for ensuring that the 
site remains a secure storage site during the Post-Closure Period 
would transfer to the state.  

• A trust fund that is industry-funded and state administered would 
provide the necessary oversight during the Post-Closure Period.  
The trust fund would be funded by an injection fee assessed to the 
Carbon Storage Project operator and calculated on a per ton basis.



Framework – 4 Analogues
1) naturally occurring CO2 contained in geologic reservoirs including1) naturally occurring CO2 contained in geologic reservoirs, including 

natural gas reservoirs; 

2) the large number of projects where CO2 has been injected into 
underground formations for EOR operations;underground formations for EOR operations; 

3) storage of natural gas in geologic reservoirs; and 

4) injection of acid gas (a combination of H2S and CO2), into underground 
formations with its long history of safe operationsformations, with its long history of safe operations. 

•Together the EOR, natural gas storage, and acid gas injection models 
provide a technical, economic, and regulatory pathway for long-term CO2 
storagestorage.    

•However, owing to the scarcity of post-injection CO2 EOR projects and 
abandoned natural gas storage fields, inadequate guidance for a long-term 
CO2 storage regulatory framework existsCO2 storage regulatory framework exists.  

•Consequently, a regulatory framework needs to be established to 

determine long-term liability and to address long-term monitoring 
and verification of the reservoir and mechanical integrity of 
wellbores penetrating formations in which CO2 has been emplaced. 



Draft RegulationsDraft Regulations

The full report can be found at:The full report can be found at:
http://www.iogcc.state.ok.us/



CO2REMOVECO2REMOVE

Draft Contribution to Future Guidelines for Draft Contribution to Future Guidelines for 
Licensing of CO2 Storage in Saline Reservoirs and Licensing of CO2 Storage in Saline Reservoirs and 

Depleted Hydrocarbon ReservoirsDepleted Hydrocarbon Reservoirs

Brendan Beck, IEA GHG, Monitoring Network Meeting, 
November 7-9, Edmonton, Canada

www.ieagreen.org.uk



CO2ReMoVeCO2ReMoVe

• CO2 Research, Monitoring, and Verification
• EU 6th Framework Programme
• Funded by the EU and Industry• Funded by the EU and Industry
• Research based on datasets from real CO2 injection 

sites
• Partners: TNO (co-ordinator), BGR, BGS, BP, BRGM, 

ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil, CMI, DNV, ECN, GEUS, 
GFZ, IEA-GHG, IFP, Imperial College, MEERI PAS,GFZ, IEA GHG, IFP, Imperial College, MEERI PAS, 
Quintessa, OGS, URS, Schlumberger, SINTEF, 
Statoil, Total, Vattenfall, Vector, Wintershall, 
Westerngeco

www.ieagreen.org.uk

Westerngeco.



CO2ReMoVe: 5 Sub - projects

• SP1: Provision of Site Monitoring 
Datasets

• SP2: Performance Assessment (PA)

• SP3: Monitoring Interpretation and toolSP3: Monitoring Interpretation and tool 
development

• SP4: Best Practice and Guidelines• SP4: Best Practice and Guidelines

• SP5: Dissemination and Training

www.ieagreen.org.uk



CO2ReMoVe: 5 Sub - projects

• SP1: Provision of Site Monitoring 
Datasets

• SP2: Performance Assessment (PA)

• SP3: Monitoring Interpretation and toolSP3: Monitoring Interpretation and tool 
development

• SP4: Best Practice and Guidelines• SP4: Best Practice and Guidelines

• SP5: Dissemination and Training
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OverviewOverview

Non Exclusive Exclusive License Operations National 
Authority

LEGAL:

PHASES:

ACTIVITIES:

Phase 5

Site Development Plan
Risk Assessment.

EIA.
Safety Case for Long 

Term storage

Construction

Build site infrastructure.
Set-up of operation 

organization.

Closure

Stop injection.
Monitoring.

Relinquishment of 
license.

Post-closure

Transfer of liability to 
national authority.

Site Investigation

Data Acquisition.
Well planning.

Start baseline monitoring.

Phase 1 Phase 4Phase 2 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8

Screening

Site screening & ranking 
with 

available data + 
new acquisition.

Storage operation

Injection
Surface + sub-surface 

monitoring.
History matching.

Well testing

Test Well.
Coring.

Pressure/temperature.

Phase 3

Site Investigation Licence Drilling Licence Declare site commercial Storage Licence Begin Storage Injection End Storage Injection Relinquish Storage 
LicenceMILESTONES

+1 year +2 years +3 years +4 years +5 to 40 yearsAPPROX. 
TIMEFRAME

+5 years

www.ieagreen.org.uk



StructureStructure

• CO2REMOVE guideline made up of 8 Phases
I. Screening
II. Site Investigationg
III. Well drilling & testing
IV. Site development plan
V ConstructionV. Construction
VI. Storage operation
VII. Closure
VIII Post closureVIII. Post-closure

• Each phase contains:
• Description

www.ieagreen.org.uk

• Task check list
• Milestone



Phase I; ScreeningPhase I; Screening
• Aim: Evaluate the practically and potential of storing CO2 in an 

appropriate region by identifying, assessing and comparing possible 
candidate sites. 

• This phase is non-exclusive• This phase is non-exclusive.
• Checklist (7 of 19)

• Identify candidate CO2 sources
• Identify candidate storage sites and pipeline routesIdentify candidate storage sites and pipeline routes
• Compile available information on the properties of the reservoir 

formation
• Compile industry history of candidate storage sitesp y y g
• Perform preliminary capacity estimate of storage sites
• Define extend of license area
• Assemble documentation

www.ieagreen.org.uk

• Milestone I: Apply for exclusive Site Investigation Licence



Phase II; Site InvestigationPhase II; Site Investigation

• Aim: Refine preliminary storage capacity estimates and to provide 
the geological information necessary to show that the site will 
perform effectively and safely. 

• All phases from now on are exclusive• All phases from now on are exclusive
• Checklist (6 of 13)

• Refine the available information on the properties of the reservoir 
formationformation

• Refinement of storage capacity estimate
• Identify potential leakage pathways
• Predictive flow modelling that includes reservoir overburden andPredictive flow modelling that includes reservoir, overburden and 

potential leakage pathways
• Plan for drilling programme
• Base line monitoring commences*

www.ieagreen.org.uk

g
• Milestone II: Apply for exclusive Drilling Licence



*Baseline monitoring*Baseline monitoring

• Needs to be initiated in good time prior to injection, exact timing 
(Phase II, III, IV) will be the responsibility of the licensee. 

• Should include characterisation of the following systems over 
timescales that take into account seasonal and annual variationtimescales that take into account seasonal and annual variation.
• Geosphere; 

• Reservoir, underlying geology, and overburden.  
• Might include seismic data and drillingg g

• Biosphere and local ecosystems; 
• Target species should be identified and monitored, 
• Potential for migration pathways to groundwater or local ecosystems should be 

identifiedidentified.

• Background fluxes; 
• CO2, and CH4 if appropriate, should be monitored at the storage site and any 

other relevant location, 
Hydrological context should be understood

www.ieagreen.org.uk

• Hydrological context should be understood. 
• Isotopic analysis of any background fluxes may be preferred as this is likely to 

help distinguish between background and injected CO2.



Phase III; Drilling and Well TestingPhase III; Drilling and Well Testing

• Aim: To confirm and refine the site investigation and to 
provide basic data for predictive fluid flow modelling 
and capacity estimatesand capacity estimates.

• Checklist (5 of 8)
• The drilling of test well(s)g ( )
• Core extraction from test wells and analysis
• Down hole logging of the test well
• Pressure testing of the formation
• The refinement of the reservoir models based on well 

data

www.ieagreen.org.uk

data

• Milestone III: Declare the site commercial



Phase IV; Site Development PlanPhase IV; Site Development Plan

• Aim: Plan operation and closure of the CO2 injection site in detail.
• This phase also includes the completion of an environmental impact 

assessment.
• Checklist (6 of 13)

• A CO2 storage risk assessment
• Delivery of a catalogue of all the geological data obtained to theDelivery of a catalogue of all the geological data obtained to the 

authorities
• Design of injection facilities including number and location of wells
• Development of site monitoring planDevelopment of site monitoring plan
• Development of remediation plan
• Development of well abandonment plan

Milestone IV: granting of an exclusive Site Storage Licence

www.ieagreen.org.uk

• Milestone IV: granting of an exclusive Site Storage Licence



Phase V; ConstructionPhase V; Construction

• Aim: Construct the pipeline, injection facility and 
distribution system, and CO2 injection well(s).
Checklist (4 of 4)• Checklist (4 of 4)
• Baseline monitoring
• Storage operation planning and personnel trainingStorage operation planning and personnel training
• Construction work tendering and the selection of sub-

contractors
• Monitoring of the impacts associated with construction 

activities

• Milestone V: Start of injection of CO2 into the storage

www.ieagreen.org.uk

Milestone V: Start of injection of CO2 into the storage 
reservoir



Phase VI; Storage Operation with Injection of Phase VI; Storage Operation with Injection of 
CO2CO2CO2CO2

• Aim: Injection of the CO2, evaluate how the site is performing 
compared to predictive models through Performance Assessment 

d l t th l i i k th h i Ri k A tand evaluate the evolving risks through ongoing Risk Assessment.
• Checklist (4 if 6)

• Injection of CO2 according to the volumes and rates specified in the 
Site Development Plan

• Execution of the monitoring programme* laid out in the Site 
Development Plan

• Regular history matching of the data acquired through monitoring 
against the predictive models

• Regular reporting to licensing authorities, local authorities and 
l bli

www.ieagreen.org.uk

general public

• Milestone VI: End of injection of CO2 into the storage reservoir



*Monitoring Programme*Monitoring Programme

• Monitoring will be used to provide input into ongoing Risk 
Assessments and Performance assessments that will be carried out 
during the operational closure phases.  

www.ieagreen.org.uk



*Monitoring Programme*Monitoring Programme
• The following measurements should be history matched against the• The following measurements should be history matched against the 

predictive flow modelling.
• Injected CO2:

• Mass, temperature and pressure of injected CO2 should be measured p p j
continuously at each well throughout the injection period.

• CO2 inside the storage reservoir:
• Temperature and Pressure. 
• Time-lapse imaging of the migration of CO2 within the storage reservoirTime lapse imaging of the migration of CO2 within the storage reservoir. 

• CO2 outside of the storage reservoir; 
• Should detect any migration from the storage reservoir. 

• Surface fluxes of CO2; 
• Periodic investigations of the site, and any area below which monitoring and 

modelling suggests CO2 is distributed

• Groundwater; 
• Contamination of potable water should be detected

www.ieagreen.org.uk

Co a a o o po ab e a e s ou d be de ec ed

• Well Integrity;
• Abandoned wells in the vicinity of the plume should be monitored



*Monitoring Programme*Monitoring Programme

• The monitoring program should also contain descriptions of the 
following:
• Timing of surveys during Storage Operation phase;• Timing of surveys during Storage Operation phase; 

• Time-lapse surveys will need to be performed. Frequency of surveys should be 
described and justified.

• Timing of surveys during Site Closure phase;
• Monitoring will need to demonstrate the site is in agreement with predictive 

models. 
• Depending on the success of the history matching the frequency of monitoring 

surveys may be reduced.

L t f• Layout of surveys; 
• Taking into account land or marine use around the site, the geological nature 

and depth of the reservoir, location of faults, wells and other surface 
infrastructure. 

www.ieagreen.org.uk



*Monitoring Programme*Monitoring Programme

• The monitoring program should also contain descriptions of the 
following:
• Permanent monitoring installations;• Permanent monitoring installations;

• eg. geophone arrays, pressure and temperature sensors or fluid sampling 
systems. 

• Pads for gravity surveys, or markers for other key surveys may be installed. 

M it i d d lli t h i• Monitoring and modelling techniques;
• A description of how monitoring techniques will be continuously reviewed to 

reflect the most recent best practice guidelines. 

• Detection limits and uncertainty;y;
• The sensitivity of the monitoring techniques to detecting CO2 migration and 

leakage. 

www.ieagreen.org.uk



Phase VII; Site ClosurePhase VII; Site Closure

• Aim: Review and finalise the Safety Case for Long Term Storage 
Containment based on the results of  the ongoing monitoring. 

• This phase occurs between the cessation of injection and the 
transfer of liability from the licensee to the relevant nationaltransfer of liability from the licensee to the relevant national 
authority. 

• Checklist (5 of 10)
• Continued monitoring and history matching with simulation data• Continued monitoring and history matching with simulation data
• The compilation of an operational log that documents the history of 

the storage site
• The compilation of a monitoring log that documents the history of p g g y

the monitoring at the storage site
• The removal of the surface infrastructure
• The abandonment of the wells

www.ieagreen.org.uk

• Milestone VII: Relinquishment of Site Storage Licence with transfer 
of liability to the relevant national authority



Phase VIII; Post ClosurePhase VIII; Post Closure

• The post closure phase lasts an indefinite 
length of time and responsibility for a storage 
site and the trapped CO2 resides with the 
designated national authority

• Safety in the Post Closure Phase should not be 
based on the prerequisite need for a monitoring g
regime since this may be construed as placing 
an unethical burden on future generations to 

www.ieagreen.org.uk

continue monitoring.



Thank YouThank You

Brendan@ieaghg.orgBrendan@ieaghg.org
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What is Acid Gas?What is Acid Gas?

Acid gas is a mixture of H2S and CO2 with a 
minor fraction of hydrocarbon gases separated 

Acid gas is a mixture of H2S and CO2 with a 
minor fraction of hydrocarbon gases separated y g p

from sour gas to meet pipeline and market 
specifications for natural gas

y g p
from sour gas to meet pipeline and market 

specifications for natural gas

Acid gas disposal is a commercial-scale Acid gas disposal is a commercial-scale g p
analogue to CO2 geological storage!

g p
analogue to CO2 geological storage!
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Natural gas containing H S and CO (sour gas) is beingNatural gas containing H S and CO (sour gas) is being

Why Inject the Acid Gas?Why Inject the Acid Gas?

Natural gas containing H2S and CO2 (sour gas), is being 
produced in increasing quantities in the Alberta basin

Acid gas (H2S & CO2) is stripped off the sour gas

Natural gas containing H2S and CO2 (sour gas), is being 
produced in increasing quantities in the Alberta basin

Acid gas (H2S & CO2) is stripped off the sour gasg ( 2 2) pp g

By regulation, gas producers are allowed to emit (flare) 
<1 t/d sulphur into the atmosphere

g ( 2 2) pp g

By regulation, gas producers are allowed to emit (flare) 
<1 t/d sulphur into the atmosphere

Sulphur is recovered at surface (Claus process) at high 
cost, which is uneconomic on the market; or

Th id i i j t d l t th l t i t d

Sulphur is recovered at surface (Claus process) at high 
cost, which is uneconomic on the market; or

Th id i i j t d l t th l t i t dThe acid gas is injected close to the gas plant into deep 
depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs and saline aquifers, at a 
lesser cost than sulphur recovery

The acid gas is injected close to the gas plant into deep 
depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs and saline aquifers, at a 
lesser cost than sulphur recovery
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Aerial View of the Zama Gas PlantAerial View of the Zama Gas Plant
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Sulphur recovered from Sour HydrocarbonsSulphur recovered from Sour Hydrocarbonsp y
at Zama, Northwestern Alberta

p y
at Zama, Northwestern Alberta
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Current Acid Gas and CO2
Injection Operations

Current Acid Gas and CO2
Injection Operations

in Canadain Canada
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Typical Compression Cycle and Injection for Acid GasTypical Compression Cycle and Injection for Acid Gas
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LocationLocationLocation 
of Acid Gas 

Injection

Location 
of Acid Gas 

Injection
Operations 
in Western 

C d

Operations 
in Western 

C dCanadaCanada
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Type of the Injected Stream
t A id G I j ti Sit i W t C d

Type of the Injected Stream
t A id G I j ti Sit i W t C dat Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canadaat Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canada
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Average Composition of Acid Gas InjectedAverage Composition of Acid Gas InjectedAverage Composition of Acid Gas Injected
In Western Canada 

Average Composition of Acid Gas Injected
In Western Canada 
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Average and Maximum Approved Injection RatesAverage and Maximum Approved Injection Ratesg pp j
for Acid Gas Injected in Western Canada 

g pp j
for Acid Gas Injected in Western Canada 
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Cumulative Amounts of Acid GasCumulative Amounts of Acid Gas
Injected Annually in Western Canada Injected Annually in Western Canada 
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Cumulative Amount of Acid GasCumulative Amount of Acid Gas
Injected in Western Canada Injected in Western Canada 
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Host Unit
at Acid Gas Injection Sites in Western Canada

Host Unit
at Acid Gas Injection Sites in Western Canadaat Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canada at Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canada 
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Rock TypeRock Type
at Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canadaat Acid-Gas Injection Sites in Western Canada
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Operating Ranges of AcidOperating Ranges of Acid--Gas Injection Gas Injection 
Schemes in Western CanadaSchemes in Western Canada
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Characteristics of the Aquifers and Oil or Gas ReservoirsCharacteristics of the Aquifers and Oil or Gas ReservoirsCharacteristics of the Aquifers and Oil or Gas Reservoirs Characteristics of the Aquifers and Oil or Gas Reservoirs 
Used for AcidUsed for Acid--Gas Injection in Western CanadaGas Injection in Western Canada
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Alberta’s Regulatory Agencies Alberta’s Regulatory Agencies 

• Alberta Department of Environment is in charge of 
groundwater protection (establishes the depth of protected 
groundwater: TDS<4000 ppm; licenses water wells)

• Alberta Department of Environment is in charge of 
groundwater protection (establishes the depth of protected 
groundwater: TDS<4000 ppm; licenses water wells)groundwater: TDS 4000 ppm; licenses water wells) 

• Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB) has jurisdiction 
over oil and gas production and deep well injection and

groundwater: TDS 4000 ppm; licenses water wells) 

• Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB) has jurisdiction 
over oil and gas production and deep well injection andover oil and gas production, and deep well injection and 
disposal (licenses all deep wells), including well 
construction and abandonment

over oil and gas production, and deep well injection and 
disposal (licenses all deep wells), including well 
construction and abandonment

Directive 65 for Application for Disposal Operations,
Directive 51 for Well Construction for Acid Gas Injection, and
Directive 20 for Well Abandonment
htt // b /d /d t /di ti /Di ti 020 df
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http://www.eub.ca/docs/documents/directives/Directive020.pdf
http://www.eub.ca/docs/documents/directives/Directive051.pdf
http://www.eub.ca/docs/documents/directives/Directive065.pdf



Main Regulatory Objective in Deep Well InjectionMain Regulatory Objective in Deep Well Injection

Ensure that there is no migration and/or leakageEnsure that there is no migration and/or leakageEnsure that there is no migration and/or leakage 
out of the injection target that would:
- Contaminate energy and mineral resources

Contaminate potable groundwater resources

Ensure that there is no migration and/or leakage 
out of the injection target that would:
- Contaminate energy and mineral resources

Contaminate potable groundwater resources- Contaminate potable groundwater resources
- Endanger life and property
- Contaminate potable groundwater resources
- Endanger life and property

Regulatory attention focuses on:Regulatory attention focuses on:Regulatory attention focuses on:
- Wellbore integrity
- Formation suitability to ensure confinement

Suitability of the injected stream in regard to the

Regulatory attention focuses on:
- Wellbore integrity
- Formation suitability to ensure confinement

Suitability of the injected stream in regard to the- Suitability of the injected stream in regard to the
nature of the fluid and well and formation integrity

- Reporting
Early detection and mitigation of potential problems

- Suitability of the injected stream in regard to the
nature of the fluid and well and formation integrity

- Reporting
Early detection and mitigation of potential problems
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- Early detection and mitigation of potential problems- Early detection and mitigation of potential problems



EUB Information Requirements Regarding
Acid Gas Disposal Zone

EUB Information Requirements Regarding
Acid Gas Disposal Zone

Aquifer/reservoir conditions (P,T) and
characteristics  (fluids, , k)
Aquifer/reservoir conditions (P,T) and
characteristics  (fluids, , k)

Capacity of disposal zone

Thickness, integrity and extent of caprock

Capacity of disposal zone

Thickness, integrity and extent of caprock

Location & extent of bottom and lateral 
bounding formations
Location & extent of bottom and lateral 
bounding formations

History of neighboring wells

Effect on resources in disposal zone

History of neighboring wells

Effect on resources in disposal zone
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Injection Well Classification in AlbertaInjection Well Classification in AlbertaInjection Well Classification in AlbertaInjection Well Classification in Alberta

In decreasing order of monitoring and surveillanceIn decreasing order of monitoring and surveillanceIn decreasing order of monitoring and surveillance 
requirements
In decreasing order of monitoring and surveillance 
requirements

Class Ib: produced water and commonClass Ib: produced water and common

Class Ia: oilfield or industrial waste fluidsClass Ia: oilfield or industrial waste fluids

Class II: brine and brine-equivalent fluidsClass II: brine and brine-equivalent fluids

Class Ib: produced water and common
oilfield waste streams

Class Ib: produced water and common
oilfield waste streams

Class III: hydrocarbons, inert and sour/acid gases Class III: hydrocarbons, inert and sour/acid gases 

Class II: brine and brine equivalent fluidsClass II: brine and brine equivalent fluids
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Class IV: potable water or steamClass IV: potable water or steam



Class III Injection Wells in AlbertaClass III Injection Wells in Alberta

Injection of hydrocarbons, or inert or other gases, for the
purpose of storage or enhanced hydrocarbon recovery
Injection of hydrocarbons, or inert or other gases, for the
purpose of storage or enhanced hydrocarbon recovery

• Solvent or other HC products for enhanced recovery
• Sweet natural gas for storage

CO N O i th f t h d

• Solvent or other HC products for enhanced recovery
• Sweet natural gas for storage

CO N O i th f t h d• CO2, N2, O2, air, other gases for storage or enhanced recovery
• Sour or acid gases for disposal, storage or cycling operations
• CO2, N2, O2, air, other gases for storage or enhanced recovery
• Sour or acid gases for disposal, storage or cycling operations
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Requirements for Class III Injection Wells in AlbertaRequirements for Class III Injection Wells in Alberta

• Hydraulic isolation of the host zone and of hydrocarbon-producing• Hydraulic isolation of the host zone and of hydrocarbon-producingHydraulic isolation of the host zone and of hydrocarbon producing
zones

• Injection through tubing
• Annulus filling with corrosion inhibiting fluid

Hydraulic isolation of the host zone and of hydrocarbon producing
zones

• Injection through tubing
• Annulus filling with corrosion inhibiting fluid• Annulus filling with corrosion-inhibiting fluid
• Installation of safety devices above ground and in the wellbore
• Cementing across protected groundwater
• Logging for cement top hydraulic isolation and casing inspection

• Annulus filling with corrosion-inhibiting fluid
• Installation of safety devices above ground and in the wellbore
• Cementing across protected groundwater
• Logging for cement top hydraulic isolation and casing inspection• Logging for cement top, hydraulic isolation and casing inspection
• Initial annulus pressure test
• Annual packer isolation test

Wellhead press re limitation at <90% of rock fract ring threshold

• Logging for cement top, hydraulic isolation and casing inspection
• Initial annulus pressure test
• Annual packer isolation test

Wellhead press re limitation at <90% of rock fract ring threshold• Wellhead pressure limitation at <90% of rock fracturing threshold
• Area of review based on reservoir modelling
• Hydraulic isolation of offset wells that penetrate the same zone

ithi th f i

• Wellhead pressure limitation at <90% of rock fracturing threshold
• Area of review based on reservoir modelling
• Hydraulic isolation of offset wells that penetrate the same zone

ithi th f i
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Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Monitoring and Reporting Requirements o to g a d epo t g equ e e ts

for Acid Gas Disposal Schemes

o to g a d epo t g equ e e ts

for Acid Gas Disposal Schemes

• Well head pressure and temperature• Well head pressure and temperature

• Gas composition

W llh d fl t

• Gas composition

W llh d fl t• Wellhead flow rate

• Maintenance and special well workovers

• Wellhead flow rate

• Maintenance and special well workoversMaintenance and special well workovers

• Annual or bi-annual reporting

Maintenance and special well workovers

• Annual or bi-annual reporting
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Public ConcernsPublic ConcernsPublic ConcernsPublic Concerns

•• Preference by public for acid gas injection rather than Preference by public for acid gas injection rather than 
flaring or other forms of sulphur recoveryflaring or other forms of sulphur recoveryflaring or other forms of sulphur recoveryflaring or other forms of sulphur recovery

•• Potential for flaring and/or atmospheric emissions in the Potential for flaring and/or atmospheric emissions in the g pg p
event that the injection facility is shut down for whatever event that the injection facility is shut down for whatever 
reasonreason

•• Potential for contamination of groundwater resourcesPotential for contamination of groundwater resources

•• Whether other operators now and in the future will know Whether other operators now and in the future will know 
about the existence, location and extent of an acid gas about the existence, location and extent of an acid gas 
disposal scheme (hence, by extension, of a CCGS disposal scheme (hence, by extension, of a CCGS 

25 Stefan Bachu, Acid Gas Deep InjectionStefan Bachu, Acid Gas Deep Injection

schemescheme))



ConclusionConclusion

Deep injection of acid gases is a matureDeep injection of acid gases is a mature
technology that can be used for the large-scale 
implementation of greenhouse gas capture and 

t ti i l i l di

technology that can be used for the large-scale 
implementation of greenhouse gas capture and 

t ti i l i l disequestration in geological media sequestration in geological media 
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CO2CRC Participants

Supporting participants: Australian Greenhouse Office | Australian National University | 
| CANSYD | Meiji University | The Process Group | University of Queensland |

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GEODISC is sub-divided into 10 discrete projects some of which are being conducted concurrently and some sequentially.
Each project has a separate Project Leader
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Structure Map - OBPP Fault Distribution



IEA R&D 4th M&V Network Workshop
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OBPP Implementation Phases  
EPA Transition Criteria

• Phase 1 (Pre-injection and Injection):
– Site characterisation and risk assessment
– Project approvals, regulatory, landowner and community activities
– Baseline monitoring preparation for confirmation and assurance
– Plant design, fabrication and commissioning
– Drill new injection well.
– Production, transportation and Injection

– Confirmation M&V activities KPI
• Phase 2 (Post Injection Monitoring and Closure): 

– Confirmation monitoring of CO2 plume and validation of models.  

– Safe closure of all wells as per regulation and site restoration KPI
• Phase 3 (Post Closure) 

– Monitoring for public assurance KPI
• Phase 4 (Long Term) 

– Monitoring for public assurance KPI
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Monitoring Domains

lateral 
migration

Injected 
Carbon Dioxide

Surface 
Ecosystems

Confining Layer(s)

Saline Water

Atmosphere

buoyant vertical 
migration

localized 
seepage

Hydrology
Geochemistry

Soil gas

Atmospheric

Assurance 
Monitoring

Storage Integrity
Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blue rectangle is where the hydro fits in. These are reasons why the flow processes in the shallower aquifers must be understood and monitored.
To Determine that the potable water has not been impacted by injecting co2 over the short and long term. To provide environmental assurance that CCS technology can exist safely within an existing framework of natural resources.  Contamination of the water will/can lead to contamination of the soil and the atmosphere. If co2 leaks, it will escape as a gas, or it will hit the water first, then be carried via the water to an point where it can escape as a gas into either the surface water or water extraction point, soil or atmosphere. Therefore we need to have an understanding of what these potential escape routes may be and hydrology is the best way to begin this understanding.
To Investigate what sort of monitoring system is required to effectively show that the resources have not been impacted, can the existing network be adapted to effectively show this?
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OBPP M&V 
Schedule

x x

 

x x x x
x x

 

x x x xSoil Sampling
Hydrodynamics

Design and fabricationU-tube
Geochem/Geoph

monthly

monthly

x x

 

x x x xFlux
Lo-Flo
Flux Mast
Flask

x x

 

x x x x

monthly
DGPS
Microseismic

3D VSP/SS

CRC1REV M&VLBNL injection U-tube Breakthru

2007 2008

Stop Inj

2006 2009
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Atmospheric Conclusions

• CCS can provide long term climate benefit if leakage rates are small 
(<0.1% per year average)

• Atmospheric monitoring can potentially provide independent 
verification

• Requires continuous high precision measurements of CO2 , tracers 
and CO2 fluxes

• and transport/dispersion models to determine fluxes and back 
trajectories

• May be able to detect and quantify leaks of the order of 1000 t 
CO2 /year (Otway)

• The environmental setting (ecosystem and other emissions, winds) 
will strongly affect the sensitivity of detection
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Background CO2 variations – 
THE challenge
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CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research
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Concept demonstrator – Atmospheric CO2

Don de Vries
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CO2 headspace gas sensor
First Otway headspace gas survey

Instrument package

– CO2 sensors (2 ranges covering 0 .. 10%)

– Pressure

– Temperature

– Flask sampling 

• CO2 sensors give an immediate 
indication of CO2 levels in the 
headspace and help plan the 
laboratory CO2 analysis

• Flask sampling allows the 
precise 

laboratory analysis of other 
trace gases
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Integrity Monitoring : 
Surface & Borehole Geophysics 

• Existing 3 D seismic is pre-production and of 
good quality. Some velocity anomalies to be 
validated in monitoring well through VSP.

• Goals
– Monitor movement of CO2 plume in 

depleted Gas field

• Approach
– Re-process existing PSDM 
– 3DVSP and Surface seismic– mapping of 

areal changes
– Borehole Seismic – Vertical and Walkaway 

Imaging and AVO
– AVO analysis and fracture orientation
– Elastic inversion and saturation.

• Timing
– #1 : Pre-injection
– #2 : Prior breakthrough (3 m injection 

start)
– #3 : end 2008/9 : several months after 

stopping injection

Fast Shear

GWC
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OVSP and Original Interpreted GWC

N1
CRC1

ZVSP Source

Offset Source

WVSP Line
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Subsurface Monitoring 
Key Requirements

Breakthrough : Positive confirmation of CO2 arrival using geochemical 
means.

CO2 plume position and size measured through geophysical methods

Challenges:

Geophysically monitoring CO2 under a gas cap

Bundling geochemical and geophysics sensors

Engineering

Surface terminations

Deployment:

Running and installing 

Retrieval
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Well Monitoring Plans – Wish List

• Chemical/gas sampling via u-tube  

• Passive micro-seismic monitoring

• Pressure and temperature monitoring

• Surface to well seismic (VSP)

• Acoustic source in well for high resolution acoustic monitoring

• Possible cross-well seismic

• Tilt sensors
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Integrated Completion

Array 1 Component WVSP

Array 3 component 
Micro seismic 

Plug
U-tube 

Press-Temp

hydrophone

geophone
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Naylor 1 Completion
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U-tube Sampler 

Sample to Tube 
(Not to scale)

Upstream surface value open, pumping at 
surface to create > +3 psi differential at 
check value.

Formation water – tube water interface. 
Degassing/contamination will mostly 
occur here.

Downstream surface valve closed

Check valve open due to > +3 psi 
differential (higher P on reservoir side)
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U-tube Sampler 

Tube Sample to Surface 
(Not to scale)

Upstream surface value open, pumping at 
surface to create < +3 psi differential at 
check value.

Formation water – Tube water interface. 
Minor sample contamination occurs.

Downstream surface valve open; to 
sampling vessels (multiple samples 
taken, first & last may be contaminated).

Check valve closed due to < +3 psi 
differential (higher P on surface side)
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Geophone with clamp

Hydrophone

Total Depth: 2060 m

Pressure/Temp and
U-tube Inlet 

OVSP sensors

Microseismic
sensors

Travel time monitoring
sensors

3c Geophone with clamp

2055 m

2025 m

1700 m

1500 m

1420 m

2000 m

1850 m
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80oC
17 MPa (2500psi)

Geophone with clamp

Hydrophone

Pressure/Temp and
U-tube Inlet 

Expected Gas/Water

Patch 2.375” ID; 27’ long
2028-2035 m

2040 m

Casing 2.9” I.D.

2055 m

2050 m

2045 m

2030 m

2035 m

2000 m

Total Depth: 2060 m

Perf

Packer

Custom completion tubing
Top 
WarreC

Geologic Column

Oct 9, 2007
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Otway Project 
Monitoring Well Instrumentation

• Combined Seismic and Hydrologic Sampling

• Sucker Rod deployment in 7 cm (3 inch) casing

• Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) Packer + instrumentation:
– 3 U-tubes for sampling
– 6 seismic sensors
– 2 P/T gauges
– ~35 m long, 5 cm tube in ~1.5 m sections

• Surface Assembly (horizontal): 2 days

• Vertical BHA lift: 3 cranes (incl. 48 m crane) and 1 man-lift

• 5 24-hour days to install
~ 260 sucker rods each with 5 bands and 1 coupling protector
12 Geophones above packer attached to sucker rod
9 stainless steel tubes
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It’s In ….  Now What?

• Regular Fluid sampling through 
the three U-tube ports for:

– Breakthrough

– Isotope Geochemistry

• Microseismic monitoring (24 hr 
with automated event logging)

• Regular High Resolution Travel- 
time measurements

• Frequent ZVSP and WVSP 
surveys for 4D imaging
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CO2CRC Core Participants:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GEODISC is sub-divided into 10 discrete projects some of which are being conducted concurrently and some sequentially.
Each project has a separate Project Leader



COCO2 2 Saturation and MovementSaturation and Movement
during Postduring Post--Injection PeriodInjection Period
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Tanase4),Ziqiu Xue5),Saeko Mito6)

1: Engineering Advancement Association of Japan (ENAA)

2: Geophysical Surveying Co., Ltd.
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4: J-Power

5: RITE (Present:Kyoto University)

6: RITE
4th MEETING of the MONITORING NETWORK

November 7-9, 2007

NagaokaNagaoka ProjectProject , , 

JapanJapan



Discussion PointsDiscussion Points

CO2 saturation occurred at Patchy  condition?

Resistively and Porosity become decreasing 
one year after stopping injection of CO2, not 
velocity. Why and How?



ContentsContents

Review of Nagaoka Project and New 
Findings

CO2 saturation 

Movement of CO2

Summary



NagaokaNagaoka General General 
InformationInformation



Nagaoka 
Site

Copyright © 2002 - 2004 JWA. All Rights Reserved .

ENAAENAA
(Tokyo)(Tokyo)

Location Central JapanLocation Central Japan

RITERITE
(Kyoto)(Kyoto)



Minami-Nagaoka
Gas Field

Aquifer Quaternary

Nagaoka Site Cross Section



Project General InformationProject General Information



Chronicle of Chronicle of NagaokaNagaoka ProjectProject
FY2000 : Site Selection FY2000 : Site Selection ・・・・・・South South NagaokaNagaoka Gas FieldGas Field

Drilling of Wells, Well logging and Test of  Core SampleDrilling of Wells, Well logging and Test of  Core Sample
FY 2000-2001 : Injection well (IW-1) 

and Three observation wells (OB-2, OB-3, OB-4) drilled

FY 2002 FY 2002 –– 2003 : Construction of the Facilities2003 : Construction of the Facilities

FY 2003 FY 2003 –– 2004 : Injection of CO2004 : Injection of CO22 ・・・・・・10,405t10,405t

FY 2002 FY 2002 –– present :present :Monitoring of COMonitoring of CO22 forfor 5 years5 years

FY 2000 FY 2000 –– present : present : Simulation StudySimulation Study (now on progressing)(now on progressing)
FY 2000 – 2002 : Simulation prior to the injection start

FY 2003 - present : History matching simulation after the injection start

Future prediction for 1000 years

FY 2007 FY 2007 –– RST, CBL and No Blockage of Wells,  RST, CBL and No Blockage of Wells,  
End of ProjectEnd of Project



Well ConfigurationWell Configuration
Injection well : IWInjection well : IW--11
Observation well :OBObservation well :OB--2, OB2, OB--3, OB3, OB--44

IW-1

OB-4

OB-3

OB-2

IW-1



Formation dip: 15°

120m

40m

60m

OB-2

OB-3

OB-4

Cross-well Seismic Tomography

IW-1（Injection well）

Logging

Logging
Bottom-hole pressure and temperature

Logging
Fluid sampling

Bottom-hole pressure and temperature

Well ConfigurationWell Configuration
Arrangement of Wells at Reservoir Level Arrangement of Wells at Reservoir Level 

Injection well : Perforated at Zone-2 (12m)
Observation wells : FRP Casing at reservoir interval 



Main Features of CO2 Injection

• Reservoir: Aquifer of 1,100m deep
• Duration of Injection: About 18 months
• Injection started on 7 July 2003, ended 11 January 2005
• Total Amount of CO2 : 10,405 t

• Injection Rate: 20 - 40t /day

• CO2 Phase: kept to be Supercritical Phase (at Well Bottom)

• Injection Pressure
Well Head          6.6 - 7.4  MPa
Well Bottom  11.9 - 12.6  MPa

• Temperature of CO2

Well Head 32.0 - 35.5 ℃
Well Bottom 45.0 - 48.6 ℃

• CO2 Phase: kept to be Supercritical Phase (at Well Bottom)



Sketch of InjectionSketch of Injection

About 100m wide

IW-1

OB-2
OB-4

OB-3



・

 

Fluid 

sampling

(FY2005)

Earthquake

Flow of Investigation & Monitoring

No

Earthquake



Progress of Injection and MonitoringProgress of Injection and Monitoring

S
tart : Ju

ly 7, 2003

E
nd : Jan. 11, 2005

Seismicity Observation

FY2003 FY2004 FY2005



Pressure & Temperature MeasurementMeasurement
Continuously at well bottom and well head)

Time-lapse Logging  

(Baseline + 22 times during injection +(Baseline + 22 times during injection +14 14 times after the end of injection ) times after the end of injection ) 
Induction LogInduction Log
Neutron LogNeutron Log
Acoustic LogAcoustic Log

TimeTime--lapse Crosslapse Cross--well Seismic Tomographywell Seismic Tomography
SevenSeven times : Before the injection times : Before the injection –– After the injectionAfter the injection

SeismicitySeismicity observationobservation (during and after injection)(during and after injection)
Micro earthquake  (3years)

Fluid SamplingFluid Sampling
11 months after the end of injectionend of injection (CHDT)
Borehole  optical TV



Seismic TomographySeismic Tomography
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Pressure Measurement Pressure Measurement 
& Seismic Tomography& Seismic Tomography

Earthquake
Oct.23, 2004

Earthquake
Jul.16, 2007

Fluid sampling
Dec., 2005

11 months after

Seismic 
Tomography

MS5
Oct. 2005

9 months afer

Seismic 
Tomography

MS6
Oct. 2007

33 months afer

Seismic 
Tomography

BL1

Seismic 
Tomography
MS1 : 3200t

Seismic 
Tomography
MS2 : 6200t

Seismic 
Tomography
MS3 : 8900t

Seismic 
Tomography
MS4 : 10405t



MS1/BLS

3,200 t

Max –3.0%
OB-3 OB-2

IW-2

MS4/BLS

10,400 t

Max –3.5%

OB-3 OB-2

IW-2

Time-lapse Crosswell Seismic Tomography
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TimeTime--lapse Well Logginglapse Well Logging

Breakthrough

Breakthrough

CHDT

Monitoring after CHDT



17th logging on June 14

(5,400t-CO2 )
•P-wave velocity  : decrease 0.33 km/sec, 13%
•Neutron porosiry : decrease 6 %

13th logging on Feb. 12  (3,500t-CO2 )
No Change 

14th logging on Mar. 10  (4,000t-CO2 )
•P-wave velocity : decrease 0.71 km/sec, 28%

•Resistivity : increase 0.54Ω・m
•Neutron porosiry : decrease 10 %

16th logging on May 12 (4,300t-CO2 )
No Change

120m

40m

60m
OB-2

OB-3

OB-4

IW-1（Injection well）No Change by Now
•Induction Log
•Neutron Log
•Acoustic Log
•Gamma Ray Log

CO2 Breakthrough at OB-2,3,4

No Big Change
after Breakthrough

Small Interesting Opossite Change
after 28th logging on Sept. 24, 2004



Mar. 10. 
2004

Feb. 12. 
2004

Vp : 2.55 → 1.84 km/sec

0.71km/sec,  28% 
▼

R : 5.02 → 5.56 Ω・m

0.54Ω・m, 
11%△

φn : 0.24 → 0.14

0.10,  42%▼

CO2 Breakthrough at OB-2
VpVp Neutron PorosityNeutron Porosity ResistivityResistivity
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History of CO2 Saturation  at OB-2 and Sampling Points
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Breakthrough
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CHDT ResultCHDT Result



1108.6m

1114.0m

1118.0m

Fluid samplingFluid sampling 
OBOB--2 1114m 2 1114m ：：

 
Mostly free COMostly free CO22

Water:
50ml - 280ml
(Contamination 96%)

mol%

H2 0.00

O2 0.20

N2 0.75

CH4 0.27

C2 H6 0.00

CO2 98.78

Gas:
≒3,500ml

Sample Chamber
(volume 3,786ml)

Gas composition



1108.6m

1114.0m

1118.0m

Fluid samplingFluid sampling 
OBOB--2 1108.6m & 1118m 2 1108.6m & 1118m ：：

 
WaterWater

Water:
3430ml 

-3540ml
(Contamination <1%)

Gas:
None

Sample Chamber
(volume 3,786ml)

At 1118m, 
formation water 
rich in 
dissolved CO2 .

300015000

HCO3
-

(ppm)

Before injection

1108.6m

1118m



Fluid samplingFluid sampling 
OBOB--2 1108.6m & 1118m 2 1108.6m & 1118m ：：

 
Ca, Mg & FeCa, Mg & Fe

8004000

Ca (ppm)

30150

Mg (ppm)

1.500.750.00

Fe (ppm)

Before 
injection

1108.6m

1118m

At the depth of 1118m (HCO3
- conc. increased), 

concentrations of Ca, Mg and Fe also increased.



BHTV ResultBHTV Result
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1,117.8ｍMD

ＢＨＴＶ（Optical) at depth of CHDT 
1

1118ｍ



1,113.8ｍMD

ＢＨＴＶ（Optical) at depth of CHDT 
2

1114ｍ



1,108.0ｍMD

ＢＨＴＶ（Optical) at depth of CHDT 
3

1108.6ｍ



CO2 saturationCO2 saturation



Sonic VelocitySonic Velocity（（OBOB--22））
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All data 1-12th data 13-19th data

At 14th ,observed for CO2 arrival

20-26th data



NeutronNeutron Porosity Porosity （（OBOB--22））

All data
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CO2 Saturation from Neutron logCO2 Saturation from Neutron log
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Modeling and CalculationModeling and Calculation

Determining Skeleton rock modulus from Rock 
physics model

- friable-sand model  (Dvorkin and Nur(1996))

Substitution fluid for Gassmann theory

＜Gassmann formula＞

( )fluidmineral

fluid

drymineral

dry

satmineral

sat

KK
K

KK
K

KK
K

−
+

−
=

− φ



Three state of CO2 saturationThree state of CO2 saturation

Uniform saturation

All pores have same 
saturation

Patchy saturation

Partially saturation

Patchy (fluid) saturation

Several pores have different 
saturation

gas

gas

water

water

Kpart
V

Kpart
V

K
+=

1
waterwatergasgasfl KSKSK +=

water

water

gas

gas

fl K
S

K
S

K
+=

1



Brie empirical fluid mixing Brie empirical fluid mixing 
equationequation

Brie .et.(1995):Shear sonic interpretation in gas bearing sands, Proc,SPE

gas
e
waterwater

e
waterfl KSKSK )1( −+=

The e is empirical coefficient. 

gasgaswaterwaterfl KVKVK ///1 +=

waterwatergasgasfl KSKSK += (e=1)

(e=∞)



Schematic diagram of three state Schematic diagram of three state 
saturationsaturation

Patchy saturation (fluid) max

Patchy saturation

Brie’s empirical formula

Uniform saturation

CO2  saturation

R
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k 
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od
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us



Comparison  model calculation and Comparison  model calculation and 
observed dataobserved data

V p - C O 2 Saturation (critical Saturation : 0.6)
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Good agreement with Patchy and Brie modelGood agreement with Patchy and Brie model



Movement  of CO2 Movement  of CO2 
after CHDTafter CHDT



Change of Resistivity at OB-2 between 29th-36th



Change of Resistivity at each zone of OB-2 



Vp- CO2 Saturation at OB-2 (1116m depth) 
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Dissolution and Mineral trapping of CODissolution and Mineral trapping of CO22 

in saline aquifersin saline aquifers

H+ + HCO3
-

2H+ + CO3
2-

Ionic trapping

CO2 (aq) + H2 O

H2 CO3

Solubility 
trapping

Cation
(Ca2+, Mg2+,
Fe2+ etc.)

+

Carbonate
(CaCO3 , MgCO3 , 

FeCO3 , etc.)

Mineral Mineral 
trapping trapping 

CO2 (sc)Gas 
trapping

Formation water

Host rock

Feldspar

Clay minerals

+ H4 SiO4

DissolutionDissolution



Additional Study Plan in 2007
Additional data acquisition:

Logging at the injection well IW-1 (RST and 
NL)
Logging at the observation well OB-2,3,4 

(usual logging and CBL)

History-match simulation incorporating 
these additional data is expected to 
improve our understanding of CO2

movement and distribution.



Summary(1)Summary(1)

Patchy Saturation
From the relation between the 
velocity and CO2 saturation rate 
calculated by neutron log, we 
concluded that the state of CO2 
saturation during CO2 injection 
might be almost Patchy saturation 
not uniform at Nagaoka Site.  



Summary(2)Summary(2)

CO2 Movement
The resistivity and porosity have 
become decreasing one year after 
stopping injection of CO2 while 
velocity does not increase.  The 
reason of the decrease which was 
detected by time-lapse well loggings 
is that the distribution area of CO2 
might be shrinking by dissolution of 
CO2 and moving upward because of 
buoyancy. 
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MMV Experience and Preparations forMMV Experience and Preparations forMMV Experience and Preparations for MMV Experience and Preparations for 
Deep Saline Reservoir InjectionDeep Saline Reservoir Injection

in the Illinois Basinin the Illinois Basin
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Validation Phase Field TestsValidation Phase Field Tests
Geologic Field Test Sites



Illinois BasinIllinois Basin



NN--S Cross Section of CoalS Cross Section of Coal--bearing Strata in Illinoisbearing Strata in IllinoisNN S Cross Section of CoalS Cross Section of Coal bearing Strata in Illinoisbearing Strata in Illinois

By Christopher Korose, Jamie McBeth, and Colin Treworgy, ISGS 



Pennsylvanian coal seams

Mississippian sandstone and carbonate oil reservoirs

Illinois Basin 
New Albany Shale

Stratigraphic
ColumnColumn

Maquoketa Shale 

St. Peter Sandstone 

Mt. Simon Sandstone

Eau Claire Shale from Leetaru, 2004



Pennsylvanian coal seams

adsorption on coal

Mississippian sandstone and carbonate oil reservoirs

CO2 EOR in mature fields

Illinois Basin 
New Albany Shale

2

adsorption on shale

Stratigraphic
Column

adsorption on shale

Column
Maquoketa Shale 

St. Peter Sandstone 
major saline reservoirs

Mt. Simon Sandstone

Eau Claire Shale

major saline reservoirs

from Leetaru, 2004



Mt. Simon Sandstone Mt. Simon Sandstone 
ReservoirReservoir

4,143 ft

8 467 ft

• Mt. Simon Sandstone 
is used for natural gas 
t i Ch i8,467 ft storage in Champaign 

County, IL at 4,000 to 
4 200 ft4,200 ft

• Mt. Simon core has 
been recovered from abeen recovered from a 
few deep exploration 
wellswells



CO2 Storage in Sandstone Reservoir Pore Space2 g p

Pore space

Sand grain
Pin head



Midwest Geological Sequestration Midwest Geological Sequestration 
Consortium A DOE Regional CarbonConsortium A DOE Regional CarbonConsortium, A DOE Regional Carbon Consortium, A DOE Regional Carbon 

Sequestration Partnership:Sequestration Partnership:
S O SS O SSeeking Optimal SinksSeeking Optimal Sinks

High COHigh CO storage capacitystorage capacity High COHigh CO22 storage capacitystorage capacity
 High COHigh CO22 injection rateinjection rate
 Storage mechanism assessmentStorage mechanism assessment Storage mechanism assessmentStorage mechanism assessment
 Major focus on reservoir characterization for coal Major focus on reservoir characterization for coal 

seams, mature oil reservoirs, and deep saline seams, mature oil reservoirs, and deep saline , , p, , p
reservoirsreservoirs

 Structural characterizationStructural characterization
 Outreach and web site enhancementOutreach and web site enhancement

 www.sequestration.orgwww.sequestration.org



Mt. Simon Assessed from Gas Storage FacilitiesMt. Simon Assessed from Gas Storage Facilities

80 years of injection
40 years shut-in

Saline Reservoir Capacity:
• 19-77 Gt Illinois
• 29-115 Gt Illinois Basin

High Porosity

Low Porosity



Uncertainty During the Storage TimelineUncertainty During the Storage Timeline
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Study
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Performance – Risk – Risk Treatment – Economics
•Capacity, Injectivity, Containment, Health - Safety- Environment, Cost, Image

From Tombari, 2007



C t f MGSC Ph IIIC t f MGSC Ph IIIConcept for MGSC Phase IIIConcept for MGSC Phase III

 Inject 1,000 tons/day of supercritical COInject 1,000 tons/day of supercritical CO22 into a saline into a saline 
reservoir over a period of three years to achieve a largereservoir over a period of three years to achieve a large--
scale test injection of 1 million tonsscale test injection of 1 million tons

 The test is to take place in Decatur, Illinois, injecting into The test is to take place in Decatur, Illinois, injecting into 
the Mt. Simon Sandstone at a depth of about 6,500the Mt. Simon Sandstone at a depth of about 6,500--
7,200 ft accompanied by extensive MMV7,200 ft accompanied by extensive MMV

 The COThe CO22 is to be provided by the Archer Daniels Midland is to be provided by the Archer Daniels Midland 
Company from an ethanol facility and injected on a site Company from an ethanol facility and injected on a site 
owned by ADM adjacent to their plantowned by ADM adjacent to their plant
Th Mt Si S d t i th j li iTh Mt Si S d t i th j li i The Mt. Simon Sandstone is the major saline reservoir The Mt. Simon Sandstone is the major saline reservoir 
under evaluation for geological sequestration in the under evaluation for geological sequestration in the 
Illinois Basin and has an assessed capacity of 27.1Illinois Basin and has an assessed capacity of 27.1--
108 6 Gtonnes108 6 Gtonnes108.6 Gtonnes108.6 Gtonnes



MMV ComponentsMMV Componentspp
1.1. Site Assessment Site Assessment 
2.2. Atmospheric monitoringAtmospheric monitoring
3.3. Remote sensingRemote sensing
4.4. Vadose zone monitoringVadose zone monitoring
55 Shallow geophysical monitoringShallow geophysical monitoring5.5. Shallow geophysical monitoringShallow geophysical monitoring
6.6. Shallow groundwater monitoringShallow groundwater monitoring
7.7. Injection well monitoringInjection well monitoring7.7. Injection well monitoringInjection well monitoring
8.8. COCO22 monitoringmonitoring
9.9. Injection formation monitoringInjection formation monitoring
10.10. Mitigation plans should COMitigation plans should CO22 leakage occurleakage occur
11.11.Validation using geochemical, reservoir Validation using geochemical, reservoir 

integrity/gas migration groundwaterintegrity/gas migration groundwaterintegrity/gas migration, groundwater integrity/gas migration, groundwater 
flow/contaminant transport, and COflow/contaminant transport, and CO22 flux model flux model 
predictions.predictions.



Mt. Simon ThicknessMt. Simon Thickness

IL Basin Mt. Simon Thickness, Regional
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Mt. Simon ThicknessMt. Simon ThicknessPhase III Deep Saline Reservoir Test

IL Basin Mt. Simon Thickness, Regional

Thickness in feet

2250 250ADM
Less than 500

500 to 1,000

1,000 to 1,500

1,500 to 2,000

Greater than 2,000

1750

Hinton 
No. 7

7501250
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Weaber-Horn No. 1

250
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Injection into the WeaberInjection into the Weaber--HornHorn
1 degree dipping beds1 degree dipping beds1 degree dipping beds1 degree dipping beds

30 years of injection

500 ft
Injection interval

After 100 years of shut-in

500 ft

Under the sealUnder the seal

Under low perm zone

Injection interval
4.6 miles

Injection interval

1 million tons/yr1 million tons/yr



M it i Miti ti d V ifi tiM it i Miti ti d V ifi tiMonitoring, Mitigation and VerificationMonitoring, Mitigation and Verification

 Develop integrated geochemical/geomechanical model to Develop integrated geochemical/geomechanical model to 
guide MMV program using extensive data collection from guide MMV program using extensive data collection from 
injection well and initial geophysical surveys for siteinjection well and initial geophysical surveys for siteinjection well and initial geophysical surveys for site injection well and initial geophysical surveys for site 
characterizationcharacterization

 Utilize Phase II techniques for testing ambient air, soil Utilize Phase II techniques for testing ambient air, soil q gq g
vadose zone, groundwater, and observation of vegetationvadose zone, groundwater, and observation of vegetation

 Two verification wells to enhance geophysical Two verification wells to enhance geophysical 
observations of plume boundaries confirm thoseobservations of plume boundaries confirm thoseobservations of plume boundaries, confirm those observations of plume boundaries, confirm those 
boundaries by subsurface sampling, and sample within Mt. boundaries by subsurface sampling, and sample within Mt. 
Simon and formations above the primary sealSimon and formations above the primary seal

 Continue MMV for two years after I million tons injectedContinue MMV for two years after I million tons injected



ADM Test SiteADM Test Site
D

ADM Test SiteADM Test Site

 AA Dehydration/Dehydration/C  AA Dehydration/ Dehydration/ 
compression facility compression facility 
locationlocation

 BB Pipeline routePipeline route
F

C

pp
 CC Injection well siteInjection well site
 DD Potential Potential 

verification well verification well 

BD

sitessites
 FF Anaerobic Anaerobic 

wastewater wastewater 
treatment facilitytreatment facilitytreatment facilitytreatment facility

A

~ 3/4 mile



Archer Daniels Archer Daniels 
Midland Midland 

Company SiteCompany Site

 Injection tractInjection tract
 North-south and east-

west 2D seismic lines 
acquired in October q
2007

 Qualify site for drilling 
in April 08in April 08



VibroSeis Trucks at ADM SiteVibroSeis Trucks at ADM Site



MidMid--Illinois Basin 2DIllinois Basin 2D
Geophysical DataGeophysical DataGeophysical DataGeophysical Data

B. New Albany

Trenton

B. Knox

Precambrian

Mt. Simon Sandstone



ADM Test SiteADM Test Site
D

ADM Test SiteADM Test Site

 AA Dehydration/Dehydration/C  AA Dehydration/ Dehydration/ 
compression facility compression facility 
locationlocation

 BB Pipeline routePipeline route
F

C

pp
 CC Injection well siteInjection well site
 DD Potential Potential 

verification well verification well 

BD

sitessites
 FF Anaerobic Anaerobic 

wastewater wastewater 
treatment facilitytreatment facilitytreatment facilitytreatment facility

A

~ 3/4 mile



Matrix Monitoring StrategiesMatrix Monitoring StrategiesMatrix Monitoring StrategiesMatrix Monitoring Strategies
 Geophones run in on tubing, deployed  Geophones run in on tubing, deployed  

to casing avoids cement integrityto casing avoids cement integrityto casing, avoids cement integrity to casing, avoids cement integrity 
problems, recoverable as neededproblems, recoverable as needed



Plume Monitoring StrategiesPlume Monitoring StrategiesPlume Monitoring StrategiesPlume Monitoring Strategies
 Seismic response of plume based on repeat surface 3D Seismic response of plume based on repeat surface 3D 

(“4D”) similar to Sleipner project and offset or walkaway(“4D”) similar to Sleipner project and offset or walkaway( 4D ) similar to Sleipner project and offset or walkaway ( 4D ) similar to Sleipner project and offset or walkaway 
Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) using geophone arrayVertical Seismic Profile (VSP) using geophone array

Frio Brine Pilot

94               95                 01

Sleipner 4D

Daley et al, 2007



Plume Monitoring StrategiesPlume Monitoring Strategiesg gg g

 Drill two verification wells (Drill two verification wells (DD) based on surface ) based on surface 
seismic and VSP data generally one updip andseismic and VSP data generally one updip and

packer
seismic and VSP data, generally one updip and seismic and VSP data, generally one updip and 
one downdip, or placed based on VSP plume one downdip, or placed based on VSP plume 
boundary imagingboundary imaging

D
 Open-hole 
logging and 
flexible P port

F
B

C

D

flexible 
(Westbay) fluid 
sampling 

P port

A

BD strategy
Pressure/temp. 
monitoring

sampling port

A monitoring
Cased-hole 
logging



Model Domains and ProcessesModel Domains and Processes

LSM

TOUGH2

Groundwater and CO2 flow and transport

TOUGH2

MMV for CO2 storage is 
complicated by natural 
processes involving carbon.

Surface flux measurements, 
modeling, and advanced data 
analysis may be needed to discern p g y y
seepage signal from background 
variation (e.g., Lewicki, Hilley, and 
Oldenburg, 2005).

from Oldenburg, LBNL



Accumulation Chamber (AC) and Accumulation Chamber (AC) and 
Eddy Covariance (EC) InstrumentsEddy Covariance (EC) InstrumentsEddy Covariance (EC) InstrumentsEddy Covariance (EC) Instruments

IR Gas Analyzer

S iSonic 
anemometer  

UGA Laboratory for Environmental Physics

Accumulation Chamber: 
• Local surface CO2 flux
• Scale ~ cm2

• Measurement time ~ minute

Eddy Covariance: 
• Average net surface CO2 flux
• Scale ~ m2- km2 (scales with height)
• Requires time averagingMeasurement time  minute • Requires time-averaging 
• Steady-state, homogeneous,

flat, horizontal surface  from Oldenburg, LBNL



Shallow Groundwater MonitoringShallow Groundwater MonitoringShallow Groundwater MonitoringShallow Groundwater Monitoring
Use existing wells & install monitoring wells to:Use existing wells & install monitoring wells to:

 Determine shallow (< 60m) groundwaterDetermine shallow (< 60m) groundwater Determine shallow (< 60m) groundwater Determine shallow (< 60m) groundwater 
flow regime.flow regime.

 Determine water quality with emphasisDetermine water quality with emphasisq y pq y p

on carbonate chemistry.on carbonate chemistry.

ISGS installing downhole bladder pump

ISGS installing monitoring wells



MMV in the FieldMMV in the Field Monitoring well nest

 Installing monitoring wellsInstalling monitoring wells

 Installing vadose zone samplersInstalling vadose zone samplers Installing vadose zone samplersInstalling vadose zone samplers

 Collecting background samplesCollecting background samples

Groundwater sampling

Formation brine sampling



COCO22 Supply Site for Owens No. 1Supply Site for Owens No. 1

Air safety monitors

50 ton storage tank
Generator

50-ton storage tank Pump skid

Line heater

700 psi flow line to well



Owens No 1 Well SiteOwens No 1 Well SiteOwens No. 1 Well SiteOwens No. 1 Well Site



Single Well EOR TestSingle Well EOR Testgg
Owens No. 1, Loudon FieldOwens No. 1, Loudon Field

I t t tiData transmitter
Corrosion control chemicals Data antenna

Internet connection

Test separatorAir safety monitor

Vadose zone samplers
Groundwater wells



Vadose Zone MonitoringVadose Zone MonitoringVadose Zone MonitoringVadose Zone Monitoring
Soil gas collected at 0.5, 1.2, 2.4 m depthsSoil gas collected at 0.5, 1.2, 2.4 m depths

Field- CO2, CH4
Lab- CO2, Hydrocarbons



pH of Monitoring WellspH of Monitoring WellspH of Monitoring WellspH of Monitoring Wells

8.00

7 50
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p
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ADM G d t M d liADM G d t M d liADM Groundwater ModelingADM Groundwater Modeling

 Modeling ObjectivesModeling Objectives
E ti t th fl d t t f t ti lE ti t th fl d t t f t ti l Estimate the flow and transport of a potential Estimate the flow and transport of a potential 
COCO22 leak from the injection well. Focus on leak from the injection well. Focus on 
leakage into shallow groundwater which is leakage into shallow groundwater which is g gg g
used as a local water resource (municipal used as a local water resource (municipal 
water is supplied by surface reservoir)water is supplied by surface reservoir)

 Design a groundwater monitoring network toDesign a groundwater monitoring network to Design a groundwater monitoring network to Design a groundwater monitoring network to 
detect any COdetect any CO22 leakage into shallow leakage into shallow 
groundwatergroundwater



ADM G h i l M d liADM G h i l M d liADM Geochemical ModelingADM Geochemical Modeling

 Used to help understand changes in Used to help understand changes in 
h i l iti f d t th th i l iti f d t th tchemical composition of groundwater that chemical composition of groundwater that 

could be a result of COcould be a result of CO22

D t i ti / i b l l tD t i ti / i b l l t Determine cation/anion balance, solute Determine cation/anion balance, solute 
speciation, solidspeciation, solid--phase equilibriaphase equilibria
U lti l ilib i h i t d lU lti l ilib i h i t d l Use multiple equilibrium chemistry models Use multiple equilibrium chemistry models 
such as PhreeqeCi and Geochemist’s such as PhreeqeCi and Geochemist’s 
WorkbenchWorkbenchWorkbenchWorkbench



Ph III O tPh III O tPhase III OutcomesPhase III Outcomes

 A largeA large--scale injection of 1 million tons of COscale injection of 1 million tons of CO22
successfully demonstrated and associated safety, successfully demonstrated and associated safety, 
efficiency and effectiveness requirements metefficiency and effectiveness requirements metefficiency, and effectiveness requirements metefficiency, and effectiveness requirements met

 Volume sufficient to monitor geophysically, Volume sufficient to monitor geophysically, 
dehydration/compression equipment scalable todehydration/compression equipment scalable todehydration/compression equipment scalable to dehydration/compression equipment scalable to 
an IGCC comparable to FutureGenan IGCC comparable to FutureGen

 A process model established for equipment, A process model established for equipment, 
permitting, injection, MMV, and outcome permitting, injection, MMV, and outcome 
assessment that will support energy facility assessment that will support energy facility 
development with integrated carbondevelopment with integrated carbondevelopment with integrated carbon development with integrated carbon 
sequestration in the Illinois Basin and elsewheresequestration in the Illinois Basin and elsewhere



Simulation of COSimulation of CO22 injection intoinjection into
Mt. Simon at ADM SiteMt. Simon at ADM SiteMt. Simon at ADM SiteMt. Simon at ADM Site



Ph III S h d lPh III S h d lPhase III SchedulePhase III Schedule

 Gantt chart developed showing 14 Tasks and 77 SubtasksGantt chart developed showing 14 Tasks and 77 Subtasks
 Project begins October 07Project begins October 07—— merges with Phase II saline testmerges with Phase II saline test
 Baseline MMV activities begin October 07Baseline MMV activities begin October 07 Baseline MMV activities begin October 07Baseline MMV activities begin October 07
 UIC permit planned for February 08UIC permit planned for February 08
 The injection well will be drilled in AprilThe injection well will be drilled in April--May 08May 08
 Final functional testing of compression, pipeline, and Final functional testing of compression, pipeline, and 

wellhead initiated in July 09wellhead initiated in July 09
 Injection would occur from October 09Injection would occur from October 09--September 12September 12
 Verification wells would be drilled AprilVerification wells would be drilled April--May 2010May 2010

andand AprilApril--May 2012May 2012
 MMV carried out through December 2015MMV carried out through December 2015 MMV carried out through December 2015MMV carried out through December 2015



Illinois Seeking FutureGen and Illinois Seeking FutureGen and 
F ilit ti IGCC C bF ilit ti IGCC C bFacilitating IGCC, Carbon Facilitating IGCC, Carbon 

Sequestration, and COSequestration, and CO22 EOREOR

 Illinois Office of Coal Development leading Illinois’ Illinois Office of Coal Development leading Illinois’ 
FutureGen team; IN and PA formally endorse Illinois sitesFutureGen team; IN and PA formally endorse Illinois sites
IL SB 1704 id li bilit t ti f th Alli dIL SB 1704 id li bilit t ti f th Alli d IL SB 1704 provides liability protection for the Alliance and IL SB 1704 provides liability protection for the Alliance and 
establishes monitoring responsibility at ISGSestablishes monitoring responsibility at ISGS

 Illinois Office of Coal Development supporting IGCC Illinois Office of Coal Development supporting IGCC 
j t ith t b di d f di Mid tj t ith t b di d f di Mid tprojects with grants, bonding, and cofunding Midwest projects with grants, bonding, and cofunding Midwest 

Geological Sequestration ConsortiumGeological Sequestration Consortium
 Illinois working across state agencies to attract more IGCC Illinois working across state agencies to attract more IGCC 

projects that use Illinois coal and are optimized for carbonprojects that use Illinois coal and are optimized for carbonprojects that use Illinois coal and are optimized for carbon projects that use Illinois coal and are optimized for carbon 
sequestrationsequestration

 Illinois seeking publicIllinois seeking public--private partnership to develop a COprivate partnership to develop a CO22
pipeline backbone to deliver COpipeline backbone to deliver CO from these projects tofrom these projects topipeline backbone to deliver COpipeline backbone to deliver CO22 from these projects to from these projects to 
Illinois oil fieldsIllinois oil fields



Midwest GeologicalMidwest Geological
Sequestration ConsortiumSequestration Consortium
www sequestration orgwww sequestration orgwww.sequestration.orgwww.sequestration.org



MMV Programs in the Final 
Ph  f th  IEA GHG Phase of the IEA GHG 

Weyburn-Midale CO2–EOR y 2
Monitoring & Storage Project

D n WhitDon White
Geological Survey of Canada



Weyburn Field

HUDSON
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MANITOBA

EDMONTON PRINCE
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U.S.A.
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Williston Sedimentary Basin

Field Size: 70 sq miles OOIP: 1 4 billion bbls

Weyburn Unit:
Field Size:     70 sq. miles OOIP: 1.4 billion bbls
Oil Recovered: 370 million bbls          CO2 IR: 130 million bbls





The Source of  COThe Source of  CO22The Source of  COThe Source of  CO22

G ifi i C
ReginaRegina

• Dakota Gasification Company

• 250 mmscfd CO2 by-product of 
l (li i ) ifi i

ReginaRegina

EstevanEstevan

ManitobaManitobaWeyburnWeyburn

coal (lignite) gasification

• CO2 purity 95%

EstevanEstevan

N h D kN h D k

MontanaMontana

SaskatchewanSaskatchewan

• EnCana currently injects ~6000 
tonnes (21% recycle)

North DakotaNorth Dakota

BismarckBismarck
BeulahBeulah



• Total CO2 injection: 268 BCF (14 Mt)

Operations Update (to Sept 1st, 2007)
• Total CO2 injection: 268 BCF (14 Mt)

• Source CO2 injected: 205 BCF (10.9 Mt)

• Current CO2 purchase is: 125 MMscfd (6600 tonnes/d)• Current CO2 purchase is: 125 MMscfd (6600 tonnes/d)

• CO2 and associated gas being recycled 60 MMscfd 
(3200 tonnes/d)( )

• 2007 infill drilling, 56 wells

• Of the 395 producing wells in the EOR area:Of the 395 producing wells in the EOR area:

• 275 producers experienced operational response 
(CO2 detected in casing gas)

• 150 producers experienced incremental production 
response 

• Current Unit production 27,600 bbl/day



Weyburn Field: Phase 1A EOR AreaWeyburn Field: Phase 1A EOR Area



The Reservoir The Reservoir (Fractured Carbonate) (Fractured Carbonate) 

Reservoir: 1450 m depth, <30 m thick, T=63O C, P=14 MPa

Anhydrite seal

Marly Dolostone: 6 m thick, 16-38% porosity, 1-50 mD perm

Vuggy Limestone: 17 m thick, porosity 8-20%, 10-300 mD perm



The COThe CO22 (Miscible) Flood(Miscible) Flood22 ( )( )

Hz CO2 Injector
Hz Producer

Midale
Anhydrite

Hz CO2 Injector

Oil & CO2
CO2

CO2 & OilOil
&
Water

Marly

CO2

Water
Vuggy

Water

Frobisher

Vertical
Producer Vertical Water

Injector



Properties of COProperties of CO22
Reservoir fluid properties (for P=15-25 MPa; 
T=63 deg C) summarized from Brown (2002).

Fluid Bulk Density Viscosity Solubility 
Weyburn

Modulus
(GPa)

(gm/cc) (relative 
to oil)

of CO2
(molar %)

Oil 1.2-1.7 0.80-
0.88

1 66

Brine 2.7-3.2 1.02-
1.08

~1/10 1-2

CO2 0.05-0.18 0.58-
0.76

1/70 100



Monitoring ScheduleMonitoring ScheduleMonitoring ScheduleMonitoring Schedule
3D 

Seismic
CO

Injection
2 Fluid/

Gas
Soil
Gas

M2

20032003

M2 50bcf

20032003

2 6 MT

3.5 MT

23 
20022002

M2

M1
20022002

M2

M1

50

bcf

bcf2.6 MT

1.2 MT

20012001

BL

20012001

BL 0 bcf0 MT

20002000

BL Baseline
M1 Monitor 1
M2 Monitor 220002000

BL Baseline
M1 Monitor 1
M2 Monitor 2



Phase I Monitoring TechniquesPhase I Monitoring Techniquesg qg q

•• Production DataProduction Data
•• Geochemistry of Production Fluids/GasesGeochemistry of Production Fluids/Gases
•• 3D Multi3D Multi--component Timecomponent Time--Lapse SeismicLapse Seismicpp pp

–– PP, PS, SSPP, PS, SS
•• Passive Microseismic MonitoringPassive Microseismic Monitoring
•• Horizontal XHorizontal X--well tomographywell tomography
•• VSP & Vertical XVSP & Vertical X--well tomographywell tomographyg p yg p y
•• MagnetotelluricsMagnetotellurics
•• Soil Gas SamplingSoil Gas Samplingmp gmp g



Injected CO2 and Reservoir Reaction Follow the 
VuggyVuggy

31 months31 months 31 months

V2+V3
Vuggy Shoal

31 months
Ca Distribution 13C Distribution

Calcite and dolomite 
dissolution increases the Ca2+

Injected CO2 dissolution 
(decreasing 13C in producedVuggy Shoal dissolution increases the Ca2

and Mg2+

concentrations in produced 
fluids.

(decreasing  C in produced 
fluid)



Monitor 2 ProductionMonitor 2 Production--Seismic Seismic 
C mparis nC mparis nComparisonComparison



FirstFirst--Order VolumetricsOrder Volumetrics
95 kT

Reservoir Properties:

T 63 d C26 kT

95 kT

T=63 deg C

P= 15 MPa

Porosity=0.13

26 kT

74 kT

Injector 
2001 Seismic 
vol./CO2 vol. 

2002 Seismic 
vol./CO2 vol. 

Thickness=23 m
74 kT

127 kT
Area Ratio Ratio

1 5.3 6.3
2 8.6 12.6
3 5.4 6.2
4 3 1 4 04 3.1 4.0

Total 4.6 5.5

Mean Saturation=0.19-0.23



CO2 distributions from Seismic and Simulator, 1CO2 distributions from Seismic and Simulator, 1stst

iteration (Monitor 2 Survey)iteration (Monitor 2 Survey)iteration (Monitor 2 Survey)iteration (Monitor 2 Survey)

Seismic Simulator
0.5

0 40.4

0.3

0.2

0.1



Net CONet CO22 injected vs seismic estimateinjected vs seismic estimate22 jj

Assumes average Sg of 0.20



Microseismicity: Plan ViewMicroseismicity: Plan View

Injection Well

Monitoring Well



Phase I Results (in a nutshell) Phase I Results (in a nutshell) 
• Monitoring methods clearly show physical and chemical 

effects associated with CO2 injection.
Map pattern distribution of CO at the reservoir• Map pattern distribution of CO2 at the reservoir.

• Seismic anomaliesmean SCO2 ~20%.
• Seismic response is highly sensitive to low SCO2 (5-10%); 

d f  d i  b  k  l  i i  diffi lgood for detection, but makes volume estimation difficult.
• ∆Vp: Sg <12%, P=2-3%.
• Areas of CO2 channelling (fracture systems?).2 g ( y )
• Detection limit: 1.4 million m3 (2500 tonnes) of  CO2 using 

time-lapse surface seismic.
• No evidence of CO2 escaping from the reservoir from No evidence of CO2 escaping from the reservoir from 

surface seismic .
• Microseismicity is low: 60 microseismic events at the 

reservoir level with M=–3 to –1 during 6-months.reservoir level with M 3 to 1 during 6 months.
• Improved history-match using seismic-constrained reservoir 

model.



Outstanding Questions from Outstanding Questions from 
Phase I Phase I 

• Role of fracture systems in controlling distribution of 
injected CO2?
– Verify by downhole measurements.Verify by downhole measurements.

• Need for dual-porosity models to account for fracture 
permeability?
– Compare single/dual porosity simulations.p g p y

• Can seismic estimates of CO2 concentrations be improved?
– Likely by:

• Better saturation vs. pressure discrimination (in situ 
measurements; varying operating pressures)measurements; varying operating pressures)

• Validated rock physics/fluid model (in situ measurements)
• Accounting for reservoir heterogeneity (z, porosity, multi-phase 

fluid distribution)
i i i d i  i l i• Seismic-constrained reservoir simulation

• Can predictive capabilities of reservoir model be improved?
– Likely, by continued time-lapse monitoring



WeyburnWeyburn--Midale TimelineMidale Timeline

• 2000-2004 Phase I

• 2005-2006 The Lost Years2005 2006 The Lost Years

• 2007-2010 Final Phase



Final Phase Program GuidanceFinal Phase Program GuidanceF g m uF g m u

• Knowledge gaps from Phase I
• Recommendations from an IEA Expert Review 

Panel
• IPCC Special Report on CCS





Final Phase Program ThemesFinal Phase Program ThemesF g m mF g m m

• Geological Integrity
• Wellbore Integrity
• Storage Monitoring Methodsg g
• Risk Assessment; Storage Trapping 

Mechanisms; Remediation Measures; 
Environment, Health, and Safety



Final Phase Monitoring ObjectivesFinal Phase Monitoring Objectivesg jg j

• Monitor CO2 volume, distribution, 
concentration and leakage from the 
reservoir. 
M i  l l  f i d d i i i i  d  • Monitor levels of induced microseismicity due 
to CO2 injection.
A  th    d • Assess the economy, accuracy and 
applicability of monitoring methods. 
Determine the need for monitorin  • Determine the need for monitoring 
technologies as a function of time and 
estimated risk levelestimated risk level.



Final Phase Monitoring Workplan Final Phase Monitoring Workplan 
(G ch mistr )(G ch mistr )(Geochemistry)(Geochemistry)

• Shallow groundwater sampling
• Soil gas sampling
• Fluid sampling

H d b n s mplin• Hydrocarbon sampling
• In situ fluid sampling
• Integrated expt/model studies on reservoir core:Integrated expt/model studies on reservoir core:

– Study 1:  fracture perm & two-phase flow
– Study 2: fracture perm/alteration, process scaling

d   fl d k  (b h/PF )– Study 3: fluid-rock interactions (batch/PFR)
– Study 4: pore-scale mineral alteration

• Reactive transport modelingReactive transport modeling



Final Phase Monitoring Workplan Final Phase Monitoring Workplan 
(G ph sics)(G ph sics)(Geophysics)(Geophysics)

3.1 New data acquisition
3.2 Data processing, analysis, inversion and 

modelling 
3.3 Assessment of monitoring techniques and 

strategies
3.4 Integration of monitoring results 



Final Phase Workplan: 3.1Final Phase Workplan: 3.1F W p .F W p .

3.1 NEW DATA ACQUISITION3.1 NEW DATA ACQUISITION
3.1.1  3D-3C time-lapse seismic data acquisition 
3.1.2  Passive seismic monitoringg
3.1.3  Time-lapse well-logging
3.1.4  Downhole spinner surveysp y
3.1.5  Well pressure measurements
3.1.6  Dedicated Seismic Monitoring System3.1.6  Dedicated Seismic Monitoring System
3.1.7  Dedicated monitoring well
3 1 8  Electrical Resistance Tomography3.1.8  Electrical Resistance Tomography



Tracking CO2 Movement: Seismic Surveys 
(B li 2004) Ph 1

• Tracking CO2 Movement: Seismic Surveys

(Baseline to 2004)- Phase 1

Tracking CO2 Movement: Seismic Surveys 
(Baseline to 2004)- Phase 1

Baseline - 2001 Baseline - 2002 Baseline - 2004Baseline - 2001 Baseline - 2002 Baseline - 2004
EnCana Corporation



Permanent/Semi Land 3C SystemPermanent/Semi Land 3C System

• REPEATABILITY!!
• Minimize near-surface 

coupling variations
• Eliminate positioning 

200m 
typ• Eliminate positioning 

errors
• Repeatability allows 

 

typ.

400m 
typ.

sparse array
• Cost effective for 

long-term monitoringg g
• On-demand spot 

surveys



• VSP Variogram
NRMS i ith S { h t + i– NRMS increases with Sum{shot + receiver 
separation}

From Rodney Calvert, DISC No.8, 2005



Receiver/Source Location Differences

2001-2000

2002-20002002 2000



Final Phase Workplan: 3.2Final Phase Workplan: 3.2F W p .F W p .

3.2 DATA PROCESSING, ANALYSIS, 3.2 DATA PROCESSING, ANALYSIS, 
INVERSION AND MODELLINGINVERSION AND MODELLING

3.2.1   Data reprocessing
3.2.2  Seismic modelling and inversion 
3.2.3  Seismic-constrained reservoir simulation 

(see 3.4 Integration)



PS                                      PP



Final Phase Workplan: 3.3Final Phase Workplan: 3.3

3.3 Assessment of Monitoring Techniques and 3.3 Assessment of Monitoring Techniques and 
StrategiesStrategiesgg

• Evaluate applicability, effectiveness and 
limitations of different surface and subsurface 
monitoring techniquesmonitoring techniques.

• Characterize the accuracy of monitoring 
technologiestechnologies.

• Identify the parameters and conditions that 
control accuracy of predictive and quantitative y p q
capability.

• Determine appropriate monitoring technologies 
needed as a function of time and riskneeded as a function of time and risk.



Reservoir Modeling and Flow Simulation Reservoir Modeling and Flow Simulation 
Final Phase Workplan: 3.4Final Phase Workplan: 3.4

Measured Seismic 
Volume at Time 1

Reservoir Modeling and Flow Simulation Reservoir Modeling and Flow Simulation 
Including Time Lapse Seismic &Including Time Lapse Seismic &
G h i l MG h i l M B lB l

Reservoir 
Simulation at Time 

1

Reservoir 
Simulation at Time 

2
Lab 

Measurements
“History Matching”“History Matching”

Geochemical MassGeochemical Mass--BalanceBalance

IMPROVED
Production 
Forecasts, Facilities 
Planning, Recovery 
Strategies

Well Data

Strategies

Production Data Measured Seismic 
Difference

Geochemical 
Signature 

Distribution

Core 
Data

Difference



IEA Weyburn COIEA Weyburn CO22 Monitoring and Storage ProjectMonitoring and Storage Project

An International Collaborative Research
Program Led by the PTRC Based
in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada

QUESTIONS ?
SPONSORED BY:

Natural Resources
C d

Ressources naturelles
C dCanada Canada

European
Commission

As well as 8 Industry Sponors:As well as 8 Industry Sponors:
BP, ChevronTexaco, Dakota Gasification Co, Engineering Advancement Association of Japan,
Nexen Canada, SaskPower, Total and TransAlta Utilities Corp.





Buried 3C Digital Modules (example)g ( p )

Oriented X-Comp in line of profile, 
Z- vertical wrt hole

200m typ.

400m typ.
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Further Research: Refinement of Further Research: Refinement of 
TechniquesTechniquesTechniquesTechniques

•• In situ measurementsIn situ measurements for verification of seismic 
responses.

• Improved link between seismic properties, reservoir 
conditions & reservoir simulation.

– Baseline reservoir characterization for improved CO2 
volumetricsvolumetrics

– Beyond thresholding; Quantitative use of seismic anomalies. 
Requires appropriate rockRequires appropriate rock--fluid physics model.fluid physics model.

– Seismic-based dual porosity reservoir simulation
– Testing reservoir simulations by seismic response modelling

• New time-lapse seismic monitoring: RepeatableRepeatable, efficient, 
flexible, economic, and continuous 3D multicomponent 
monitoring  A dedicated seismic arraymonitoring. A dedicated seismic array.

• New analysis of existing data.
– Scenario testing by sub-sampling data sets
– Reprocessing of converted wave (P-S  S-P) and pure-S dataReprocessing of converted wave (P-S, S-P) and pure-S data
– Revisiting saturation-pressure using prestack analysis



4. Budget4. Budget
Task Cost (US K$)

3.1 New Data Acquisition

3 1 1 3D 3D Ti L S i i M it i 25003.1.1 3D-3D Time-Lapse Seismic Monitoring 2500

3.1.2 Passive Seismic Monitoring 350

3.1.3 Time-lapse well logging 200

3.1.4 Spinner surveys 2003. . Sp e su veys 00

3.1.5 Pressure measurements 100

3.1.6 Dedicated seismic array 500

3.1.7 Electrical Resistive Tomography  350

3.2 Data Processing, Analysis, Inversion 
and Modelling

3.2.1 Data Reprocessing 300

3 2 2 S i i d lli d i i 4003.2.2 Seismic modelling and inversion 400

3.2.3 Seismic constrained reservoir simulation 250

3.3 Technique Assessment 0 (cost assumed under 3.4 Integration)

3.4 Monitoring Integration 300g g

3.5 Total 5450



Trapping MechanismsTrapping Mechanisms



Role of Seismic MonitoringRole of Seismic Monitoring

• Reservoir Characterization for Injection Suitability
– Structure and propertiesp p
– Reservoir properties required to interpret time-lapse 

results.
• Long-Term Monitoring• Long-Term Monitoring

– Justified for EOR, but is it for long-term CO2 injection?
– Yes. Costs of infrastructure justify reservoir management.
– Suitable for assessing significant reservoir leakage.



PrePre--injection Predictioninjection Prediction

CO2 Saturation



PrePre--injection Predictioninjection Prediction

Pressure



M nit in  f CO M m nt nd Monitoring of CO2 Movement and 
Effects at the Reservoir



SS--Wave SplittingWave Splitting



Saturation/Pressure DiscriminationSaturation/Pressure Discrimination
SS--wave vs. Pwave vs. P--wave Amplitude Difference wave Amplitude Difference pp

AnomaliesAnomalies



Phase I ObjectivesPhase I Objectivesjj

•• Test and Test and improve geologicalimprove geological--based simulator based simulator 
di tidi ti f h  th  COf h  th  CO fl d ill fl d ill predictionspredictions of how the COof how the CO22 flood will progressflood will progress

•• Assess the chemical reactionsAssess the chemical reactions that form the that form the 
predicted mechanisms for longpredicted mechanisms for long--term storage of COterm storage of CO22predicted mechanisms for longpredicted mechanisms for long term storage of COterm storage of CO22
within the reservoirwithin the reservoir

•• Observe the Observe the dynamic response of the reservoirdynamic response of the reservoir to to 
COCO fl difl diCOCO22 floodingflooding

•• Develop and demonstrate robust Develop and demonstrate robust methodologies for methodologies for 
monitoring the COmonitoring the CO22 floodfloodmonitoring the COmonitoring the CO22 floodflood

•• Determine the Determine the distribution and security of the COdistribution and security of the CO22
within the reservoirwithin the reservoir



Weyburn Phase I Research Weyburn Phase I Research 
ThemesThemes

• Geological Characterization
• Prediction, Monitoring & Verification of g

CO2 Movement
• CO2 Storage Capacity, Distribution & 

Economics
• Long-Term Risk Assessment



TimeTime--Lapse SeismicLapse Seismic

•• PP-- and Sand S--WaveWave
–– pressure vs. saturationpressure vs. saturationpp
–– fractures (Sfractures (S--wave splitting)wave splitting)

•• Time delays & Amplitude differencesTime delays & Amplitude differencesy py p
–– vertical discriminationvertical discrimination



Downhole Fluid Recovery SystemDownhole Fluid Recovery System 
(FRS) Deployment at PennWest   

CO EOR M it i P j tCO2-EOR Monitoring Project

Groundwater monitoring technologies for CCS projects

ByBy 
Gonzalo Zambrano
Geological Storage Research Group, University of Alberta



OutlineOutline

 Surface monitoring
 Downhole monitoring
 Downhole Fluid Recovery Downhole Fluid Recovery 

System Application at 
PennWest CO EORPennWest CO2-EOR



Surface MonitoringSurface Monitoring

 Reservoir fluid sampling at ground level: Geochemestry Reservoir fluid sampling at ground level: Geochemestry 
of production fluid and gases (Weyburn)

• Economic

CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

• Portable laboratory equipment

• Depressurization effects and• Depressurization effects and
chemistry change



Downhole monitoringDownhole monitoring

Downhole sample ports

-Permanent Installation-Permanent Installation
System

-Packer SystemPacker System

Zambrano, G. and Chalaturnyk, R. 2007

• High initial cost

• Well dedicated for monitoring

CONSIDERATIONS ADDED VALUE

• Sample at multiple horizons 
@ reservoir level
@ C k ( l) l l• Well dedicated for monitoring

• Expertise in downhole installation 

@ Cap rock (seal) level
• Samples at in-situ conditions



Downhole Monitoring TechnologyDownhole Monitoring Technology

 Permanent installation system Permanent installation system

CL Casing

Tubing

CementCement

Formation

Perforations

Sample port

Zambrano, G.  and Chalaturnyk, R., 2007



Permanent Installation of 
Multi-instrument Systemy

Zambrano, G.  and Chalaturnyk, R., 2007



Options for Openhole 
CCompletions – U-Tube

 Packer system

Freifeld, B. et al, 2005



Application of Multi-instrument 
St i i CCS j tString in CCS projects

C id ti

 Gas Seal System 

Considerations

y

 Multi-instrument’s Geometry

 Well Integrity Monitoring Well Integrity Monitoring 

 Completion Issues : 

Borehole Stability 

Cement Job



Penn West CO2-EOR PilotPenn West CO2-EOR Pilot2Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot



Pennwest CO2-EOR PilotPennwest CO2 EOR Pilot



Pennwest CO2-EOR Pilot
6 Producers and 2 injectors6 Producers, and 2 injectors

P2P2P2P2

100/7 11 ll (th OBS W ll)

I1I1

100/7 11 ll (th OBS W ll)100/7 11 ll (th OBS W ll)100/7 11 ll (th OBS W ll)

I1I1

100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)

P1P1P1P1
102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)



Observation Well 
S ifi tiSpecifications

 Well depth: 1600 m (5250 ft)

 Casing: 139.7 mm (5.5 in) @ 25.3 kg/m

 BHP: approximately 19 MPa (2700 psi)

BHT i t l 50°C (122 °F) BHT: approximately 50°C (122 °F)

 Deviation: none (vertical well)

 Other: well is sweet Other: well is sweet



Geology and Design Completion
0Ground Surface Completion Configuration for Obs Well (100/7-11-48-9W5)

3 pairs of 3 pairs of 
pressure/pressure/

506
494
434Ardley Coal

Knee Hill Tuff

1100
1120
1140
1160
1180

All fluid sampling tubing, geophone cables and 
gauge cables run to surface.  From surface to 
1200 mD filled with inhibited fluid (water).  All 
instrumentation strapped to 2 3/8 “ tubing string.

2 downhole2 downhole
fluid samplingfluid sampling

pressure/ pressure/ 
temperature temperature 
gaugesgauges

1023

Edmonton

1180
1200
1220
1240
1260
1280

Cement Top at 1200 mD

Fluid Sampling Port #1
at 1301 mD.  Port located within 
Upper Lea Park zones where
porosity is ~ 7%

fluid samplingfluid sampling
portsports

gaugesgauges

0 3

Belly River

1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1380

porosity is  7%

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1302 mD. 8 phone 8 phone 

GeophoneGeophone

1599

1291.4

Lea Park

1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480 8 Geophone String.  Bottom phone

Geophone Geophone 
stringstring

Shale

1619.5
1619

1599
Cardium Zone

Cardium Conglomerate

Upper Cardium Sandstone
1622

1480
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580

Fluid Sampling Port #2
at 1622 mD.  Port located 
within Upper/Middle

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1610 mD. In
the middle of the Cardium

at 1640 mD and phone spacing is
20 m.

Middle Cardium Sandstone

Lower Cardium Sandstone

1622

1630.5

1580
1600
1620

within Upper/Middle
Cardium SST

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1621 mD. 

the middle of the Cardium
Zone.

1637.2



Geology(Top) for 1002/7-11-48-9W5(approx 35mfromObsWell)

FRS
Ground Surface

1100
1100
1120
1140

0
All fluid sampling tubing, geophone cables and 
gauge cables run to surface. From surface to 
1200 mkb filled with inhibited fluid (water). All 

Compleation Configuration for Obs Well (100/7-11-48-9W5)
Geology(Top) for 1002/7 11 48 9W5 (approx. 35 m from Obs Well)

Ardley Coal

Knee Hill Tuff

KneeHill Tuff

1140
1160
1180
1200
1220
1240

434
494
506

Fluid Sampling Port #1 at 1301mkb. Port 

Cement Top at 1200 mkb

instrumentation strapped to 2 38"  tubing string.

Return

State #1 State #2

Inject ReturnInject

Operate at low P

B ll Ri

Knee Hill Tuff
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360

1023

p g
located within Upper Lea Park zones where 
porosity is ~ 7%

Pressure/temp. gauges at 1302 mkb.

Belly River

Lea Park

1360
1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480

1291.1

8G h S i B h

Cardium Zone

Cardium Conglomerate

Upper CardiumSandstone

1480
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580

1599

1619
1919.5 Pressure/temp. gauges at 1611 mkb. 

8 Geophone String. Bottom phone at 
1640 mkb and phone spacing is 20 m.

Upper Cardium Sandstone

Middle Cardium Sandstone

Lower Cardium Sandstone

1600
1620

1622

1630.5

1637.2

In the middle of the Cardium Zone
Fluid Sampling Port #2 at 1622 mkb. 
Port located within Upper/Middle 
Cardium SST

Sample Sample

Poppet with 0.022" hole Very light spring 
(~1psi crack pressure)



Fluid Recovery System (FRS)

Zambrano, G. and Chalaturnyk, R. 2007



FRS 2006 P li i ltFRS 2006 Preliminary results

Zambrano, G. and Chalaturnyk, R. 2007



Work Plan 2007 - 2008



QUESTIONS ?

Downhole Fluid Recovery SystemDownhole Fluid Recovery System 
(FRS) Deployment at PennWest   

CO EOR M it i P j tCO2-EOR Monitoring Project

Groundwater monitoring technologies for CCS projects

ByBy 
Gonzalo Zambrano
Geological Storage Research Group, University of Alberta
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Shallow surface, atmospheric and offshore gas 
monitoring in CO2 Geonet and CO2 ReMoVe

David Jones
British Geological Survey
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Organisations involved in these aspects

• British Geological Survey (D Jones, T Barlow, B 
Lister, R Shaw, J Pearce, L Bateson, C Fleming)

• Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe 
(Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural 
Resources, Germany) (F May, I Möller, N Rann)

• Bureau de Recherche Géologique et Minière (K Le 
Pierres, F Gal, G Braibant, A Gadalia)

• Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica 
Sperimentale (M Vellico)

• Università di Roma “La Sapienza” (S Beaubien, G 
Ciotoli, A Annunziatellis, S Lombardi)
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Outline

• Basis of approach

• Methods for rapid surveying

• Continuous monitoring techniques

• Offshore methods

• Summary and future research
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Basis of approach
• Need to cover large areas rapidly – storage sites can cover 

many km2

• Targets (leaks) may be very small (c.f. natural CO2 vents) and 
displaced from original source (e.g. well)

• Conventional survey techniques take time and may miss sites

• Use rapid methods combined with local knowledge (e.g. of 
faults/fractures/wells) to focus detailed investigations

• One-shot measurements (samples to laboratory) – 
isotopes/tracers to constrain source(s) of gas

• Continuous monitoring (leaks may be transient and so missed 
by one-shot sampling)
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Rapid methods

• Remote sensing of vegetation effects

• Direct airborne CO2 detection

• Surface methods (vehicle-mounted laser analyser)

• Test on natural analogue sites

• Deploy on demonstration CO2 storage projects
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Using natural analogues
• Industrial-scale demonstration projects should 

not leak significantly.
• We can test near-surface monitoring 

techniques in areas of natural CO2 seeps.
460

465

470

475

480

485

490

495

• Latera in Latium, Central Italy, is a caldera 
with many CO2 seeps to surface.

• Extensively studied in CO2 GeoNet and 
previously in FP5 Nascent project.

• Joint research by BGS with NERC ARSF, 
Universita la Sapienza Roma and OGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image top left: A LIDAR digital elevation model of part of Latera dataset
Image bottom right: NDVI greyscale image
	Black = no vegetation (roads, buildings…)
	Dark grey = bare soil
	Mid to light grey = vegetation, lower the pixel value the more stressed (or lower chlorophyl content) the vegetation
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Latera caldera: central Italy
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Indirect remote sensing

• Seasonal variations
• Best practice 

recommendations

• Principal techniques are:
• Relative chlorophyll 

content (NDVI)
• Thermal (ATM) and 

multispectral (CASI) in 
bare soil

• Supported by extensive 
groundtruthing
• Soil gas measurements
• Botanical assessments

• Assessing impacts of leakage on vegetation or in bare soil by applying well-tested, mature 
techniques in novel manner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image shows results of blind test for identifying potential soil gas vents at Latera.  All polygons are identified by remote sensing as anomalous areas.  The coloured squares indicate which datasets contain an anomaly at that point.  Groundtruthing by measuring CO2 flux, soil gas CO2, CH4 and He concentrations identified which of these anomalies can be attribtued to gas vents and those where no gas vent can be defined.  Anomalies could develop for a number of reasons including variations in soil type/fertility, soil moisture/waterlogging, variable farming practices and other vegetation stressors etc.
The most common measurement is called the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Very low values of NDVI (0.1 and below) correspond to barren areas 
Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager
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Total Success Rate

• Of 39 areas tested, 24 are probably not vents while 15 probably are 
gas vents. (39% total success rate)

21

3 3

12

0

5

10

15

20

25

No gas vent Maybe gas vent
(probably no)

Maybe gas vent
(probably yes)

Gas vent
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Success Rate of Each Method

• Comparison of the individual methods shows that the NDVI October data 
had the highest success rate, while Hyper B41 had the lowest

39%

47%

32%

43%

33%
36%
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Direct CO2 detection 
– test of concept

• ARSF commissioning of AISA Hawk potentially allows direct atmospheric 
CO2 detection.

• Joint test by ARSF and BGS at Keyworth in June 2007
• Dry run with large baths, lined by tarpaulins of known reflectance, filled 

with CO2
• Data currently being interpreted

• This new application now tested 
(September 2007) over natural seeps 
at Latera.
• Results awaited
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Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio 
(CIBR)

• Use two reference bands, with appropriate 
weighting, to interpolate what the reflectance 
value would be in the measurement band if no 
CO2 absorption was occurring.

• This interpolated value becomes the 
denominator in the Band ratio equation:

( )
( )mRedInterpolat

mRCIBR
λ

λ
_

=
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Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio 
(CIBR)

Measurement
Reference 2Reference 1

Interpolated value for the measurement band; it’s 
value if no CO2 absorption was occurring
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CIBR Processing for a Smaller Area

Detection of an 
anomaly over the 
white material as has 
high reflectance

Too little 
reflectance over 
Grey and Black 
Material

Areas of shadow and wet ground 
have very low reflectance therefore 
the noise is high and disrupts 
the technique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIBR = Continuum Interpolated Band ratio
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Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio

• In the case of the BGS test the CIBR technique may 
work to an extent. 

• However there is too much noise in the data to be sure.
• Illumination effects
• Poorly known sensor calibration
• Very poor weather conditions

• It has worked in the past over an oil refinery 
• This was under perfect weather conditions!
• And using a sensor with well known calibration
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Hymap Detection of CO2

Courtesy of Andrew Wilson
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Open path laser analysers

• Tested open path CO2 laser 
in conventional mode at 
Latera

• Sensitivity c. 100 ppm

• Background values when 
path length > 100 m

• Conclusion – probably too 
low sensitivity and too slow 
as a rapid mapping 
technique
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Open path laser gas analysers
• Systems for CO2 and 

CH4

• Detection limit/sensitivity

5-10 ppm CO2

0.1-1 ppm CH4

• Readings every 1 sec

• Linked to GPS position
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Vent 1

Vent 2
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Quad-mounted CO2 laser
All data for 3 days plotted 
using same scale
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This continuous monitoring system
detects: 
water level, T, pH, Eh, Electrical
Conductivity, Cl, NO3, and 
Dissolved O2, CO2, H2S

Solar cell

Data logger and cellular phone

Gas analyzer and auto-sampler

Onshore monitoring system (URS)Onshore monitoring system (URS)
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Variation of CO2 dissolved in water possibly induced by local earthquakes M< 3
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BRGM geochemical approach – Rn

Modelling of the soil gas flux by the means of a long term 
monitoring of 222Rn : BARASOL (Algade) method

Introduction of rigid probes (including inner memory) on the strongest anomalies 
of He (deep gas tracer) and 222Rn (gas rate tracer) displaying supposed CO2 
leaks.

Tube length: 1.5 m

Diameter : 11 cm

Volume: 11.4  l

Surface: 0.0095 m2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Barasol data. Submersion of the probe prevents new gas entering so radon decays away, then a pulse of gas breaks through and is measured,before re-submersion and decay function seen
Short tern Rn pulses like this can be show to be independent of atmospheric pressure effects and may reflect changes in gas pressure at depth
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Other approaches

Eddy covariance equipment
• Measuring CO2 flux at fixed 

sites continuously

• Footprint > 100 x sensor 
height
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Multi-parameter probe (Idronaut Ocean 
Seven 316Plus) for vertical logging 
(up to 1500m depth) and continuous 
monitoring:

• basic: pH, T°, pressure

• optional: Eh, Electrical 
conductivity, Cl, NO3 and pCO2

Direct pCO2 measurement consists in:
pH glass electrode
Combined reference Ag/AgCl
electrode
In contact with an electrolyte behind a 
gas permeable membrane

So that a ten fold increase in pCO2 is 
nearly equivalent to a decrease of 1 pH 
unit

BRGM geochemical approach – CO2
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BRGM geochemical approach – CO2• First results:

• in lab.: calibration of the sensor under both gaseous and 
water (CO2 added) fluxes ⇒ logarithmic-linear behavior, with 
response times around 2 minutes (> 80% of the injected gas 

quantity).
• field deployment : 400m depth diving in a 500m depth 

mineral water (CO2 -rich) borehole ⇒ increase in the 
dissolved CO2 content from surface to bottom ; well 
identification of bubbling point (      ).

• next : establishing the relationship between recorded 
electrical signal and  dissolved CO2 concentration (mmol/l).
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Preliminary results for dissolved phase CO2 and CH4

Offshore monitoring system (URS, BGR, OGS)Offshore monitoring system (URS, BGR, OGS)

Marine monitoring buoy (OGS) 
modified for:

- free-phase gas flow (BGR)
- dissolved CO2 and CH4 (URS)
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Summary

• Trying to develop a suite of techniques

• Rapid coverage of large areas

• Focus on detailed study areas

• Use rapid results and local knowledge to target 
possible sites of gas migration

• Continuous monitoring and discrete measurements
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Future research
• Improve detection efficiency and reduce ‘false 

positives’ for airborne vegetation effects
• Develop direct airborne gas detection
• Gain further experience of vehicle-mounted laser 

systems (background and weaker gas emissions)
• Technique development through deployment at 

existing and other test sites
• Norwegian CO2 field lab
• Other natural systems e.g. Panarea, Italy
• Demonstration projects e.g. In Salah



IEA Greenhouse Gas Monitoring 
Network WorkshopNetwork Workshop
Edmonton Nov 2007

Research on Environmental Risks from 
Geological Carbon Dioxide Storage

Jeremy Colls

University of Nottingham, UK
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Context 1

The University of Nottingham



Context 2
• With no action, peak Global CO2 Emissions in 2050 will be , p 2 

~ 60 Gt /year
• Need to reduce this by 50 Gt/year to ~ 10 Gt/year

If GCS i  i   k   h hil  diff  d i  • If GCS is going to make a worthwhile difference, need it 
to account for say 20% of this reduction

• ie > 10 Gt CO2/yearie > 10 Gt CO2/year
• Hence need > 10 000 Sleipner-sized injection schemes

The University of Nottingham



ASGARD 
(A tifi i l S il G i  (Artificial Soil Gassing 

and Response Detection) 

We have set up ASGARD to: 
– inject CO2 into the soil at controlled rates, 

simulating a leak from any underground source
– measure changes in plant and soil conditions 

t st d t ti n t hni s s h s m t  s nsin  – test detection techniques such as remote sensing 
and isotope analysis



ASGARD 
Experimental sitep m

• Total 34 plots, each 2.5 x 2.5 m.
– 8 plots original pasturep g p
– 8 plots planted with barley (2006) and fallow 

(2007)
8 l t  l t d ith li d (2006)– 8 plots planted with linseed (2006)

– 6 test plots for additional experiments
– 4 pasture plots away from the main site to act as – 4 pasture plots away from the main site to act as 

“remote controls”



ASGARD
Equipmentq p



CO2 stored in 2 x 200 L cryogenic cylinders

Gas delivery rate controlled with individual 
mass flow controllers for each plot

The University of Nottingham



CO piped out to the plotsCO2 piped out to the plots

The University of Nottingham



and injected into the soil of 4 plots in j p
each crop at a depth of 60 cm

The University of Nottingham



CO injection data displayCO2 injection data display

The University of Nottingham
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South Gas measurement tubes are identified by Crop initial, plot number and distance from centre of plot
Security compound

Shed Mobile laboratory

The University of Nottingham

Fence



UoN Measurements

• Daily measurements of soil gas concentration in each 
plotplot

• Soil gas distribution across plots (barholing)
• Canopy CO2 concentration (Draeger tubes)py 2 g
• Spectral changes in plant shoots (ASD 

Spectroradiometer)
I t i  h  i  il CO• Isotopic changes in soil CO2



BGS InvolvementBGS Involvement

B li  h t i tiBaseline characterisation
– Local and site geology (March 2006)
– Soil gas, botany, microbiology, mineralogy, soil geochemistry 

(March & May 2006)
During injection

– Soil CO2 concentrations & CO2 flux (August06)2 2 f ( g )
End of injection(September 2006)

– Soil CO2 concentrations and CO2 flux 
Botany  microbiology  mineralogy  geochemistry– Botany, microbiology, mineralogy, geochemistry

The University of Nottingham



Variability of the sub soilVariability of the sub-soil

The University of Nottingham



Gas concentrationsGas concentrations
Soil gas concentration (CO2, O2 and CH4) was measured on a 
daily basis using permanently installed sampling tubes.



Simple displacement of oxygenSimple displacement of oxygen

Correlation between O2 and CO2 concentrations in 
grass
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Stabilisation of soil CO2 concentration

Average daily gas concentration in treatment and control 
plots
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Soil CO2 concentration distribution 2
across pasture plots

Barholes, 30 cm deep, were made at 
50 cm intervals over each plot. CO2

measurements were taken using the g
GA2000 gas detector
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Vegetation stress
Spectral measurements were p
taken at 50 cm intervals along a 
transect across each plot. 

Temporal change in ratio Grass 725:702 nm
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Isotope measurementsIsotope measurements
 

Isotope ratios as a function of CO2 concentration
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Ongoing Activities
• Dr Ravi Patil; Royal Society India Fellowship; Responses of • Dr Ravi Patil; Royal Society India Fellowship; Responses of 

pasture and fallow plots to injected CO2

M l Al T b l i  PhD  t  t  il CO  i   • Manal Al-Traboulsi; PhD on root responses to soil CO2, using a 
Bartz rhizoscope system

• Waleed Hassan; PhD on gas fluxes and concentrations, using a 
WestSystems flux measurement system

• Xuan Li; part-PhD on soil elemental composition

The University of Nottingham



New ASGARD Project on CO2/SO2, 
starting Jan 2008g J

• Nottingham School of Engineering project on geochemical 
sequestration of CO2/SO2 mixtures in ferric-iron bearing sediment 
storage sites storage sites 

• Eg 2FeOOH (goethite) + 2 CO2 + SO2  2 FeCO3 (siderite) + 
H SOH2SO4 

• ASGARD will be used to investigate leaks of CO2/SO2 mixtures 

• We will use flue gas ratio (~ 0.1-0.5% SO2), not the 
stoichiometric ratio

• Even at this low SO2 proportion, surface terrestrial impacts will 
be determined by the SO2, not by the CO2

The University of Nottingham



Future workFuture work

The ASGARD Facility is available to the GCS industry 

– to generate data on the consequences of leaks  to support – to generate data on the consequences of leaks, to support 
environmental permitting and EIA

– to increase capability on the detection of leaks, for 
monitoring and verification of storage integrity monitoring and verification of storage integrity 



Baseline Survey for Evidence Baseline Survey for Evidence 
of Gas Microseepage Prior to 

COa CO2 Injection Experiment 
at Teapot Dome, Wyoming, 

USA

Ronald W. Klusman
Colorado School of MinesColorado School of Mines

and
Mark Milliken and Vicki StampMark Milliken and Vicki Stamp

Rocky Mountain Oilfield Testing 
Center



OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

• Look for evidence of gas 
microseepage in a 1 km2 area around 
a proposed CO2 injection well,

• Look for evidence of gas 
i  l  d  th  microseepage along and across the 

newly discovered 87-10 Fault,
U  t bl  i t  t  t  • Use stable isotope measurements to 
determine the genesis of the CaCO3
phases in the 87-10 Fault.phases in the 87-10 Fault.



MICROSEEPAGE DETECTION AND 
MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS WITHMEASUREMENT LOCATIONS WITH

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS

Teapot Dome

Colorado

Rangely Wyoming
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TEAPOT DOME TEAPOT DOME 
CHARACTERISTICS

• Approximately 18 mi2 (42 km2),
• Completely depleted, with 

d ti  i t l  300 bbl production approximately 300 bbl 
day-1, from three stacked horizons,

• 2nd Wall Creek (2nd Frontier) and • 2nd Wall Creek (2nd Frontier) and 
Shannon are underpressured,

• Deepest horizon (Tensleep B at 1700 p ( p
m, 5500 ft), is normally pressured, 
and  proposed for CO2 sequestration 
experimentationexperimentation.
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DEFINITIONS (Klusman)
• Macroseepage (leakage) t  d  t • Macroseepage (leakage)- strong odors, wet 

bubbly ground, abnormal snowmelt patterns, 
temperature anomalies at 1 meter depth,

• Miniseepage stressed or dying vegetation in • Miniseepage – stressed or dying vegetation in 
patches without evidence of disease because of 
flooding of soil with gas, temperature anomalies at 
10 meters, blue-gray haze during winter inversions, , g y g ,
saline water seepage,

• Microseepage – detection of gases at surface 
requires sampling and laboratory analysis or q p g y y
sensitive optical (IR) measurements in long open 
path, common over large areas in sedimentary 
basins and oil/gas fields,
S d  ff t• Secondary effects – may be present in many 
cases at all three levels of intensity; includes 
secondary carbonate from oxidizing carbon, 
horizontal gradient magnetic effects, abnormal horizontal gradient magnetic effects, abnormal 
bacterial consortium present, sulfate depleted 
shallow ground water, radiometric anomalies, 
vegetation restricted to shallow-rooted grasses.



IMPORTANCE OF CO2 AND CH4 IN IMPORTANCE OF CO2 AND CH4 IN 
A MMV PROGRAM

• CO2 soluble in, and reactive with water 
which attenuates migration,

• CH4 is not soluble, nor reactive, being 4 , , g
relatively stable in the subsurface 
environment,

• CH4 likely ubiquitous in early sequestration 4 y y
options in spent oil/gas fields,

• CH4 is a more mobile molecule when 
overpressured,

• CH4 has a greater GWP if it reaches the 
atmosphere,

• CH4 is explosive.4 p



SUMMER VS WINTERSUMMER VS WINTER
MEASUREMENTS

• Searching for a subtle signal in the 
presence of substantial surface noise,
Mi bi l id ti  f il i  tt  • Microbial oxidation of soil organic matter 
to CO2, and root respiration producing CO2
is lower in winter,

• Methanotrophic oxidation rate of CH4 in 
unsaturated zone is lower in winter,
Th f  th  b t h  f d t ti   • Therefore, the best chance of detecting a 
deep-sourced signal for either CO2 or CH4
is in the winter or dry season.y



Soil Gas ProbeSoil Gas Probe
with Annular Hammer
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SOURCES OF CARBON DIOXIDE

• Three sources are always present;
1)Atmosphere, 2) Near-surface inorganic,  
3) Biological3) Biological,

• 4th) Methanotrophic oxidation of CH4 to 
CO2,2

• 5th) Injected CO2.
• Measurement of stable isotopes critical in 

i  ( ) f COassessing source(s) of CO2.
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Coarse-grained calcite
with and without voids



Ozokerite Coarse-grained
calcitecalcite

Cemented rock
matrix



SELECTION OF “INTERESTING” 
LOCATIONS FOR 10-m HOLES
TO COMPARE AND CONTRAST

CHARACTERISTICS
• Initial baseline survey of fluxes and soil 

gas in January, 2004,
• Magnitude and direction of both CO2 and 

CH4 fluxes,
Magnitude and gradient of both CO and • Magnitude and gradient of both CO2 and 
CH4 in soil gas profiles,

• Isotopic shift in 60-, and 100 cm soil gas p , g
CO2 , relative to the atmosphere,

• Select locations for drilling “anomalous” 
d “ l ” 10  h l  f  t d and “non-anomalous” 10-m holes for nested 

gas sampling.



TEAPOT, INORGANIC CARBON IN CUTTINGS (%)
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L 19L 19

Inorganic CaCO3
precipitation at water

table using CO2
from atmosphere



TEAPOT - δ13C OF INORGANIC CARBON (‰)
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H2O
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Secondary CaCO3 near surface at Location 17

Hole 18

Re-sample

Hole 17

▀



Non-microseepage
location showing

oxidation of
atmospheric CH4atmospheric CH4
by methanotrophic

bacteria

Average Error for CH4
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SECTION 10 SAMPLING
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Samples with 
isotopically

lanomalous
carbon dioxide
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C l it  fl t     +        +           +        

ALONG STRIKE OF 87-10 FAULT

CO2 - - - - - -

Calcite float     +        - - +           +        -
Location of trench?

C2H4 + - - +          +         -

C3H8 - - - 0.052     - -

C4H10 - - - 0.038   0.208     -

C2H6 - - - 0.129 0.063 -

C3H8 0.052     

Sample Nos    73 74 75 76 77 78

CH4 Grad.      - - 0.32     1.44 -1.30       -

Sample Nos.   73 74 75 76 77 78

1000 mSW NE



C l it  fl t +    +    +    +     +     +      +       +      +     +  

CROSS-SECTION ON 87-10 FAULT

CO2 - - - - + - - - - -

Calcite float +    +    +    +     +     +      +       +      +     +  

C2H4 - - - - - +      - - - -

C3H8 - - - - - - - .033  .040    -

C4H10 - - - - - - - - - -

C2H6 .209 .058    - .048  .040   .024  .033   .061  .071  .094

C3H8 .033  .040    

Sample Nos   79 80 81 82 83 84     85 86    87    88

CH4 Grad.3.88 2.72 1.73 1.48  0.74  -0.37  - - 1.12 1.44

Sample Nos.  79 80 81 82 83 84     85 86    87    88

18 mS N



Bentonite-rich “soil”
TRENCH 87-10W

Konyaite bloom

Sussex sandstone chips
with CaCO3 in partings



VIEW NORTH FROM TRENCH SITE

44-1-TPX-10

Un-named drainageUn named drainage



Multiple veins in fault zone

Colluvial Flow →

V1 Bentonite
SussexSussex

sandstone



Oxidizing processesOxidizing processes
extending from surface
into weathering zone



Pedogenic carbonate
formation replacing
grass root hairs



C l it  V i  i  87 10ECalcite Vein in 87-10E



Coarse-grained
calcite in 87-10E



Calcite filling in Sussex sandstone

Calcite vein in 87-10E



Calcite filling inCalcite filling in
Sussex sandstone

Vein pinching and
b l i  i  87 10Ebulging in 87-10E



Coarse-grained vein calcite samplesCoarse grained vein calcite samples

White calcite          Buff calcite



AVERAGE ANNUAL δ18O OF PRECIPITATION
from Gat (1981) based on IAEA data (Yurtsever, 1975)



CO2 + H2O ↔ HCO3
- + H+ ↔ CaCO3 + 2H+

Ca2+Ca2+

Pedogenic processes - CO2 from atmosphere
- H2O from atmosphere H2O from atmosphere 
- Ca2+ from weathering in soils

Vein calcite – CO2 from gas and oxidation of hydrocarbons2 g y
H2O from connate water (seawater)
Ca2+ from connate water

CO2 + H2O rapidly equilibrates with HCO3
- , both chemically

and isotopically.
CO2 (atm) δ13C = -9.52‰ (Klusman, 2007)
δ18O of H O f(temperat re  latit de  ele ation  precipitation)δ18O of H2O – f(temperature, latitude, elevation, precipitation)
H2O(atm, Casper) δ18O = -8.08‰ (Dansgaard, 1964) 
H2O(atm, Casper) δ18O = -7.565‰ (Gat and Gonfiantini (1981)
H O δ18O ~ 0 00‰ (Faure and Mensing  2006)H2O(Seawater) δ O ~ 0.00‰ (Faure and Mensing, 2006)



CO + H O ↔ HCO - + H+ ↔ CaCO + 2H+

2CH4 + SO4
2- + 2H+ ↔ 2CO2 + H2S (sulfate reduction)

CO2 + H2O ↔ HCO3 + H+ ↔ CaCO3 + 2H+

Ca2+

Vein calcite – CO2 from gas and oxidation of hydrocarbons
H2O from connate water (seawater)
Ca2+ from connate water

CO2 + H2O rapidly equilibrates with HCO3
- , both chemically

d i t i lland isotopically.
HCO3

-
(Tensleep) δ13C = +0.06‰ (Klusman, 2004)

CO2 (gas plant) δ13C = +7.6‰ (Klusman, 2005)
CH δ13C = 50 37‰ (Klusman  2005)CH4(gas plant) δ13C = -50.37‰ (Klusman, 2005)
CH4(gas plant) δ13C = -50.29‰ (Dennen et al. 2005) 
C2H6(gas plant) δ13C = -34.64‰ (Dennen et al. 2005)
C3H8(  l t) δ13C = -31.55‰ (Dennen et al. 2005)C3H8(gas plant) δ C = -31.55‰ (Dennen et al. 2005)
Ozokerite    δ13C = -30.4‰ (Klusman, 2004)
CaCO3(unaltered Steele Shale) δ13C = -0.73‰ (Klusman, 2004)
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Section 10 – Trenches 87-10W and 87-10E
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Section 10 – Trenches 87-10W and 87-10E
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Section 10 – Trenches 87-10W and 87-10E
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CONCLUSIONS 
• Microseepage of CH4 and light alkanes is 

occurring at the present time primarily g p p y
south of the un-named drainage and along 
a section of the 87-10 Fault,

• Evidence for the beginning step of Evidence for the beginning step of 
hydrocarbon oxidation,

• No evidence of a deep-sourced CO2 found,
H li  i t  t  f • Helium isotopes support presence of 
microseepage in 10-m holes ~ 1 km north 
of Section 10 (Mackintosh and Ballentine 
(2007)(2007),

• Vein calcite emplaced at 2-2.5 km depth 
based on equilibrium temperature,q p ,

• Injection experiment can proceed.



SUPPORT AND CONCERNS 
ABOUT CONCLUSIONSABOUT CONCLUSIONS

• Dennen et al (2005) USGS-OFR 2005-1275- Cretaceous 
oils have mixed marine and terrestrial source  oils have mixed marine and terrestrial source, 
biodegraded, methanogenesis occurring, Tensleep oils 
have a marine source, more mature and less 
biodegraded. Episodic gas migration may be occurring.

• Brennan et al (2006) USGS-OFR 2006-1214- Fluid Brennan et al (2006) USGS OFR 2006 1214 Fluid 
inclusion microthermometry indicated ozokerite was 
emplaced at ≥66ºC, Shannon achieved a maximum T of 
76ºC (Hansley and Nuccio, 1992), ~10-12 Ma during uplift 
in SW Powder River basin. “The fractures in this study 
h   ti  ti  t   d  il b i  have no active connection to any deeper oil-bearing 
strata.”

• Milliken (2007) Numerous bentonite beds in the Upper 
Steele Shale should seal small displacement faults, 
preventing seepagepreventing seepage,

• Mackintosh and Ballentine (2007) have measured helium 
isotopes in 10-meter holes of Klusman (2004, 2005, 2006) 
which supports the existence of deep-sourced 
microseepagemicroseepage.



CONCLUSIONS ABOUT CH4

• CH4 is as important as CO2 for 
monitoring programs,

• CH4 is more likely to seep to the 
near-surface than CO2 in 
overpressured conditions,

• Methanotrophic oxidation of 
C fCH4 will be critical for 
attenuation of microseepage.



HOW TO DETECT AND CONFIRM 
PRESENCE OF MICROSEEPAGEPRESENCE OF MICROSEEPAGE

• Measure in “winter” or “dry” season,
• GC measurements of CH4 must be better       GC measurements of CH4 must be better       

than routine,
• Liberal application of stable isotopic ratios,

U  fl  it d  il  t ti  • Use flux magnitudes, soil gas concentration 
gradients, isotopic shifts to find “interesting” 
locations,

• Correct 8 out of 8 at Rangely and Teapot in 
selecting locations for 10-m holes (2001-04),

• Then, thorough characterization with Then, thorough characterization with 
“nested” soil gas sampling to at least 5 
meters depth, preferably 10 meters, which is 
less sensitive to season,less sensitive to season,

• Additional confirmation of thermogenic 
source with stable isotopes and carbon-14.



HOW TO MISS PRESENCE OF 
MICROSEEPAGEMICROSEEPAGE

• Measure in “wrong” season,
• Skip search for CH4,Skip search for CH4,
• Poor precision in GC measurement of CH4  

so that determination of direction and 
magnitude of flux is lost in sampling and magnitude of flux is lost in sampling and 
analytical noise,

• No replication to allow assessment of 
li  d l ti l sampling and analytical error,

• Minimal use of stable isotopes,
• Problems Increasing Difficulty with MMVProblems Increasing Difficulty with MMV
• Coal-derived CO2 isotopically similar to 

near-surface biological CO2,
W  t li t  ill b   diffi lt • Warm, wet climates will be more difficult 
for MMV, even with good methodology.



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FURTHER STUDY AT TEAPOT

• Repeat soil gas portion of survey in winter 
season 3-12 months after CO2 injectionseason 3-12 months after CO2 injection,

• Monitor formation water quality in 
Tensleep and underpressured 2nd Wall 
Creek reservoirs HCO - will change firstCreek reservoirs, HCO3

- will change first,
• Rare gas isotopes (S. Mackintosh, C. 

Ballentine-University of Manchester, UK),
• Open-path optical measurements.



OTHER METHODOLOGIES TO OTHER METHODOLOGIES TO 
DETECT MICROSEEPAGE

• Side-scan sonar for off-shore determination 
of bubble column density (Quigley et al  of bubble column density (Quigley et al. 
1999); complemented with composition 
and isotopic measurements on samples,

• Open path spectroscopic measurement of • Open-path spectroscopic measurement of 
CH4 in the atmosphere (Etiope, INGV,2005),

• Rare gas isotopes (S. Mackintosh, C. 
Ballentine-University of Manchester, UK),

• Eddy covariance mainly applied in pristine 
environments; practical problems in oil-; p p
field environments(?)



A monitoring program must be better 
than that provided by a farmer and his 
coon dog following their noses on a cold coon dog following their noses on a cold 
winter night with a temperature inversion.
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Accurate Soil CO2 Flux Measurement at High 2 g
Spatial and Temporal Resolution
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OutlineOutline

• Canopy Carbon BalanceCanopy Carbon Balance

• Surface Monitoring Instrumentation

R i t f d t• Requirements for a good measurement

• Field Data

• MMV Example





Leaks?Leaks?



Why Surface Monitoring?Why Surface Monitoring?

• To demonstrate that storage is a permanent g p
sequestration option

• Help refine the field deployment technologies for 
large scale injectionslarge scale injections

• Track migration over time for validation and 
calibration of model predictions and monitoring 
t ltools

• Assure the public that human health and the 
environment are high prioritiese o e t a e g p o t es
– Establish baseline conditions
– Refine early warning tools of storage leaks and 

diagnosis of why storage may leakdiagnosis of why storage may leak



InstrumentationInstrumentation

Soil Surface Atmospheric



Fly-over CO2Fly over CO2 
measurements



Eddy Covariance measurements 
from Helicopters (Roni Avissar Duke Univ)from Helicopters (Roni Avissar, Duke Univ)



Spatial Sampling
Survey MeasurementsSurvey Measurements



Temporal Sampling
Long-term MeasurementsLong term Measurements



Both Spatial and TemporalBoth Spatial and Temporal



LI 8100/8150 MultiplexerLI-8100/8150 Multiplexer

81508150

8100



Requirements for a good measurement

FCO2  (CO2
soil - CO2

chamber) + 
Pump IRGA

CO2 ( 2 2 )
mass flow

il1. CO2
soil not disturbed

2. Pbench ~ Pambient

3. CO2
chamber = CO2

airV
2 2

4. Pchamber = Pambient

5. Good mixing

6 No disturbance to soil moisture6. No disturbance to soil moisture, 
temperature or radiation

dt
dC

S
VFCO 2



Requirement: CO2
soil not disturbedRequirement: CO2 not disturbed

• Slowly close & open the 
chamber



LI-8100LI 8100 
Requirement: Pbench~Pambient

Flow Control





Key features: New pressure vent design 
Pcham=PambientPcham Pambient



Key features: Good mixing

Current LTC, 5.6 cm offset, flow=1.5 LPM
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Requirement: No disturbance to soil moisture, temperature or radiation

K f tKey features: Move the chamber away when not in measurement mode



Mead corn 
fi ld t tifield testing 
2005



Results: 2005 Mead corn field
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Mead Field 2006 (June)



Between rows 
& within row 
comparisonp



Mead Field 2006 (Sept)Mead Field 2006 (Sept)



2006 Mead Soybean 8100/8150 Experiment: 8-chamber mean
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SECARB ProjectSECARB Project



Site Monitoring Activity
SECARBSECARB



MMV ConceptualMMV Conceptual



Monitoring Tableg
Technique Equipment Parameters Application

Reservoir Pressure and Pressure dataloggers and Formation and injection Injectivity andReservoir Pressure and 
Fluid Composition

Pressure dataloggers and 
sample bombs in both 
injection and deep 
monitoring wells

Formation and injection 
pressure CO2, TDS, ph

Injectivity and 
heterogeneity Tracking CO2

migration and leakage 
through formations

Surface Vegetation Visual Monitoring Vegetation Stress Surface Seepage

Soil Gas LI-8100 Automated 
Soil CO2 Flux System  
(LI-COR Biosciences)

Soil CO2 Flux Surface Seepage

Carbon Isotopes Modified LI-8100 sampling 
with off site analysis or 
NETL portable Cavity Ring 
Down Spectrometer 
(CRDS)

Indentify source of CO2 Surface Seepage

Groundwater Quality Well sampling with 
peristalic pumps for both 
purge and sample with off 
site analysis

Ph, TOC/TIC, soluble 
metals

Shallow Groundwater

UIC Integrity Testing Hydrostatic pressure gauge Hydrostatic Pressure Test Internal integrity of wellUIC Integrity Testing Hydrostatic pressure gauge 
Wire line tool (acoustic log)

Hydrostatic Pressure Test 
(HPT) Cement Bond Log 
(CBL)

Internal integrity of well 
casing 

External integrity of casing 
cement and borehole



ConclusionsConclusions

• Soil CO2 flux measurements can be anSoil CO2 flux measurements can be an 
important part of a MMV protocol

• A baseline understanding of theA baseline understanding of the 
ecosystem CO2 flux is essential for any 
type of leak detectionyp

• A combination of diurnal and spatial 
measurements can answer the 
background questions fast and effectively

• Public perception is keyp p y
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IEA GHG R&D Programme 
Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB 

November 9, 2007

Monitoring at Frio projectMonitoring at Frio project



IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007

• Purpose and goals of the study
• Setting

• Assessing buoyancy
• Geochemistry and the press
• Conclusions
• Next steps

Talk OverviewTalk Overview

IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007



Frio 1 October 2004 – January 2006

• Conservative “early success”

• Key issues – tool performance and model validation through history match 

•Inject in 10 ft thick  Frio upper “C” sand

•Multi-tool testing

•VSP and time laps seismic cross well  tomography two months after 
injection

Frio 2 September 2006 – June 2007

• Storage permanence – quantifying residual saturation and dissolution

•Post- injection monitoring under stable conditions just completed July 2007

•Buoyancy in  Frio “Blue” sand

•Inject “deep”:  6 feet perforation in base 32 ft thick sandstone

• inject slowly: 50T/day x 5days

•Rock-water reaction, tracer fractionation as a result of dissolution

•Novel tool – tubing-conveyed seismic array

An Evolving  Experiment An Evolving  Experiment 



Frio Brine Pilot Research TeamFrio Brine Pilot Research Team
• Bureau of Economic Geology, Jackson School, The University of Texas at Austin: 

Susan Hovorka, Jeff Kane, Andrew Tachovsky, Abhijit Mukarjee, Tip Meckel; Mark 
Holtz, Shinichi Sakurai, Seay Nance, Joseph Yeh, Paul Knox, Khaled Faoud, Jeff 
Paine

• Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, (Geo-Seq): Larry Myer, Tom Daley, Barry Freifeld, 
Rob Trautz, Christine Doughty, Sally Benson, Karsten Pruess, Curt Oldenburg, 
Jennifer Lewicki, Ernie Majer, Mike Hoversten, Mac Kennedy, Paul Cook, Duo Wang, 
Ray Solbau

• Schlumberger: T. S. Ramakrishna, Nadja Mueller, Austin Boyd, Mike Wilt
• Oak Ridge National Lab: Dave Cole, Tommy Phelps, David Riestberg, Phil Szymcek
• Lawrence Livermore National Lab: Kevin Knauss, Jim Johnson
• Alberta Research Council: Bill Gunter, John Robinson, Bernice Kadatz
• Texas American Resources: Don Charbula, David Hargiss
• Sandia Technologies: Dan Collins, “Spud” Miller, David Freeman; Phil Papadeas
• BP: Charles Christopher, Mike Chambers
• SEQURE – National Energy Technology Lab: Curt White, Rod Diehl, Grant Bromhall, 

Brian Stratizar, Art Wells 
• Paulsson Geophysical – Bjorn Paulsson
• University of West Virginia: Henry Rausch
• USGS: Yousif Kharaka, Bill Evans, Evangelos Kakauros, Jim Thordsen
• Praxair: Glen Thompson, Joe Shine, Dan Dalton, 
• Australian CO2CRC (CSIRO): Jim Underschultz, Kevin Dodds, Don Sherlock
• Core Labs: Paul Martin and others
• MIT/ NBNL Jonathan Ajo-Franklin



Geologic Storage “Sequestration” of COGeologic Storage “Sequestration” of CO22 

Testing the feasibility of establishing a “closed loop” 
to limit atmospheric emissions of carbon from fossil 
fuels

Power plants
Refineries
Sedimentary cover> 6km

Sources: USGS, IEA Source database

Site



Khaled Faoud, BEG

Anahuac

Frio
Frio “C”

Frio “Blue”



Injection Well Observation Well

Blue

“ upper C”

Mark Holtz, BEG

Inject deep
In 30 ft sandstone

Monitoring zone
“B”

30 m

30 m



Heterogeneous  Frio Heterogeneous  Frio 
“Blue” Sandstone“Blue” Sandstone

CT Scan

10 cm

1cm

10 cm

0.2 mm

Uncertainty in predicting interwell
permeability



Injection well

Observation well

IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007



Frio 2 Monitoring Techniques Frio 2 Monitoring Techniques 
SelectedSelected

• Injection zone characterization – core analysis, open 
and cased hole logs, single phase hydrologic testing

• Downhole Panex gages: pressure and temperature
• RST logs: CO2 saturation change  with time – 

pressure and temperature change with depth
• U-tubes – gas soluble  tracers and aqueous 

transport and gas and aqueous chemistry
• Continuous Active Source Seismic Monitoring 

(CASSM) cross-well array
• PFT tracers to show engineering adequacy

IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007



Frio II TimelineFrio II Timeline
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PrePre--Injection Modeled Saturation Injection Modeled Saturation 
in Both Wellsin Both Wells

Christine Doughty LBNL

Slow injection 100 T/day planned,
Injection low in thick high permeability sand
= Slow break though, good resolution on tracers and chemistry



0.2 days

0.4 days

Sally Benson, Stanford/ LBNL

Estimating Flow Geometry from TravelEstimating Flow Geometry from Travel-- 
Time DelayTime Delay



t=1.2 days

t=2 days
Sally Benson, Stanford/ LBNL

Estimating Flow Geometry from TravelEstimating Flow Geometry from Travel-- 
Time DelayTime Delay



Estimating Flow Geometry from TravelEstimating Flow Geometry from Travel-- 
Time DelayTime Delay

30 m
Sally Benson, Stanford/ LBNL

2.6 days



Rapid BreakthroughRapid Breakthrough

U tube Free Phase CO2
3 AM

48 50 52

pH begins to drop

BH Pressure Change

Temperature fluctuation

Fe, Mn HCO3

Elapsed hours



FRIO II CDFRIO II CD44 Tracer Injection ExperimentTracer Injection Experiment

J. Underschultz1, Linda Stalker, C. Boreham2, and Ernie Perkins3

1CSIRO Petroleum, 2Geoscience Australia, 3Alberta Research Council.

LBNL  noble gas
experiment



Frio II  Tracer Timeline Frio II  Tracer Timeline -- Evidence of Complex Evidence of Complex 
Flow ProcessesFlow Processes
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Flow” test = no result 

No recovery

Jim Underschultz, CSIRO
Tommy Phelps ORNL
Barry Freifeld  and others LBNL



Geochemistry and the PressGeochemistry and the Press 
Fluid Evolution During InjectionFluid Evolution During Injection-- 

Dissolution of CODissolution of CO22 and Rockand Rock--Water Water 
interactioninteraction
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inlinepH

Elapsed  hours after injection

pH

CO2 breakthrough

Analysis underway by USGS
Alkalinity, metals, DOC, DIC, VOC 



UU--tube and onsite tube and onsite 
labs for brine and labs for brine and 
gas analysis with gas analysis with 

QMS and GCQMS and GC



Frio II
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High iron High iron –– Fe &MgFe &Mg



Geochemical Simulation vs. Lab Geochemical Simulation vs. Lab 
datadata
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5mm

Grain coatings

Grain coatings Grain coatings –– early actors in geochemistryearly actors in geochemistry



Testing wells Testing wells –– likely flawslikely flaws

Production1952 oil production well was 
retrofit as an observation well

Well construction
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Perflorocarbon Tracer = Perflorocarbon Tracer = 
No Detection at the No Detection at the 

SurfaceSurface

Glenn Thompson, Praxair Seeper Trace



Seeper Trace equipmentSeeper Trace equipment

Reusable sorbants

Portable GC

Portable lab



ConclusionsConclusions
• Interaction of buoyancy and reservoir heterogeneity lead to 

complex CO2 plume development 

• High surface area important in early rock-water interactions – 
mineral trapping

• Geochemical evidence – no well leakage

• Experiments moving to next larger scale

IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007



Next test: Stacked storageNext test: Stacked storage 
US DOE Phase III US DOE Phase III –– Cranfield Mississippi (Denbury Cranfield Mississippi (Denbury 

Resources)Resources)

(1) Sweep efficiency – how effectively are pore volumes 
contacted by CO2 ?
– Important in recovery efficiency in EOR
– For storage – what is capacity of subsurface? Prediction of 

plume size

(2) Injection volume is sum of fluid displacement, 
dilatancy, dissolution, and rock+fluid compression
– Tilt to start to understand magnitude of dilatancy
– Bottom hole pressure mapping to estimate fluid 

displacement

(3) Effectiveness of Mississippi well completions 
regulations in retaining CO2 in GHG context
– Above zone monitoring

International School of Geophysics Erice, Italy, November 3, 2007



PHASE II OBSERVATION 
WELL LOCATION

3 MMCFD Injection rates
Phase II : ½ Million Tons/yr
Phase III : 1-1.5 Mt/yr

Marine Shale
Seal

Injection Sand

Monitor Sand

375’



Need for Parsimonious Monitoring Need for Parsimonious Monitoring 
Program in a Mature  IndustryProgram in a Mature  Industry

• Standardized, dependable, durable instrumentation, 
reportable measurements

• Possibility of above-background detection:

– Need for a follow-up testing program to assure 
both public acceptance and safe operation

• Hierarchical approach:

Parameter A

Within acceptable limits:
continue

Parameter B
Not within
acceptable 
limits:
test

Within acceptable limits:
continue

Stop & mitigate
Not within
acceptable 
limits:

IEA GHG R&D Programme Monitoring  Network, Edmonton, AB November 9, 2007



Geologic SequestrationGeologic Sequestration 
of Carbon of Carbon –– Put it backPut it back

Carbon extracted
from coal or other
fossil fuel…

Returned into the earth
where it came from

www.gulfcoastcarbon.org

susan.hovorka@beg.utexas.edu

http://www.gulfcoastcarbon.org/


Don Lawton
Marcia Coueslan, Fuju Chen 

Henry Bland, Abdullah Alshuhail

University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Penn West Pembina Cardium CO2 EOR
seismic monitoring program



Penn West Petroleum CO2 -EOR Pilot



Penn West monitoring program (2005-2008) 
(ARC, AGS, UofA, UofC)

• Regional, local & reservoir geology 
• Hydrogeology
• Well analysis, well integrity
• Observation well instrumentation
• Timelapse seismic program
• Passive seismic program
• Timelapse geochemistry program
• Monitoring wells (groundwater)
• Soil and casing gas
• Core & reservoir fluids analysis
• Rock physics & well log suites
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7-11 (Obs)

102/7-11 (P)

10-11 (P) 9-11 (P) 12-12 (P)

5-12 (P)8-11(P)

102/10-11 (I) 102/12-12 (I)

PennWest Pembina Cardium CO2 Pilot

1.1 km

Observation well
Depth ~1650 m
BHP   ~19MPa
BHT   ~50oC

March 2005
70 t/day CO2
Depth ~1620 m
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Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot



Phase 1:  March 2005
Phase 2:  December 2005
Phase 3:  March 2007

Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot



Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot



Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot
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Passive seismic record



Multicomponent surface seismic 
and vertical seismic profile (VSP)
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P-S
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Vp1, Vs1, ρ1

observation
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surface seismic 3C receivers 
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Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot
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Line 3 migrated P-P section (Phase I)
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PP (left) and PS (right) correlation

Synthetic Synthetic 
seismogramseismogram

Seismic traceSeismic trace Synthetic Synthetic 
seismogramseismogram

Seismic traceSeismic trace

ArdleyArdley
ArdleyArdley

Cardium SandCardium Sand
BlackstoneBlackstone Cardium SandCardium Sand

BlackstoneBlackstone

PP--wave sonicwave sonic PP seismicPP seismic SS--wave sonicwave sonic PS seismicPS seismic

Well location



EW

Line 3 P-P & P-S correlation 

P-P P-S



3D volume display [P-P] 

Ardley

Cardium



P-P time structure - Cardium





Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot
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Line 1 Phase I
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Line 1 Phase III – Phase I
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VSP amplitudes, Viking and Cardium events,
Phase II – Phase I (Line 2)



Seismic lines, Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot
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102/10-11 VSP
Raw data
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Offset VSP, migrated image
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Phase III Penn West CO2 EOR Pilot



Multicomponent surface seismic 
and vertical seismic profile (VSP)

Vp2, Vs2, ρ2

Vp1, Vs1, ρ1

Injector well (VSP)

surface seismic 3C receivers 

Vp2, Vs2, ρ2

Position  1
(1280 m – 1505 m)

Position  2
(1040 m – 1265m)

Position  3
(800 m – 1025 m)
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Discussion

• Surface seismic data integrated with local 
geological model

• No faults were mapped in pilot area

• Time-lapse seismic data indicates no leakage 
above reservoir, but difficult to track CO2 

within reservoir

• Timelapse VSP data exhibits amplitude 
change at Cardium event

• Passive monitoring continuing – no significant 
events recorded, but noise problems exist
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Outline of PresentationOutline of Presentation

Carbon Capture and Storage Overview
Options for Geological Storage of CO2

Penn West CO2‐EOR Monitoring Project
Integrated Instrumentation System in 
Observation Well
Summary



Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

The The 
 production production 

 of of 
 electricity electricity 

 and and 
 hydrogen hydrogen 

 while while 
 capturing capturing 

 and storing and storing 
 the COthe CO22



Geological Storage of COGeological Storage of CO
 22

Depleted Oil and Gas ReservoirsDepleted Oil and Gas Reservoirs
1

Use of COUse of CO22 in Enhanced Oil Recoveryin Enhanced Oil Recovery2
Deep Unused Saline WaterDeep Unused Saline Water--Saturated ReservoirsSaturated Reservoirs3

Deep Deep UnmineableUnmineable Coal SeamsCoal Seams
4

Use of COUse of CO22 in Enhanced Coal Bed Methane Recoveryin Enhanced Coal Bed Methane Recovery 5
Other Options: Basalts, Oil Other Options: Basalts, Oil ShalesShales, Cavities, Cavities 6



Penn West COPenn West CO
 22

 
‐‐EOR Monitoring Pilot EOR Monitoring Pilot 

 ProjectProject

A multi‐year, multi‐agency project for the monitoring of CO2
used for an enhanced oil recovery pilot in central Alberta owned
and operated by Penn West Energy Trust.
The Alberta Energy Research Institute, Alberta Environment, 
Western Economic Diversification, Environment Canada, Natural 
Resources Canada and Penn West Energy Trust are partners in 
this three‐year CO2 monitoring pilot project, the first of its kind 
in Alberta.
Five organizations involved in research program

Penn West Energy Trust 
Alberta Research Council
Alberta Geological Survey
University of Calgary
University of Alberta



100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)

102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)

P2P2

I1I1
100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)

102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)

100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)
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Penn West CO2-EOR Pilot



Penn West CO2Penn West CO2‐‐EOR Monitoring EOR Monitoring 
 Pilot ProjectPilot Project

The project will further advance the understanding of the 
fate of CO2 injected into petroleum reservoirs and 
enhance our understanding of the role that geological 
CO2 storage can play in responding to the risks of climate 
change. 
This project, which is utilizing leading‐edge CO2
monitoring tools and applications, will add to the 
growing body of knowledge that is being developed in 
Canada on the capture and storage of carbon dioxide and 
its potential as a greenhouse gas mitigation option.



Goals of Research ProgramGoals of Research Program

Suitability of existing oil and gas pools for CO2‐EOR and 
CO2 storage
Cost effective monitoring programs for detecting and 
quantifying fate of CO2
Informing long‐term (post‐closure) monitoring 
programs
Acquisition of experience in implementing monitoring 
technologies to assist in future development of 
regulatory framework
Evaluation of verification and environmental 
monitoring methods for CO2 storage



Elements of the Integrated Elements of the Integrated 
 Instrumentation SystemInstrumentation System

Overview of Instrumentation Well Design
Remote Access to Data
Wellbore Completion
P/T Data Interpretation
Fluid Sample System



Observation Well, 6 Production Wells Observation Well, 6 Production Wells 
 and 2 CO2 Injection Wellsand 2 CO2 Injection Wells

100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)

102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)

P2P2

I1I1

100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)

102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)
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102/7-11 well (the newly drilled production well)

100/7-11 well (the OBS Well)
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Shale
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1100
1120
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1200
1220
1240
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480
1500
1520
1540
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1620

Cement Top at 1200 mD

Fluid Sampling Port #1
at 1301 mD.  Port located within 
Upper Lea Park zones where
porosity is ~ 7%

Fluid Sampling Port #2
at 1622 mD.  Port located 
within Upper/Middle
Cardium SST

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1621 mD. 

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1610 mD. In
the middle of the Cardium
Zone.

Two (2) pressure/temp. 
gauges at 1302 mD. 

All fluid sampling tubing, geophone cables and 
gauge cables run to surface.  From surface to 
1200 mD filled with inhibited fluid (water).  All 
instrumentation strapped to 2 3/8 “ tubing string.

Completion Configuration for Obs Well (100/7-11-48-9W5)

1637.2

8 Geophone String.  Bottom phone
at 1640 mD and phone spacing is
20 m.

2 downhole2 downhole
fluid samplingfluid sampling
portsports
8 phone 8 phone 
Geophone Geophone 
stringstring

Geochemical Component
WATER COMPOSITION:WATER COMPOSITION:
•• COCO22 , HCO, HCO33 , CO, CO22-- 

33--

•• Mayor ionsMayor ions
•• Trace elementsTrace elements
•• SalinitySalinity

Sleipner  
Saline 
Aquifer 
CO2SP

SUBSURFACE SUBSURFACE 
PRESSURE:PRESSURE:

•• Formation pressureFormation pressure

•• Annulus pressureAnnulus pressure

•• Groundwater aquifer Groundwater aquifer 
pressurepressure TimeTime--lapse 3D seismic lapse 3D seismic 

imaging:imaging:

••P and S wave velocityP and S wave velocity

••Reflection horizonsReflection horizons

••Seismic amplitude Seismic amplitude 
attenuationattenuation
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Early P/T  ReadingEarly P/T  Reading

Inj. test  
10MP above 
Reservoir 
pressure

Reservoir 
Pressure

T dropped 
due to 
CO2 front 

1 2 3 4

Stopped injection test 
(3 days)

Temperature going 
back to steady-state 
condition

Pressure Fall off,        
Open valve

P 
T Injector

1. Period of Stability2. Period of Injection3. Period of Recovering4. System on production



Leakage enhanced by CO2 buoyancy.

Pressure and Temperature AssessmentPressure and Temperature Assessment

Phase change issues



Fluid Sample SystemFluid Sample System
Ground Surface

Ardley Coal

Knee Hill Tuff

Belly River

Lea Park

Cardium Zone

Cardium Conglomerate

Upper Cardium Sandstone

Middle Cardium Sandstone

Lower Cardium Sandstone

Knee Hill Tuff

1100
1100
1120
1140
1160
1180
1200
1220
1240
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580
1600
1620

0

434
494
506

1023

1291.1

1599

1619
1919.5

1622

1630.5

1637.2

Pressure/temp. gauges at 1611 mkb. 
In the middle of the Cardium Zone

Fluid Sampling Port #2 at 1622 mkb. 
Port located within Upper/Middle 
Cardium SST

Fluid Sampling Port #1 at 1301mkb. Port 
located within Upper Lea Park zones where 
porosity is ~ 7%

Pressure/temp. gauges at 1302 mkb.

Cement Top at 1200 mkb

All fluid sampling tubing, geophone cables and 
gauge cables run to surface. From surface to 
1200 mkb filled with inhibited fluid (water). All 
instrumentation strapped to 2 38"  tubing string.

Compleation Configuration for Obs Well (100/7-11-48-9W5)
Geology(Top) for 1002/7-11-48-9W5 (approx. 35 m from Obs Well)

8 Geophone String. Bottom phone at 
1640 mkb and phone spacing is 20 m.

Return

Sample

State #1 State #2

Inject Return

Sample

Inject

Poppet with 0.022" hole Very light spring 
(~1psi crack pressure)

Operate at low ΔP



CL Casing

Tubing

Cement

Formation

Perforations

Sample port

DownholeDownhole
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Penn West 
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MonitoringMonitoring 
Project 

Site



Penn West CO2-EOR Site



Atmospheric Monitoring



Atmospheric Monitoring -
IntroductionIntroduction

• Investigate open path tunable diode laser 
technology to detect fugitive emissions of: gy g
– CO2
– CH44

• Why tunable diode laser system? 
– averages out inhomogeneities of soil gas
– mobility 
– cost 
– efficient monitoring of large sites

• Using technology from Boreal Laser Inc.



Experimental Setup
Laser and Detector 

system

Reflector



Experimental  Setup – cont’d

• Important to correlate 
t ith thmeasurements with weather 

assessment
W th t ti d i• Weather station and sonic 
anemometer used



Experimental Setup – cont’d

M th

Experimental  Setup cont d

• Methane
– Expected background concentration ≈ 1.8 ppm

Sensitivity of system 1 ppm m– Sensitivity of system 1 ppm-m
• Carbon Dioxide

Expected background concentration ≈ 380 ppm– Expected background concentration ≈ 380 ppm
– Sensitivity of system 1000 ppm-m

• Path length 1- 1000m• Path length 1- 1000m
• Controlled Release were done to evaluate 

measurement sensitivity and accuracymeasurement sensitivity and accuracy



• Controlled release 
Controlled Releases
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Site monitoring
• Instruments used to provide upwind and 

downwind emission measurement of well sitesdownwind emission measurement of well sites
• Baseline survey done at wells without CO2

breakthroughbreakthrough
• 2 yearly follow up surveys done to date and one 

more plannedo e p a ed
• No indication of  increased fugitive emissions 

found at any of the well sites monitoredy



System PerformanceSystem Performance
• Measurement is path averagedp g
• Measurement is very dependent on a number of 

parameters:
Path length– Path length

– Atmospheric stability
– Wind speed
– Wind direction

• Therefore, not a quantitative measurement 
• Evaluate different ways to translate into a• Evaluate different ways to translate into a 

quantitative value 
e.g. Windtrax by ThunderBeach Scientific

R di l Pl M i b A diRadial Plume Mapping by Arcadis



Shallow Subsurface MonitoringShallow Subsurface Monitoring



Shallow Groundwater
Monitoring Well InstallationMonitoring Well Installation

• 3 deep monitoring wells (28-47 m)
• 1 shallow observation well (6 m)



Well Installation

Well Schematic

General Lithology
• Overburden: Clayey 

or Clayey/Sand
A i d Sh l /Sil• Aquitard: Shaley/Silty 
Bedrock

• Aquifer: Sandy/Silty• Aquifer: Sandy/Silty 
Bedrock



Lithologic and Gamma Logging



Groundwater Monitoring
Water LevelsWater Levels

I t t tiInstrumentation

• Integrated pressure 
transducer and datatransducer and data 
loggers

• Installed in each• Installed in each 
monitoring well

• Atmospheric pressure• Atmospheric pressure 
monitored at one 
location



Water Levels over Time



Groundwater MonitoringGroundwater Monitoring

Field Parameters
Major Ion Chemistry

Trace metals (in progress)( p g )



Gas 
i

Water 
in

Water 
out

1-way 
in valve

Bladder Pump Assembly



Water 
sample out 
at top

Electrodes

Water 
sample in 
at bottom

Flow through cell with two electrodes

a bo o

g



Groundwater Monitoring
Field Parameters (pH)Field Parameters (pH)

pHpH

TiTime



Groundwater Monitoring
Field Parameters (Alkalinity)Field Parameters (Alkalinity)
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Groundwater Monitoring
Field Parameters (conductivity)Field Parameters (conductivity)
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Groundwater Monitoring
Field Parameters (Eh)Field Parameters (Eh)

mVmV

Time



Groundwater Monitoring
Field ParametersField Parameters

pH

Conductivity

Eh

Alkalinity





Relationship to Cardium Reservoir 
Fluids 1600 meters below



Evolution of Groundwater if 3bars CO2
pressure imposed with excess calcitepressure imposed with excess calcite 

Evolution of surface water composition in the presence of 3 bars 
CO2  and calcite 

Ca+Mg=1 Cl+SO4 = 1

Mg SO4Mg SO4

Ca (Na+K) HCO3 Cl



Groundwater Monitoring
O & H IsotopesO & H Isotopes



Ion exchange and dissolution of calcite 
controls water chemistry initiallycontrols water chemistry initially

Secondary Recovery by Water Flooding (= dilution):

2Na-Clay + CaCO3 + CO2(native to reservoir) 3 2
-> 2Na+ + 2HCO3

- + CaClay

_________________________________________

Tertiary Recovery by CO2 EOR (= acidification)

2Na-Clay + CaCO3 + CO2(injection)y 3 2( j )
-> 2Na+ + 2HCO3

- + CaClay



Evolution of Cardium Waters:  
Primary ->Water Flood -> CO2 Flood

Predicted Evolution of Produced Water
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Groundwater Monitoring 
C l iConclusions

• Water levels constant = no shallow leaksWater levels constant = no shallow leaks 
from surface casing of wells

• Chemistry constant = no shallow CO• Chemistry constant = no shallow CO2
leaks
G d t h i h i t t t• Ground atmospheric chemistry constant = 
no seepage into atmosphere



Groundwater Monitoring Further 
W kWork

• Shallow geophysics to investigate shallowShallow geophysics to investigate shallow 
geology and structure

• Soil Gas monitoring in the unsaturated• Soil Gas monitoring in the unsaturated 
zone (2-15m) to investigate source of CO2
and methane complimentary to surface (0and methane complimentary to surface (0-
1m) soil gas monitoring
M d li f t t d t t d• Modeling of saturated-unsaturated zone 
interactions of CO2 and CH4.



Groundwater Monitoring Further 
W kWork

• Remote access to piezometric dataRemote access to piezometric data
• Test deep monitoring tools before 

deploying them in observation wells in thedeploying them in observation wells in the 
reservoir



Atmospheric Monitoring
ConclusionsConclusions

• Found tunable diode laser measurements a 
very promising tool for CO2-EOR site 
monitoringmonitoring

• System sensitivity to methane is higher than 
for CO2 due to background concentrationsfor CO2 due to background concentrations

• System straightforward to use
• Could be combined with dispersion modeling p g

to translate into quantitative results



Atmospheric Monitoring
Future plansFuture plans

• Currently planning on further evaluating tunable y p g g
diode laser technology in combination with 
modeling to translate into quantitative 

tmeasurement
• Also looking at combining with soil gas 

it i f l t it l timonitoring for complete site evaluation



CSEMP

CO2 Storage and Enhanced 
Methane Production

4th IEA Monitoring Network Meeting

Edmonton, Alberta, November 9, 2007

John Faltinson

Alberta Research Council



• Suncor Energy Inc.
– Project Manager

• EnerPlus Resources Fund
– CBM Well Owner/Operator

• Alberta Research Council
– Research Program Design and Execution

CSEMP 
Participating Companies



• Suncor Energy Inc.

• EnerPlus Resources Fund

• Encana

• Quicksilver Resources Canada Inc.

• TransCanada Pipelines

• Penn West Petroleum 

• Air Liquide Canada Ltd.

• AERI

• Natural Resources Canada (NRCan)

• Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC)

• Alberta Science and Research Authority (ASRA)

• Environment Canada

• CII Consortium (ARC, NRCan, AERI, US DOE, Conoco Phillips, BP, +) 

CSEMP 
Project Funding



• Cal Coulter / Susan Campbell (Suncor)
– Project Manager

• Christen Kolbeck / Marc Melnic (EnerPlus)
– Alder Flats Production Engineer

• Bill Gunter (Alberta Research Council)
– Research Program Leader

• Matt Mavor (Tesseract Corp.)
– Reservoir Engineer

• Andrew Beaton / Christina Pina (Alberta Geological Survey)
– Geological Advisor

• John Faltinson (Alberta Research Council)
– Pilot Execution and Operational Monitoring

• Dave Podgurny (Air Liquide)
– CO2 Injection Skid Operation

CSEMP 
Project Execution Personal



• Alex Blythe / Andrea Mellor (Alberta Research Council)
– Environmental Monitoring - Shallow Water

• Stephanie Trottier (Alberta Research Council)
– Environmental Monitoring - Atmospheric Gas

• Hong Li / Xiaohui Deng (Alberta Research Council)
– Reservoir Simulation

• Gonzalo Zambrano (University of Alberta)
– Verification Monitoring – Tilt Meters

• Don Lawton (University of Calgary)
– Verification Monitoring – Seismic

• Bernice Kadatz / Larry Holloway / Mark Olson (Alberta Research Council)  
– Operational Monitoring – Mobile Gas Chromatograph

• Bruce Minors (Lead Operator) and Alder Flats Staff (EnerPlus)
– Field Execution

CSEMP 
Project Execution Personal



• Determine baseline production of CBM from the Ardley coals at the 
pilot location (102/7-28-46-7 W5M).

• Store CO2 within the coal strata utilizing an injection well and 
measure storage effects in the coal.

• Determine the effect of CO2 injection and storage on CBM 
production from adjacent wells.

• Assess the economics of the collection of the CO2 and injection into 
coals as a long-term storage method for the reduction of GHG 
emissions.

CSEMP 
Experimental Goals



CSEMP 
Three Types of Monitoring

Operational

Aquifer

Aquitard

Environmental

Aquifer

Aquitard

Verification

Aquifer

Aquitard

Aquifer

Aquitard

Horizontal & 
Lateral Migration

Leakage

Migration: Movement of CO2 within injected horizon (within geosphere)
Leakage: Movement of CO2 beyond injected horizon through bounding seals 
(within geosphere)
Seepage:  Movement of CO2 into biosphere (through wellbores or into potable 
water horizons)

Seepage
Low RiskLow Risk High  RiskHigh  Risk



P1:   Detailed Design and Cost Planning
P2:   Injection Well Drilling and Evaluation
P3:   Core Analyses
P4:   Completion of Injection Well and Micro-pilot Testing

• Water injection / Fall-off test
• Production / Build-up test #1
• Short CO2 Injection test
• Production / Build-up test #2 

P5:   Surface Facilities and Monitoring
P6:   Nitrogen Injection as a Tracer
P6a: Drilling and Completion of the P3 Producer
P7:   Extended CO2 Injection
P8:   Final Production & Shut-in Testing of Injection Well
P9:   Pilot Engineering Evaluation and Reservoir Simulation
P10: Final reporting

CSEMP 
Research Program – Pilot and Operational Monitoring



V1:   Detailed Design and Cost Planning

V2:   Baseline Geological Study

V3:   P3 Monitor Well

V4:   4D Seismic

V5:   Passive Seismic

V6:   Cross Well Tomography

V7:   Tilt Meter Surveys – Gonzalo Zambrano Poster Session

V8:   Final reporting

Environmental Monitoring Program covered by Bill Gunter previously 
during Penn West talk.

CSEMP 
Research Program – Verification Monitoring



CSEMP 
Confidential Location



CSEMP 
Field Location



CSEMP 
Injection Well Lease – 102/7-28-46-7 W5M



CSEMP 
Offset Production Well Lease – 100/7-28-46-7 W5M



CSEMP 
Offset Production Well Lease – 100/7-28-46-7 W5M



CSEMP 
Well-bore Configuration – Down-hole Gauges

Three external casing 
press/temp gauge pairs:

– Monitor P/T in 
overlying channel 
sands

• Paskapoo

• Arbour/Silkstone

– Monitor P/T in Ardley 
coal

One internal casing 
pressure gauge:

– Monitor pressure 
inside casing at Ardley 
coal depth

TD at 509 m KB

PBTD at 489 m KB

Top of CF to KB = 5.47 m

244.5 mm (9 5/8 “) H-40
 surface casing at 147 m  KB
 weight: 48.07 kg/m (32.3 lb.ft)
 burst: 15.6 Mpa (2260 psi)

Paskapoo 
water sand

Arbour/Silkstone
channel sand (water)

Upper Ardley coal
(Silkstone Seam)

Lower Ardley coal
(Mynheer Seam)

External Pressure & Temperature gauges @ 405 m KB
(CO2 leaked through gauge housing threads)

External Pressure & Temperature gauges @ 409 mKB
Internal Pressure gauge @ 409 m KB

External Pressure & Temperature
gauges @ 345 m KB

139 mm (5 ½ “)J-55
production casing at 505.7 m KB
weight: 23.1 kg/m (15.5 lb/ft)
burst: 33 Mpa (4800 psi)

Wellbore Configuration - 102/7-28 Injector
              (Short CO2 Injection Test)

21 Mpa (3043 psi) Tubing-head and valves

Lower Ardley coal perforations at 418.5 to 427 m KB

73 mm (2 7/8”) J-55 boronized tubing landed at 409.1 m K

Re-entry guide, X/N nipple, coated perforated pup
joint and 1 joint boronized tubing

X nipple

X nipple and Tryton TX-8 packer at 393 m KB

CO2 from pump skid



CSEMP 
Operational History – Micro-Pilot

Nov.04 – Drilled & completed 3 shallow water monitoring wells (50/100/150 m).

Dec.04 – Drilled, cored and logged CO2 injection well.

Jan.05/06 – One year delay – Alberta Environment water diversion permit.

Jan.06 – Drilled tilt meter wells (16 wells – 6 meters deep).

Mar.06 – Installed CO2 injection skid and storage bullet.

May 06 – Water injection and fall-off test (pre-frac coal properties)

(Results Confidential)

June 06 – Fracture stimulated CO2 injection well (12 t of 20/40 sand in 
ungelled H2 O).

July 06 – Injection well production and build-up test (pre-CO2 coal flow 
properties).

(Results Confidential)

Sept. 06 – Short-term CO2 injection test (180  tonnes CO2 ).

Oct. 06 – Conducted workover on injection well.

Jan. 07 – Conduct 2nd injection well production test (post CO2 coal properties).

(Results Confidential)



CSEMP 
CO2 Injection Skid – Short Injection Test



CSEMP 
Short CO2 Injection Test

• CO2 (L) was pressurized through pump & vaporized through burner. 

• On the way down the tubing, CO2 liquefied and entered the coal as liquid.

• Re-vaporized a short distance out from perforations (< 6”).

• Initial injection pressure: wellhead = 4480 kPa, bottom-hole = 5500 kPa
– Hydrostatic head of column indicates liquid/gas CO2 in tubing.

– ~ 2/3 vapour CO2 over 1/3 liquid CO2 column in tubing. 

• Down-hole gauge pressure increase - Arbour/Silkstone sand at 405 m.
– Suggests CO2 injecting into water sand 4 m above!

• Leak pathway initially believed to be cement channel from Ardley coal to 
Arbour/Silkstone channel sand (outside casing through cement channel).

– Very low conductivity leak (virtually undetectable with 1 cp water).

– Detectable leak with CO2 (viscosity: liquid – 0.1 cp, vapour – 0.02 cp). 

• Bad candidate for cement squeeze – due to poor conductivity of leak.
– Remedial cement squeeze estimate: $200,000 with 20% chance of success.

– Unlikely to be undertaken by CSEMP consortium.



CSEMP 
Short Injection Test – Down-hole Pressure Data

Initial rate = 40 t/d, Temp = 12 C.

Down-hole Temp. increase due 
to vapor > liquid phase 
change of CO2 .

After pump stopped, liquid CO2 

vaporizing in tubing and 
continued injecting.

Fall-off curve conclusions:
If Leak is cement channel: 

Pathway: Well->Coal->Sand

Fall-off curves should be similar

Coal fall-off shape different than 
wellbore & sand fall-off.

Pathway: Well->Sand (direct)

 Injection / Fall-off -- Pressure (kPa)

1000
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7000

Ardley Coal Ext. 409 m Wellbore Int. 409 m

Arb/Silk Sand Ext. 405 m Paskapoo Sand Ext. 345 m

 Injection / Fall-off -- Temperature (C)

12

14

16

18

20

22

B.H.T. Ardley Coal 409 m B.H.T. Arb/Silk Sand 405 m

B.H.T. Paskapoo Sand 345 m



CSEMP 
Casing Pressure Test – Oct. 2006

• Review of pressure data from Jan. 05 to Jan. 06 (1 year delay) supports theory 
of casing leak and not cement channel. Good News!

• Casing leak suspected - threads of Arbour/Silkstone PT gauge joint.

• Cause, poor make-up of gauge joint while running casing. Either cross threaded 
or not enough torque applied. Gauge joints are torqued manually.

• Reconfigured injection well-bore with bridge plug above Ardley perforations and 
below suspect PT gauge joint. Packer set above gauge joint isolating it.

• Pressure applied to gauge joint with CO2 down tubing. Leak confirmed. Problem 

resolved by running a Halliburton retrievable casing patch to seal leak.



CSEMP 
Initiation of Multi-well Pilot

• Following resolution of casing leak, a second production test was completed in 
January, 2007. (test results confidential)   MICRO-PILOT COMPLETE 

• Decision by CSEMP consortium (Feb. 2007) to proceed to multi-well phase of 
project.

• Multi-well pilot plan:
– Inject N2 tracer slug into injection well.

– Long term CO2 injection (~1 year) with offset well production rate, pressure and gas 
composition sampling.

– Final production and build-up test on injection well.

• Offset well put on production June 2007 and N2 tracer slug injected into injection 
well. Purpose of N2 was to signal arrival of CO2 flood front.  



CSEMP 
Well-bore Configuration - Long Term CO2 Injection Test

Halliburton retrievable 
casing patch landed 
across leaking gauge 
joint.

Injection packer set below 
internal casing press. 
gauge in error. 

– Gauge unresponsive

– Unable to monitor 
inside casing 
pressure during 
injection / fall-off.

TD at 509 m KB

PBTD at 489 m KB

Top of CF to KB = 5.47 m

244.5 mm (9 5/8 “) H-40
 surface casing at 147 m  KB
 weight: 48.07 kg/m (32.3 lb.ft)
 burst: 15.6 Mpa (2260 psi)

Paskapoo 
water sand

Arbour/Silkstone
channel sand (water)

Upper Ardley coal
(Silkstone seam)

Lower Ardley coal
(Mynheer seam)

External Pressure & Temperature gauges @ 405 m KB
(Leak Sealed)

External Pressure & Temperature gauges @ 409 mKB
Internal Pressure gauge @ 409 m KB

External Pressure & Temperature
gauges @ 345 m KB

139 mm (5 ½ “)J-55
production casing at 505.7 m KB
weight: 23.1 kg/m (15.5 lb/ft)
burst: 33 Mpa (4800 psi)

Wellbore Configuration - 102/7-28 Injector
          (N2 Slug and LT CO2 Injection)

21 Mpa (3043 psi) Tubing-head and valves

Lower Ardley coal perforations at 418.5 to 427 m KB

73 mm (2 7/8”) J-55 boronized tubing landed at 412 m K

Tryton TX-8 packer at 412 m KB (C.E.)

58.75 mm X nipple 

Halliburton RCP Packer-Type Retrievable Casing Patch
(top at 398 m KB & bottom at 407 m KB)

N2 slug from pumper and CO2 from pump skid



CSEMP 
Long Term CO2 Injection Test – Down-hole Pressure

• CO2 injection initiated June, 2007 at initial rate of 38 tonnes/day. After a few days, 
CO2 rate increased to 45 tonnes/day.

• Twelve days after beginning CO2 injection, external pressure gauge in 
Arbour/Silkstone channel sand started to climb.

• CO2 pressuring-up water sand again! - Injection test suspended. Only 1000 tonnes 
of CO2 injected. 

N2/CO2 Injection Pressure - June 25 to July 27

0
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000

Ardley Coal Ext. 409 m Wellbore Int. 409 m

Arb/Silk Sand Ext. 405 m Paskapoo Sand Ext. 345 m



CSEMP 
Long Term CO2 Injection Test – Leak #2

• Casing pressure at surface zero, indicating that well-bore integrity sound and 
previous gauge thread leak (#1) remains sealed.

• Evidence suggests pathway of communication (2nd leak) definitely outside of 
well casing and not through the casing wall (1st leak).

• Possibility pathway - through micro-annulus between well casing and de- 
bonded cement.

• Currently evaluating options for sealing leak.



CSEMP 
Operational Monitoring Benefits of Down-hole Gauges

• Leak detection quickly before significant injected fluid lost to the wrong 
zone.

• Better pressure monitoring and understanding of non-intuitive CO2 

pressure and phase behaviour during injection and fall-off testing.

• Precise pressure monitoring during production testing. Eliminate the 
need for running, setting and retrieving wire-line gauges or estimating 
via fluid levels. 

• Real time 24/7 remote monitoring of down-hole pressure / temperature 
via Zedi Solutions website. No delay as with wire-line gauge data.



V1:   Detailed Design and Cost Planning (completed)

V2:   Baseline Geological Study (completed)

V3:   P3 Monitor Well (not drilled)

V4:   4D Seismic (insufficient CO2 injected for follow-up survey)

V5:   Passive Seismic (pending resumption of injection)

V6:   Cross Well Tomography (deferred)

V7:   Tilt Meter Surveys (pending resumption of injection)

V8:   Final reporting (pending)

CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring Program (Actual)



• Performed by Alberta Geological Survey

• Purpose: Assess suitability of the EnerPlus Pembina site for geological 
storage of CO2 .

– Look for issues that indicate communication potential via stratigraphic 
contact between target coal and adjacent channel sands.

• Best coal zones are the lowest 2 of the 4 zones (Silkstone & Mynheer). 
Upper Val D’Or zone in contact with overlying Paskapoo channel sand.

• Silkstone coal and Arbour/Silkstone sand are in stratigraphic contact 
elsewhere in the area, but not at any of the pilot well locations. 

CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring – Baseline Geological Study



CSEMP 
Baseline Geological Study – Ardley Coal Zone



• Conducted by University of Calgary (Don Lawton).

• Purpose: To map the CO2 plume in the coal.

• Baseline survey shot in June 2007.

• Survey area 560 m X 560 m.

• Additional geophones landed in shallow water monitoring wells.

• Follow-up survey dependent on injection of sufficient CO2 .

CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring – 4D Seismic



CSEMP 
Post Stack Time Migrated



CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring – 4D Seismic

Processed data from baseline 
survey (June 07)

Prior to LT CO2 Injection.

Injection Well – upper left
Offset Producer – lower right

Horizontal slice through seismic 
volume at base of Ardley 
coal Mynheer seam.

Red color: Higher absolute 
amplitude of the seismic 
reflection.

Blue color: Low signal/noise due 
to edge of survey.



• Executed by the University of Alberta (Gonzalo Zambrano).

• Purpose:
1. Map fracture length, height and orientation at injection well during 

stimulation treatment. 
2. Measure ground deformation caused by injection pressure and CO2 

swelling of Ardley coal.

• Surface tilt meters:
– Sixteen tilt meter wells were drilled (6 m depth), cased with PVC pipe 

and cemented. 
– Tilt meter tools were run into each well and connected to surface 

recording equipment.

• Down-hole tilt meters during frac:
– Twelve tilt meter tools (tandem) were run into offset production well and 

landed across Ardley coal perforations. 
– Tilt meter assembly was magnetically attached to the inside of casing.

CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring – Tilt Meter survey



Surface Tilt Meter Array Tilt Meter Tool

CSEMP 
Verification Monitoring – Tilt Meter survey

EP02

EP01
EP03

EP04

EP05

EP06

EP07

EP08

EP09

EP10

EP11EP12

EP13

EP14

EP15

EP16

Observation Well

5873400

5873500

5873600

5873700

5873800

5873900

5874000

5874100

5874200

636850 636950 637050 637150 637250 637350 637450 637550 637650

Easting (m)

N
or

th
in

g 
(m

) 

Tiltmeter sites
Frac Well 102/7-28
Obs Well 100/7-28
Stage 1

Frac Well 



Current Issue:
CO2 leaking from Ardley coal to channel sand has put a 

hold on remaining Verification & Environmental 
Monitoring

• Status of CSEMP Project: Evaluating options

Thank you for your attention.

Questions?

CSEMP
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The Role of Risk Assessment 
in Designing MMV Programs

November 9, 2007 IEA GHG Monitoring Network, Fourth 
Meeting, Edmonton, Alberta

Presenter: Ken Hnottavange-Telleen, Schlumberger Carbon Services, 
North America
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Outline 

1. Identifying Risks: Ranking Systems

2. Performance & Risk Management drives MMV

3. Measurements for Injectivity, Capacity, and Containment

4. Modeling – The Central MMV Tool
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September Sea Ice Extent, 1982-2007 
5-year intervals

National Snow and Ice Data Center 
Boulder, CO
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CO2 Storage Project Lifecycle

CarbonWorkFlow*
Process

* Mark of Schlumberger
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Outline 

Identifying Risks: Ranking Systems
Performance & Risk Management drives MMV
Measurements for Injectivity, Capacity, and Containment
Modeling – The Central MMV Tool
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Wildenborg 2007 
by permission

F. E. P. Data Entry

Features

Events

Processes
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Emission Credits & Atmosphere

Health, Safety, Environment

Underground Source of Drinking Water

Hydrocarbon & Mineral Resources

CO2 Source / Storage Reservoir

Compartments & Conduits

the Certification Framework (CF) project 
Oldenburg, Bryant, and Nicot, 2007 

by permission
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World Resources Institute 2007 
by permission

ID 2.9 Drilling a “dry hole”
Description Drilling reveals that injectivity is not 

acceptable where well is planned; project 
is not viable

Timescale Should be indicated during site 
characterization or well drilling

Potentially 
Involved Parties

Site characterization team, well 
construction team, operator

Preventive Action Careful site selection

Mitigation 
Response

Drill to new horizon, if still no viable 
options, plug first well, drill another or 
move to a new location and drill new well

Residual Risk If dry hole not well plugged, could become 
leakage pathway in the future

Warning Signals Core samples, seismic survey and other 
site characterization tests of porosity and 
permeability, extent of reservoir

Interdependence / 
Risk Coupling

None

Priority Ranking 2

Mitigation Cost 2

Comments At least at this early stage of the CCS 
industry, everyone will be “careful”. There 
is always residual  risk because it is not 
possible to “fully” characterize the earth. 

Expert responses

Event description

Polling the Experts
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Friedmann 2007 
by permission

Prioritized sources of hazard
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Qualitative Risk Prevention & Mitigation Matrix 
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White arrow indicates decreasing  risk
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Control
Measures

RED
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INTOLERABLE: Do not take this risk

UNDESIRABLE: Demonstrate ALARP before proceeding

ACCEPTABLE: Proceed carefully, with continuous improvement

NEGLIGIBLE: Safe to proceed
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BLACK NON-OPERABLE: Evacuate the zone and or area/country-25 to -20
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Outline 

Identifying Risks: Ranking Systems
Performance & Risk Management drives MMV
Measurements for Injectivity, Capacity, and Containment
Modeling – The Central MMV Tool
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ModelingMeasurement for
Characterization

Performance & Risk Management System

Performance & Risk Assessment
Injectivity
Capacity 

Containment

Costs and Credits
Environment

Health & Safety
Image

}         {FUNCTIONS *  STAKES

Project 
Design

Monitoring 
Measurements

Construction 
Technologies

& Interventions
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Espie 2007 
by permission

Focused Monitoring Deployment
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Monitoring Targets and Monitoring Methods

•Injectivity
•Capacity

•Containment

x = Method applicable to target

Modified after Vu Hoang, Vivalda, and Verliac, 2007
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http://www.co2captureandstorage.info/co2tool_v2.1beta/co2tool_panel.php

Monitoring Selection Tool
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Outline 

• Identifying Risks: Ranking Systems
• Performance & Risk Management drives MMV
• Measurements for Injectivity, Capacity, and Containment
• Modeling – The Central MMV Tool
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Injectivity

Permeability
– Core
– Logs
– Formation testers
– Well tests

Injection induced near-wellbore effects
– Dry-out
– Salt precipitation – Carbonate dissolution

Mitigation
– Injection well design and number
– Hydraulic fracturing

The Reservoir Dry-out Simulation near the Wellbore is crucial 
for Injectivity Prediction 

Dry-out Zone

CO2 Reactive Transport 
Fluid Phases Equilibration

0 10.5Gas Saturation
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Capacity: Characterization and Monitoring

High-Resolution Seismic, VSP’s, and Sonic

Borehole imagers Formation Evaluation
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Capacity: Measurements for CO2 Saturation

50Ω

 

m
10Ω

 

m
5Ωm

A priori information improves interpretation

Without Boundary Knowledge

Monitoring 
well

Injector well

CO2 Rich- 
phase
75 Ωm Water 4.5 

Ωm

Interwell 
Spacing 60 m

R
es

er
vo

ir 
30

 m
 

th
ic

k

X-Well EM Surveys
CO2 Saturation

With Boundary Knowledge

Neutron Capture Logging (Σ)
CO2 Saturation near wellbore
CO2 breakthrough at a monitoring well
Frio brine experiment in Texas: 

Adapted from Luling et al, SPE 5A-55 Sakurai et al, SPWLA
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Capacity & Containment: Microseismics
Microseismicity events are micro-cracks occurring in the formation due to pressure increase
Listening to these cracks is a powerful monitoring technique

Detection, 3D Location, and Classification of Microseismicity Events
Control of Pumping Rate to Avoid Fracturing the Cap Rock
Detection of Fault Reactivation
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Containment: Measurements for Well Integrity 

Joint analysis of data from 
these tools:

Multi-finger caliper
Electromagnetic
Ultrasonic
Sonic

To characterize:
Casing corrosion

- Internal / external
- Corrosion type
Cement quality

- Bonding at interfaces
- Cement properties
Near-wellbore formation damage
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• Identifying Risks: Ranking Systems
• Performance & Risk Management drives MMV
• Measurements for Injectivity, Capacity, and Containment
• Modeling – The Central MMV Tool

Outline 

1. Site conceptual model

2. Static geologic-geophysical model

3. Dynamic geophysical model

4. Measurements

5. Do Over
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Building a Static Model – Structure & Properties
Geophysics

Geology Geomechanics

Petrophysics
Mineralogy

Flow / Transport
Seismic

Well Correlation

Fault Modeling

Zonation and Layering

Facies Modeling

Petrophysical Modeling

Model should include overburden

PETREL
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CO2 Injection Dynamic Modeling

Calibration on monitoring measurements
(History match)

CO2 Concentration in Water

Thermodynamics 
Geochemistry

Thermal Modeling

Monitoring Data

Geomechanics Simulator

Upscaling

Current status: Improved fluid-fluid / fluid-rock interactions
Accurate description of mutual solubilities
Dry-out / Salting out effect
Salt precipitation
Coal swelling and shrinkage

3D Full Compositional Flow Simulator

ECLIPSE – E300
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Injectivity – Modeling Near-Wellbore Effects

0

pH

0 6Salt precipitation profile
XH2O

13 m

XH2O

13 m

Dry-Out radius
pH output

Refined wellbore radial model for injectivity studies
Is Injection possible? 
Injection rate estimation respecting BHP
Critical outputs for Injectivity:
- Injection rate
- BHP
- Salt precipitation profile
- Dry-out radius

Pressure profile
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Capacity – Volumetrics & Trapping

Capacity estimation
- Dissolved CO2 ,
- Trapped CO2 (immobile)
- Free CO2 (mobile)

Plume Monitoring
Hydrodynamic Trapping
Flow Gradient impact

Free CO2 saturation

Dissolved CO2 Isosurface

CO2 trapped in an Anticline Top
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Containment – Reservoir Geomechanics

Coupled simulation
Reservoir simulator

Mechanical simulator

STp δδδ ,,
δϕ

Update 
permeability

Eclipse-GM (E300)
VISAGE - VIP

Extensio 
n

Initial minimum stress σ3

After injection

Reservoi 
r
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RECA 
P

Risk identification and prioritization methods: 

several ways to slice the universe of risk

CO2 Project Functions: Injectivity, Capacity, Containment 

Monitoring techniques exist for each function

Modeling is key to the “V” of MMV

Ken Hnottavange-Telleen 
Schlumberger Carbon Services

Cambridge, MA
508-395-2730

kenht@boston.oilfield.slb.com



1

Seismic Based MMV Programs:
Frio II, Otway Basin, Permian EOR, 
WESTCARB/SECARBWESTCARB/SECARB

Tom Daley

Lawrence Berkeley National LaboratoryLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory



2 Slide 2: Outline

• Discuss Design, Deployment Issues and Results

—Frio I Seismic Results -> Frio II Planning

—Frio II Results

—Otway Design and Deployment

—Permian Basin EOR Project: ‘Microhole’ VSP

—WESTCARB and SEACARB Planning



3 Frio Brine Pilot Site
two test intervals

• Injection intervals: fluvialInjection intervals: fluvial 
sandstones, porosity 35%, 
permeability 4.4 to 2.5 darcys

• Steeply dipping 11 to 16 degrees
• Seals numerous thick shales

Fresh water (USDW) zone
protected by surface casing

• Seals − numerous thick shales, 
small fault block

• Depth 1,500 and 1657 m
• Brine-rock system, no 

h d bhydrocarbons
• 150 and 165 bar, 53 -60 degrees C, 

supercritical CO2

Injection zones:
First experiment 

2004: Frio “C”

Second experiment 
2006 Frio “Blue”

Oil production
From S. Hovorka



4 Frio I  VSP Site 1

Pre Injection Post Injection
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5 Frio-I: Seismic P-wave Tomography and 
Pulsed Neutron Logs

Distance (ft)
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D
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G
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Daley, et al, Env. Geol., 2007.



6 Frio-I: Seismic P-wave Tomography and 
Pulsed Neutron Logs
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7 CASSM Background 

• Continuous Active Source Seismic Monitoring (CASSM)
• Goal: Precision In-situ monitoring seismic travel time

• Motivation: 

D

— Earthquake ‘Prediction’
• Measure tectonic stress change
• Silver, et al, 2007, BSSA

ays

S
ou

— Monitoring of CO2 sequestration
• Monitoring flow in real time

— Important in Pilot Studies

urce

S
ensors

Important in Pilot Studies

• Constraining flow models
• Monitoring for ‘leakage’



8 “Piezotube” Tubing Deployed Source
and Hydrophone Sensor

Daley, et al, Geophysics, 2007.



9 Injection Well Equipment

PackerPacker

Piezotube
Seismic

Piezotube

Seismic 
Source

Source

Rolls of 

CO2 Injection

tubing: 2 3/8”

tubing for 
U-tube 

tubing: 2 3/8



10 Frio-II CASSM: 5 Example Raypaths

Injection Well Observation Well

1640

1630

Field Data 1670 m1640

1660

1650

D
epth (m

Field Data 1670 m

1660

1670

m
)

1680

Daley, et al, Geophysics, 2007.

70 Hours
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CASSM

1.2
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Day  2006Day, 2006 Daley, et al, Geophysics, 2007. Modified
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CASSM

1.2
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CASSM

1.2

Begin 
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Day  2006Day, 2006 Daley, et al, Geophysics, 2007. Modified



14 Frio II Results

• Continuous monitoring (CASSM) very effective for 
tracking CO2 between wellsg

• Required new instrumentation (piezotube source)

• Plan to try CASSM at other sites

• Some lessons learned w.r.t. instrumentation



15 Lessons Learned from Frio-II

Avoid Downhole Electrical 
Connections - use splice, if possible.

Hydrophone molding 
d t b l thneeds to be polyurethane. 



16
Otway Basin—Depleted Gas Field

Basic Plan:Basic Plan:

• ~ 2 km Depth

• Use Preexisting 
Gas well for 
monitoringg

• New Injection Well

• Expected seismic• Expected seismic 
change is small -
want permanent 
instrumentation



17 Technical Challenges

• 2 3/8” casing patch restriction

• Want to install 9, 2 km long tubes, 
control line, sensor cable

• bottom-hole conditions are:bottom hole conditions are:

•Mixed CH4, Brine, 

•85°C, 17.7 MPa

• Collect P/T, seismic data, 
geochemical samples, for two 
yearsyears

• Installation is a one way trip—
coming out of the hole is cost 2 3/8”
prohibitive.



18 Schematic of Otway Project 
Borehole Monitoring 

OVSP

1420 m

Geophone with clamp
OVSP sensors

3c Geophone with clamp
1500 m

Hydrophone

Pressure/Temp and
U-tube Inlet 1700 m

1500 m

U tube Inlet 

Microseismic
sensors

2000 m

1850 m

Travel time monitoring

2025 m

Total Depth: 2060 m

g
sensors

2055 m



19 Novel equipment and procedures

• Sucker rod deployment of 
instrumentation

• Many unique processes
and issues:

– Joint Protectors, Geophone Bow-
Spring Anchors

• Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) 

– Run in hole procedures
– Well control: kill fluid + shear 

rams

– ~34 m long
– Pneumatic packer
– 3 U-tubes for sampling

– tubes/cables attached to sucker 
rods

– Gas lift to purge kill fluidp g
– 6 seismic sensors
– 2 P/T gauges
– ~35 m long, 5 cm tube in ~1.5 m g,

sections

Shear Ram Test



20 Multi-Crane Lift of BHA

•Vertical BHA lift: 3 cranes (incl. 48 m 
crane) and 1 man-lift

•~4 24-hour days to install
260 k d ith 5 b d d•~ 260 sucker rods with 5 bands and 

coupling protector, ~ 10 minutes per rod
•12 Geophones  attached to sucker rod
•9 stainless steel tubes9 stainless steel tubes



21 Example of Initial Otway Seismic Data:
Probable Source:‘Burp’ During Fluid/Gas Production

1420 m

Recording Time

D
eppth

1700

1500 m

1700 m

2000 m

1850 m

2025 m

2055 m



22 Permian Basin EOR: 
‘Microhole’ VSP

Objective:
Demonstrate cost effectiveness of shallow, low cost, VSP 
instrumented boreholes for continuous monitoring with g
active and passive seismic

300 m wells300 m wells

~ 1km 
reservoir



23 Whiting Petroleum
West Texas Wickett Field EOR

Wickett Field Micro-Well Locations
Migrated Multiwell Image

CO Injectors

100 m

CO2 Injectors

Producers

Top of Yates

Single Well Image

p

Hi-Q Geophysical



24 DOE Partnership Pilots

• WESTCARB
– Sacramento Valley,

• SECARB
– Phase III: Cranfield Mississippi, Sacramento Valley, 

California

– 2 part test: depleted gas zone 
and saline zone

planned EOR site, gas/oil/water in 
anticlinal structural trap

– Injection adjacent and downdip of 
EOR 1 Mt / lti land saline zone

– Injection and Monitor well: ~ 
30 m separation

• Plan VSP and CASSM

EOR, ~ 1 Mtons/year, multiple 
injection wells

– Plan 2 dedicated monitoring wells, 
spacing to be determined• Plan VSP and CASSM 

along with U-tube sampling

spacing to be determined
– Depth and Temp. (3 km, 100C) 

makes instrumentation more 
difficult

• Plan CASSM
– 3D seismic to be acquired by 

operator Denb r Reso rcesoperator, Denbury Resources
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Design of Surface Seismic Programs 
f CO Sfor CO2 Storage Monitoring

Mark S. EganMark S. Egan
WesternGeco North America Geophysics Manager

Houston



Objectives

Baseline seismic program
Structure & stratigraphy of the storage tank & overburden
Volume of the storage tank
Is the storage tank is sealed?
Barriers within the tankBarriers within the tank

Repeat seismic programsRepeat seismic programs
Where is the CO2 going? Is it escaping?

Objectives of the survey design
Survey design required to meet the above objectivesy g j
Permitting restrictions



Agenda

Deliverables
Image of the subsurface

Survey design parameters
2D vs. 3D

Image of the subsurface

Rock properties (porosity, etc.)
Shooting direction

Narrow azimuth vs. wide azimuth

A t

Geophysical issues

Aperture

Source-receiver distances

SamplingIllumination

Resolution

R t bilit

Sampling

Repeatability

Signal-to-Noise ratio



ImagingImaging

UltrasoundUltrasound
3,500,000 Hz3,500,000 Hz

SeismicSeismic
35 Hz35 Hz



The Seismic Method Arrival times

Amplitudes

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ I Iρ , Ip , Is



The Seismic Method

2 km – 7 km

0 4 km 6 km0.4 km – 6 km



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method

“2D survey”2D survey



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method



The Seismic Method

“3D survey”3D survey



Illumination



Illumination



Imaging analogy



Illumination problems from complex overburdens



Imaging analogy



Imaging analogy Shooting direction
ll h  d dAll azimuths needed?



Illumination problems from complex overburdens

“Narrow azimuth” 3D survey



Illumination problems from complex overburdens

“Wide azimuth” 
3D survey



Illumination problems from complex overburdens

“Wide azimuth” 
3D survey



Survey Design

Ray tracing
(Requires an earth model)



Survey Design

Ray tracing
(Requires an earth model)



Survey Design

Ray tracing
(Requires an earth model)

Hit Count
HighLow

Hit Count



Illumination maps from a survey design study

Dip Shooting Strike Shooting 45° Shooting

Hit Count
HighLow

(A top-salt boundary)

In some surveys, a single shooting direction is not sufficient.



Illumination maps from another study

1-azimuth All azimuths
Hit Count

HighLow(A base-salt boundary)



Illumination

Data courtesy of  BHP Billiton, Hess Corporation and Repsol YPF 

Narrow-azimuth 3D Wide-azimuth 3D



Illumination
seismic survey?seismic survey?

So we see that illumination 
requirements impact the width of 
the geophone spread and/or the the geophone spread and/or the 
number of source points …

 what about the size of the … what about the size of the 
survey?

Aperture



Illumination
seismic surveyseismic survey

Aperture



Aperture

15,000-ft aperture 34,000-ft aperture



So we see that aperture decisions So we see that aperture decisions 
impact the size of the seismic survey …

 what about the influence of aperture … what about the influence of aperture 
on resolution?



Lateral resolution



Lateral resolution



Lateral resolution

300 m

400 m

20 m20 m



Lateral resolution

300 m

400 m

20 m20 m



Lateral Resolution in Imaged Section

Imaging aperture 
300 m

20 m gap

Imaging aperture 

20 m gap

Imaging aperture 
1000 m



Faults and Fracture Networks

Acoustic Impedance                               Poisson’s Ratio



Faults and Fracture Networks

Acoustic impedanceAcoustic impedance Poisson’s Ratio



An example of monitoring from the North Sea

Started production in 1997Started production in 1997

Gas and water injection

Seismic surveys in 1992, 2001, 2003, …

The 1992 survey used conventional technology

Subsequent surveys used better repeatable technologySubsequent surveys used better repeatable technology



Comparison of the 2001 & 2003 seismic programs

20012003



Comparison of the 2001 & 2003 seismic programs

OWC Water
injection movementinjection

2003 2003 
velocity

“pull-down”

Difference2003



Comparison of monitoring differences

1992-2001 full DP difference 2001-2003 final DP difference

4 years production 2 years production



An additional way to improve resolution 

- denser sampling



The Seismic Method

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ I Iρ , Ip , Is



The Seismic Method … with denser sampling

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ I Iρ , Ip , Is



Example from Texas
0 Q-Land

single-sensor data

0

(Decimated)Feet

~3000

Horizontal slice

~1300 ft depth



Example from Kuwait

ProducerProducer

Injector
Conventional data – interpretation shows the fluids should flow freely

ProducerProducer

Injector

Q-Land single-sensor data – interpretation shows baffles impeding flow



The Seismic Method Arrival times

Amplitudes

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ I Iρ , Ip , Is



The Seismic Method Arrival times

Amplitudes

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ I Iρ , Ip , Is



The Seismic Method Arrival times

Amplitudes

seismic source geophone groups

ρ , Ip , Is

ρ , Ip , Is
Reservoir Properties

Li h l

ρ I I

Lithology
Porosity

Fluids ρ , Ip , IsFluids
Saturation



Reflection Amp
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Reflection Amp
Single-sensor survey

Log Data
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Summary
N i  !!!Noise !!!

Survey design parameters
2D vs  3D2D vs. 3D

Shooting direction

Narrow azimuth vs. wide azimuthNarrow azimuth vs. wide azimuth

Aperture

Source-receiver distances

Sampling

Modeled shot record
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Outline

♦
 

Conventional monitoring

♦
 

Unconventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Anisotropic Seismics

♦
 

Conclusions
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The subsurface permeability is 
highly heterogeneous

♦

 

Measurements at a few wellbores can be 
seriously misleading, as they inadequately 
sample this heterogeneity.

♦

 

Hydraulic modeling is almost always based on 
over-simplified distributions of permeability, 
not confirmed by subsequent full-volume 
measurements.

♦

 

The only technology which measures the full 
volume with high resolution is seismic.
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Cost issues

♦
 

The need for economical surveillance 
=> sparse acquisition effort.

♦
 

This calls for innovative survey design
⊕

 

Note: design for detection of CO2 leakage 
is probably different that design for 
reservoir performance.

♦
 

A particular challenge is the 
requirement to “prove a negative”.
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This sort of subsurface 
heterogeneity is commonplace

A fluvial system at 10,000’ 
depth, revealed by 
Spectral Decomposition 

Image  courtesy 
of BP
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Conventional 4D seismics…

♦
 

assumes purely isotropic rock 
properties

♦
 

relies on the differences in P-wave 
velocity and impedance caused by
⊕

 

fluid substitution

⊕

 

pore pressure

♦
 

Not suitable in hard rocks
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The best 4D monitoring happens when 
receivers are permanently installed

The Life-of-Field 
Seismics installation 
at BP’s Valhall field 
in the Norwegian 
North Sea:

• 2500 4C receivers, 
buried in the mud

• 9 4D reshoots in 
3 years

• Minimal 
repeatability issues
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This is more than just imaging 
with seismic data…

it is seismic characterization of the
⊕

 

physical properties of the rocks, 
and

⊕

 

the in-situ environmental conditions

To succeed, one needs to employ an 
accurate model of the rock physics…
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Hence, conventional 4D seismics is 
ill-suited for rocks like these: 

joints

orthogonal 
joints

other 
crack-sets?
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Outline

♦
 

Conventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Unconventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Anisotropic Seismics

♦
 

Conclusions
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There is an entirely different 
way to do 4D seismics

♦
 

independent of fluids

♦
 

independent of pressure

♦
 

looking at the 4D changes in the 
azimuthal anisotropy of the reservoir.

To do this, we need an accurate 
understanding of the rock physics, 
including their fractures.
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Outline

♦
 

Conventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Unconventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Anisotropic Seismics
⊕

 

P-AVOAz

⊕

 

Shear-wave splitting

♦
 

Conclusions
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P-wave Amplitude Variation with Offset

It is well known that the offset-variation 
of P-wave reflection amplitude (P-AVO) 
carries information about

♦
 

lithologic variation

♦
 

fluid-type variation

at the interface.
am

p
lt

d polar angle

The “AVO gradient” 
is diagnostic
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Almost without exception…

the practitioners of P-wave AVO 
assume that the results are 
independent of the azimuth of data 
acquisition.

This presumption happens because 
most 3D (marine) acquisition has a 
narrow range of source-receiver 
azimuths.
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But, acquisition is being done in new ways… 

Narrow-Azimuth 
Towed Streamer

Wide-Azimuth 
Towed Streamer

Whenever we do wide-azimuth 
acquisition, we usually find that 
P-AVO does depend on azimuth.
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Reflectivity dependency on azimuth, 
in the presence of fractures

R
S R

S

modified from 
Holmes and Thomsen, 2002

AVO gradient is stronger 
in this direction
AVO gradient is stronger 
in this direction 
than in this direction
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P-AVOAz 
was first recognized in 1981 

Thomsen, Amoco Research 
Report, 1981
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Confirmation of theory for saturated, 
porous rocks with known cracks

Data from 
Rathore 
et al, 1994

Thomsen, 1994

fit

Theoretical 
predictions; 
no fitting
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We fit an ellipse to noisy amplitude data, 
and test the goodness-of-fit

A
V

O
 G

ra
d

ie
n

t

Azimuth (º)

• the ellipticity and 

The elliptical 
parameters are:

• the orientation

Note the variation 
is comparable to 
the average!
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PZ AVOAz at Valhall Top Chalk: 
Life-of-Field-Seismic 1

Values are 
only shown 

where 
confidence in 

fit is >95%

Maximum 
values 

show 100% 
difference

from Xia, Thomsen, 
and Barkved, 2006
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Close-up, NW corner

LoFS 1

from Xia, Thomsen, 
and Barkved, 2006
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Close-up, SW corner

LoFS 1

from Xia, Thomsen, 
and Barkved, 2006
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AVO gradient prediction 
near water injectors

Azimuth (º)

A
V

O
 G

ra
d

ie
n

t

Spider plot showing 
source-receiver pairs 
for the CMP location
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AVO gradient prediction 
under gas cloud

Spider plot showing 
source-receiver pairs 
for the CMP location

A
V

O
 G

ra
d

ie
n

t

Azimuth (º)

Confidence is small
that slope is not zero 
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LOFS 1 & 2 with well 
trajectories

Azimuth L1 Azimuth L2

Injector

Courtesy of Olav Barkved
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4D PZ AVOAz at Valhall Top Chalk: 
LoFS2-1
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What does it mean 
to operations?

♦
 

It means that the permeability is 
augmented by fractures, with a 
known orientation.

♦
 

It means that future wells will be 
placed with this anisotropic 
permeability in mind, thus optimally 
producing the reservoir.
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Outline

♦
 

Conventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Unconventional 4D Seismics

♦
 

Anisotropic Seismics
⊕

 

P-AVOAz

⊕

 

Shear-wave splitting

♦
 

Conclusions
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The stress-cracks-anisotropy- 
shear wave splitting connection:

Crampin, <<1997

(fast polarization, 
parallel to cracks)

(slow polarization, 
across cracks)
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Card tricks: azimuthal anisotropy

A vertical       wavefront⊥S

A vertical       wavefrontS

The palm shows the 
wavefront; the fingers 
show the polarization.

following 
Thomsen (1986b)
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Confirmation of theory for saturated, 
porous rocks with known cracks

Data from 
Rathore 
et al, 1994

Thomsen, 1994

Theoretical 
predictions; 
no fitting

fit
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The zones of slow-mode amplitude 
anomaly correspond to fractures, as 
seen in cores from a horizontal well:

Mueller, 1991

~1500 m

Fractures seen 
in seismic data

Fractures inferred 
from crystals in mud 

No fractures

slow
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Time-lapse changes in shear- 
wave splitting in a dolomite

γ ~ 4% prior to ΔPp Δγ ~ -14% due to ΔPp
ΔVp0 ~ 4% due to ΔPp , ΔSg

Angerer, et al., 2001

Pre-CO2 Post-Pre P: Post-Pre
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Analysis by 
B. Olofsson 
J. Kommedal 
O. Barkved

Alignment of split C-waves at 
Valhall reveals the subsidence bowl

This pattern, of the fast 
polarization direction in 
the shallow subsurface, 
is centered on the area 
of subsidence due to 
depletion of oil from the 
reservoir.
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Conclusions1

♦

 

CO2 sequestration monitoring requires 
full-field measurements, not just borehole 
measurements: hence seismics

♦

 

Seismics provides only indirect measurements 
of CO2 , but there is no substitute for the high- 
resolution 3D coverage it supplies.

♦

 

Time-lapse seismics is best done with 
permanent sources and receivers, in order to 
avoid acquisition-variant artifacts, and to 
reduce costs.
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Conclusions2

♦
 

Conventional 4D seismics assumes a 
(heterogenous) isotropic subsurface.

♦
 

This may not be accurate, as it ignores 
the possibility of subsurface fracturing. 

♦
 

An alternative mode of 4D seismics uses 
the signatures of azimuthal anisotropy:
⊕

 

P-wave AVOAz
⊕

 

S-wave splitting

to detect such fractures directly
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Detailed CO2 Injection and 
Sequestration Monitoring Through 

Crosswell Imaging 

Mark McCallum 
Z-Seis Corporation



• TomoSeis:  1992 – 1999

– Innovators in Practical, Low-Cost Crosswell

• TomoSeis Division of Core Lab:  2000 – 2003

• Z – Seis:   2003 --

– Continuing the Crosswell Seismic Tradition

– Improving and Innovating Technology

– Broadening into Reservoir Seismic Services

– Z-Seis Canada Ltd formed in 2004

Who  We  Are



Surface Seismic Technique



4D Surface Seismic



Crosswell  Seismic  Imaging

Receivers

Transmitters

Top seal

Oi l

Non pay

Format ion wat er

Sea water

Perfo rat ions

After Ed Stoessel / BP

Crosswell:  Moving Seismic Into the Reservoir



Crosswell Seismic Operations - 
High-Speed Data Acquisition

Single-Component
Multi-Level (10 or 20)

Receiver Array

Receiver Array
Stationed at 

Position of Deepest 
Zone

Wireline Deployed 
Fluid-Coupled 
Seismic Source

Receiver Array
Moved 50 or 100 Ft

Level 
Spacing 

2.5, 5
or 10 ft



High-Speed Data Acquisition - 
Processing & Interpretation

Each Complete 
Source Travel 

Results in a “Fan”

Receiver Array
Position of 2nd Fan

• Properties
• Structure

Advanced 
Interpretation



Raw Data Set From CO2 
Sequestration Project Charlton, MI



Powerful  Piezoelectric Source

Efficient Multi-level Receivers

Typical Operating Envelope:
Well depth 20,000+ ft

Well spacing ½ mile 

Temperature 350°F

Receivers OD 1-11/16” 

Source OD               3-1/2”

Crosswell  Operations
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.0001%

0.01%

1.00%

100%

Maximum Vertical Seismic Resolution
1 mm      10 mm     10 cm     1 m       10 m     100 m      1 km

Cores
Wireline Logs

Sonic Logs

Crosswell Seismic
Imaging

Vertical Seismic
Profiling

3-D Surface
Seismic

Increasing Resolving Power

Why  Crosswell  Seismic ?

Geostatistics
vs. Data



High Resolution Reservoir Imaging



CO2 EOR and Sequestration 

• Site Selection
– Reservoir Characterization

– Cap Rock/Seal Integrity

– Thief Zone Identification

• Injection Period
– Sweep Efficiency

– Model Fit

– Problem Identification



CO2 EOR and Sequestration 

• Post Injection
– Long Term Monitoring

– Movement of CO2 Plume

– Measure Stress Changes in Reservoir
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Candidate
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(Revised 04/01)

R. Martin

Wolfcamp Producer

Horizontal Path 
Possibilities
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Producer
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R. Martin
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Horizontal Path 
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Wolfcamp Abandoned 
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Wolfcamp Reservoir Characterization



Detailed  Architecture

Crosswell Seismic:  An “Outcrop” Between Wells

Crosswell reveals 
unexpected complexity in 
a West Texas Wolfcamp 
reef.  

Clinoforms and structure 
observed in outcrops and 
crosswell seismic 
compartmentalize the reef.  

Horizontal drilling strategy 
is made possible by 
enhanced understanding 
of reservoir architecture 
through crosswell seismic.

180 
feet

Approximately 650 feet (200 m)



Detailed  Architecture

Horizontal drilling strategy is made 
possible by Crosswell reservoir 
imaging increased production 
300%.
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FACT - Q-Values Distribution
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CO2 Flood Monitoring – Chevron, 
McElroy Field TX

Raw Data Provides Evidence of 10% 
Decrease in Velocity or 10% Increase 
in Travel Time After Injection of CO2



CO2 Flood Monitoring – Chevron, 
McElroy Field TX

Imaging and Monitoring of Reservoirs

• CO2 Flood Monitoring

• Understanding 
Reservoir 
Heterogeneity

Injector Producer

50’

Possible Fault

Possible Thief 
Zone
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PlatformPlatform
(Cross(Cross--well Area)well Area)

Central PlainCentral Plain

Southwestern AreaSouthwestern Area

SACROC 3-D Structure



Structural Variation:  Pinnacle Example

Tower Karst – China.  Photo courtesy of J.B. Ward, Oxy Permian.

Horizontal Layering?

Mound Growth?



Cross-well Line:  Log Picks

SWSW NENE

Dip LineDip Line



Cross-well Line:  One Possible Interpretation

SWSW NENE

Dip LineDip Line



Outcrop Vs. Crosswell

0’0’ 500’500’ ~ 1700’~ 1700’



ShalesShales and a Sandand a Sand

SACROC Cross-well Project
10

0’
10

0’ ??

??



420’ out of Plane420’ out of Plane

Time-Lapse (4D) Example



Steam Monitoring Applications

• Steam Assisted Gravity Drain (SAGD)

• Cyclic Steam Operations



~700m

~100m

~50m



Paleozoic

Cross-bedded

Sandstone

Sandy

IHS
~30m

~100m

~ 10-15
o

Reality:  Outcrop of McMurray 



EM13

Dip angle ~10º
dir: SE to NW

EM13TO16

TO16 EM13

Dip angle ~10º
dir: SE to NW

EM13TO16

Upper

Mid.

Paleo.

TO16

80 m

50 m 50 m

U.M.

M.M.

U.M.

M.M.

L.M.

Paleo Paleo

Dip NW: ~12o
IHS Beds

Shale  Continuity / Channels

Zhang, et al, CSEG 2002



SAGD  Monitoring

Paleo

Top Steam

MCMR

OB wells drilled only to the Paleo
Reflection tomography provides coverage



Steam  Reflectivity

Top
Steam

Base
Steam



Time-Lapse Monitoring of Steam Injection 

100 ft

1. Start injection
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Time-Lapse Monitoring of Steam Injection
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Monitoring Steam 
in a Faulted Reservoir



• Outcrop scale detail of reservoir architecture  

• Ability to see very small changes in reservoir from 

optimization processes

• Crosswell is Proven and Reliable Technology

Summary

400+ Surveys 
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Schlumberger Carbon Services

Passive Seismic Monitoring: 
Listening for the Snap, Crackle, Pop

Marcia Couëslan
Schlumberger Carbon Services



Schlumberger Carbon Services
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Outline

• What is microseismic activity?
• Where else is it used?
• What causes microseismic activity & what does it 

tell us?
•Hardware Options 
•Potential Workflow
• Integration with geomechanical modelling
• Feasibility Studies
• Conclusions



Schlumberger Carbon Services
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Noise

Duration

P to S delay

What Is Microseismic Activity?

• Microseismic monitoring is based on global seismology
- P- and S-wave arrivals are used to locate an event in x, y, z space



Schlumberger Carbon Services
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What Is Microseismic Activity?
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Schlumberger Carbon Services
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Where Else Is It Used?

• Mining Industry
• Geothermal Industry
• Underground waste 

disposal
- Could be fluids or 

cuttings
• Geotechnical projects

- Slope stability, dams, 
tunnel stability

• Hydrofracture 
monitoring Courtesy of Natural Resources Canada
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Mining

• Monitor 4D stress 
release

• Caving
• Underground gas 

emissions
• Rock burst prediction
• Slope stability

Courtesy of ISS International
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What Causes Microseismic Activity?

• Associated with brittle 
deformation

• Caused by stress changes 
related to production or 
injection

• Events may occur on failure 
surfaces such as faults and 
fractures

• May be related to stress 
transfer to the surrounding 
rock bodies

Confining stress

Shear stress

Pore 
Pressure

Injection scenario

Slip & generation of 
microseismic event

Change in 
Pressure

Barrier

Stress concentration 
on barrier

Barrier

Slip & generation of 
microseismic event

Pressure Changes
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Duration

Potential Reservoir Information

• Fault plane solutions
• Fracture orientation

Am
pl

itu
de

S-timing Distance to 
Location

Source
Params A

m
p

Freq

Shear wave splitting
Reservoir Properties

P-timing

or
Polarity

Hodograms: Direction & Location• Event location
• Orientation of failure 

surface
• Mode of failure
• Shear wave source
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What Can We Monitor With It?

• Cap rock integrity
• Fault/ fracture re-activation or 

propagation
• Can reveal fractures and 

compartments on a sub-seismic scale
• Fault transmissibility
• May image the pressure fronts 

associated with fluid movement
• Monitor deformations that may result 

in well integrity problems
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What Can We Monitor With It?

Injector
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Hardware Options

• Seismometers at the surface 
• Geophones in monitor wells: temporary to permanent

CementedPS3 Semi-permanent
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Potential Workflow

Begin Initial 
Site Characterization
& Data Acquisition

Build Initial 
Geomechanical Model

Conduct Microseismic
Feasibility Study

Design Geophone Array
For Passive & Active
Seismic Monitoring

Install Geophone Array & 
Obtain Baseline Noise Profile

Begin CO2 Injection

Analyze Microseismic Data

Update Geomechanical Model &
Microseismic Modelling
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Integration With Geomechanics

Geomechanical modelling can:
• Predict stress changes with time
• Estimate future fault activity
• Risk analysis for wellbore stability

Microseismic data can:
• Verify & update geomechanical 

models
• Map how stress tensors change 

with time
• Indicate fault re-activation or 

generation

Vertical displacement

Moment magnitude

(Visage)

(Visage)
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Initial State

N

Initial Stress Orientation

From Visage
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Initial StateFinal State

N

Change in Stress Orientation

From Visage
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Feasibility Studies

• Geomechanical model
• Requires velocity model, well 

trajectory, operational info, etc
• Modelling can determine 

- Potential size of events 
detected with distance 

- Uncertainty in positioning 
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Conclusions

• Microseismic monitoring is an established technology in 
a number of other industries

• Microseismic installations can effectively be deployed to 
monitor a range of activity at CO2 storage sites

- Cap rock integrity
- Illumination of sub-seismic features
- Re-activation or propagation of faults/fractures

• Microseismic monitoring should be used in conjunction 
with geomechanical modelling

• Feasibility studies should be completed to ensure that 
the microseismic monitoring system meets objectives
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Find a couple of ge
ophones

Connect ‘em up

Chuck ‘em in a well

New Permanent Technology development meeting (Acme Tools 
Ltd)

SOUNDS 

STRAIGHTFORWARD

LET ‘S DO IT

Acme 
Tools Ltd
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Goal of monitoring:

• The goal of any monitoring program is to constrain as much as 
possible the set of potential events downhole.

• More constraints are always better, but the result is only useful if 
an uncertainty is associated with each constraint.



Tilt Monitoring Integrated with GPS

• Tilt provides by far the highest precision deformation measurements 
and is the most common deformation monitoring tool.

• The uncertainty of a tilt based solution increases with time.
• Tilt measures the deformation gradient.  Integrating back to 

deformation involves assumptions about areas without tools.
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Tilt-Based Deformation MonitoringTilt-Based Deformation Monitoring



Cyclic Steam with Depth AnalysisCyclic Steam with Depth Analysis



Extreme example:  Both of these deformed surfaces 
are based upon the same response from the 
tiltmeters, but each experiences a very different 
elevation change. 

Extreme example:  Both of these deformed surfaces 
are based upon the same response from the 
tiltmeters, but each experiences a very different 
elevation change.

?



Three methods to help choose the right solution:Three methods to help choose the right solution:

• Pave the surface with tiltmeters
• Apply geomechanical constraints using injection information
• Place a few GPS sites in the array to get absolute references

• Pave the surface with tiltmeters
• Apply geomechanical constraints using injection information
• Place a few GPS sites in the array to get absolute references



• Excellent long term stability
• Proven accuracy to 1mm
• Addresses some of the 

uncertainty inherent in Tilt, 
results using fewer 
instruments. 

• Excellent long term stability
• Proven accuracy to 1mm
• Addresses some of the 

uncertainty inherent in Tilt, 
results using fewer 
instruments.

Integration of high-resolution GPSIntegration of high-resolution GPS



Base

Anchor

GPS integration: Why?GPS integration: Why?



How Data Integration Improves ResultsHow Data Integration Improves Results
Use a few GPS points within tiltmeter arrays to provide tiltmeter 
precision with GPS stability 
Use a few GPS points within tiltmeter arrays to provide tiltmeter 
precision with GPS stability

Tiltmeters OnlyTiltmeters Only Tiltmeters and GPSTiltmeters and GPS



InSAR Integrated with GPS

• InSAR provides tremendous spatial coverage at high pixel 
resolution with reasonable precision.

• InSAR requires no ground instrumentation, or simple reflectors

• InSAR measures line of sight, only one 
component of 3D motion.

• InSAR is more susceptible to 
atmospheric and topographic error than 
GPS.



• 3-D displacements are projected 
onto the radar line-of-sight.  This 
angle varies between 20 and 47 
degrees from vertical.
• Multiple SAR observations from 
multiple angles are required to extract 
additional motion parameters from an 
InSAR only product.  
• Horizontal motions are often a 
significant component of reservoir 
induced ground deformation patterns

InSAR is a Slant Range Monitoring Tool



Subsidence Monitoring – Oman Oil Fields

SAR Amplitude Image
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Phase SAR 1
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Subsidence Monitoring – Southern California
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Belridge Oil Field
California

High Deformation Areas
23.3 - 26.6 cm/year

Low Deformation
~1mm/year

Subsidence Monitoring – Southern California

15 kilometers
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No Deformation / 
Low Correlation
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Anchor

?
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Line of sight

X
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Y

Use GPS to help extract 3 component motion from InSAR



Surface profile defined by InSAR

GPS anchor location

Position reported by GPS

Attenuation of the 
GPS correction 

factor is a function 
of distance from 

the GPS 
and …

• Geomechanical model at location
• Deformation source 

characteristics
• Proximity of other GPS stations

Correcting InSAR with GPS Observations



Fracturing, Volumetric Change
or Fluid Migration

CO2

“Source”

Ground Deformation Prior to Deployment of Monitoring Diagnostics



Engineering and Geomechanical 
Experience helps to define

• Anticipated magnitudes of deformation
• Locations of maximum displacement
• Best fit locations for ground based 
diagnostics (corner reflectors, GPS, 

tiltmeters)

“Source”

GPS and corner 
reflectors placed 
at strategic points 

within ROI.

Region of Source 
Influence

Utilizing Geomechanics and Engineering Experience in Array Design



“Source”
InSAR Observations

• Covers ROI and beyond
• Motions corrected by GPS and/or Tilt

• PSI modeling constrained by both 
ground diagnostics (GPS, tiltmeters) as 

well as geomechanical parameters

Maximum displacement 
corrected by GPS and/or Tilt

The exceptional spatial range of InSAR 
allows the identification of motions not 
anticipated outside of immediate ROI 

Integration of Ground Diagnostics and Geomechanics into Final InSAR Product



Uncorrected InSAR
Motion Observations

Integration Example: Correcting InSAR with GPS Observations



X/Y corrections applied to unwrap
slant-range InSAR motions

Slant-range corrections applied to raw 
InSAR motions

Integration Example: Correcting InSAR with GPS Observations



Corrected InSAR
Motion Observations

• GPS corrects InSAR 
using known 3-D 
displacements at 
continuously operating 
monitoring stations
• Correction extends to 
other portions of the 
interferogram.
• Allows for multiple 
beam modes of InSAR 
data to be incorporated 
into the processing.  
This can further 
improve displacement 
field resolution.

Integration Example: Correcting InSAR with GPS Observations



Subsidence / Heave Monitoring – Long Beach, California

InSAR/GPS Integration Applications



Microseismic Integrated with Tilt

• Microseismic monitoring can provide detailed fracture growth 
and fluid movement information, but is subject to both false 
positives and false negatives.

• Tilt does not suffer from either false positives or false negatives, 
but often provides less information.  For example, downhole tilt is 
sensitive to the fluid closest to the instruments, and may miss 
information further away.

• Downhole tilt alone often does not provide critical information, 
like azimuth of a hydraulic fracture.



Tiltmeter and Microseismic MappingTiltmeter and Microseismic Mapping



Microseismic ImagingMicroseismic Imaging
Injection Well Observation Well

Typically 12-3CLevel @ 10M
Digital seismic Array

Observation Distance
Depends on Seismic Attenuation

Perforated Interval

Recorded Events



Wireline Deployment

Digital Surface Recorder

Electrical-Fiber 
Optic Wireline

Digital 3 Component 
Microseismic Tool

Rigid or Flexible 
Interconnects

Multi-Level
Downhole 
Toolstring

Microseismic/Tilt “Hybrid” EquipmentMicroseismic/Tilt “Hybrid” Equipment

High Resolution 
Downhole Tiltmeter 

Tool



Tilt and Microseismic Integration

• Perform an inversion on a dislocation, considering the 
microseismic data as modeling an ‘average’ azimuth, dip, length 
and height with an uncertainty based on the distribution of 
events about the average.
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• The added constraints from 
the microseismic data speed 
the inversion process, giving 
a more robust solution than 
tilt alone.



Reservoir Steam Injection ImageReservoir Steam Injection Image



Improved surface deformation measurements, together with 
microseismic data, can be used to greatly constrain the possible 
strain changes in the layers affected by injection.  

Improved surface deformation measurements, together with 
microseismic data, can be used to greatly constrain the possible 
strain changes in the layers affected by injection.  

Micro-deformation coupled with Geomechanics



Steam

Deformation patterns mirror their subsurface causesDeformation patterns mirror their subsurface causes

CO2



SteamSteam

Deformation patterns mirror their subsurface causesDeformation patterns mirror their subsurface causes

CO2



Inversion method reveals subsurface processesInversion method reveals subsurface processes



Reservoir Volumetric Strain

Period-IV Period-V

18 May - 7 June 7 June - 21 June



Future Possibilities

• GPS is more affected by ionospheric disturbances, InSAR by 
tropospheric.  Moving the integrating upstream in the analysis 
should allow better estimation and mitigation of those errors.
• Integrate Fiber Optic sensors that provide temperature and/or 
strain data into fluid flow models
• Analyze microseismic waveforms and tilt deformation 
simultaneously using a time-dependent model



Conclusions

• Recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of various 
sensors allows combinations that perform better than the sum 
of the parts.
• The ultimate goal remains to use sensor-provided constraints 
to direct a geomechanical model, continuously reducing the 
range of possible solutions from that model.
• Sensor systems need to be designed for each application, 
taking into account the specific goals of the monitoring and the 
unique aspects of each location.



www.ieagreen.org.uk

4th International 4th International 
Monitoring NetworkMonitoring Network 

WorkshopWorkshop

IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme

Edmonton, Canada

7th – 9th November 2007
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Wrap UpWrap Up

• Day 1: Monitoring and Regulation

• Regulation is being developed in the US, Canada, 
Europe and Australia

• Although not completely transferable lessons can be 
learned from other regions processes

• There are parallels that can be drawn with acid gas 
injection but the scale is very different to CO2 storage

• There are still some big regulatory issues to be solved – 
when and how to hand over
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Wrap upWrap up

• Days 2 & 3: Review and Updates: CCS projects

• Encouraging to see the number of projects existing and 
planned

• Encouraging to see the wealth of monitoring techniques 
are being developed, tested and applied

• As the data is collected and interpreted we will slowly 
start to build monitoring standards and best practices
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Questions?Questions?

• How do you accurately quantify the CO2 in the reservoir?

• How do you accurately locate the CO2 in the reservoir?

• Assurance Monitoring vs. Risk Monitoring

• What to do if a system parameter goes outside predicted 
values? 

• Second phase monitoring

• Seismic:

• When is it not applicable? 

• What additional information can it give us?

• If it is not enough, what more do you need to 
complement it?
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Questions?Questions?

• How much monitoring is required…

• for the operator?

• for regulators?

• for creditors?

• for the public?

• Can the current monitoring techniques provide what the 
want?

• How long do you monitor for?  When and how does 
handover occur? 
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Next StepsNext Steps

• Presentations will be on the website next week

• Report will follow...

• We would encourage you all to submit papers 
to the journal

• Next meeting will be the Joint meeting in the 
Chicago, USA in June 2008

• Next monitoring network meeting will be in 
Kyoto, Japan in early 2009
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